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Abstract ' ..
A theoretical investigation was made to develop methods for predicting the longitudinal
aero.dynamic characteristics of externally-blown, jet-augmented wing-flap combinations. A
potential flow analysis was used to develop two models: a wing-flap lifting surface
model and a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine wake model. The wing-flap" model uses a
vortex-lattice approach to represent a wing of arbitrary planform, camber, and twist, and
a multiply-slotted flap which can be large and highly deflected. The engine wake model
consists of a series of closely spaced' vortex rings normal to a wake centerline which is
permitted to have vertical and lateral curvature to accommodate the local -perturbed flow
under the wing. Use of these two models in sequence provides for calculation of .the
wing-flap load distribution including the influence of the engine wake. The method can
accommodate multiple engines per wing panel and part-span flaps but is limited to the case
where the flow and geometry of the configuration are symmetric about a vertical plane
containing the wing root chord.
Comparisons of predicted and measured lift and pitching moment on unswept and swept wings
with one and two engines per panel and with various flap deflection angles indicate
satisfactory prediction of lift and moment for flap deflections up to 30 to 40 degrees.
At higher flap angles with and .without power, the method begins to overpredict lift, due
probably to the appearance of flow separation on the flaps.
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CALCULATION OF THE LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF STOL AIRCRAFT WITH
EXTERNALLY-BLOWN JET-AUGMENTED FLAPS • '
By Marnix F. E. Dillenius, Michael R. ;
Mendenhall, and S. B. Spangler
Nielsen Engineering & Research; Inc.
SUMMARY
A theoretical investigation was made to develop methods for predicting
the lift and pitching moment characteristics of externally-blown, jet-
augmented wing-flap combinations. A potential flow analysis was used to
develop two models: a wing-flap lifting surface model and a high-bypass-
ratio turbofan engine wake model. The wing-flap model uses a vortex-
lattice approach to represent a wing of arbitrary planform, camber, and
twist, and a multiply-slotted flap which can be large and highly deflected.
In order to handle the large angles that appear in the flow-tangency
condition applied to the surfaces, trigonometric functions are used
instead of the usual linearizations. The horseshoe vortices on the flap
are laid out on a surface inclined to the wing at the average flap angle,
with the, trailing vortex legs lying on an extension of this flap surface.
The engine wake model consists of a series of closely spaced vortex rings
normal to a wake ceriterline which is permitted to have vertical and
lateral curvature to accommodate the local perturbed flow under the wing.
The ring diameters and strengths are determined from the engine thrust
such that the resulting potential flow "wake" has essentially the same
mass, momentum and spreading rate as the appropriate turbulent, coflowing
wake. Use of these two models in sequence provides for calculation of
the wing-flap load distribution including the influence of the engine
wake. The method can accommodate multiple engines per wing panel and
part-span flaps but is limited to the case where the flow and geometry of
the configuration are symmetric about a vertical plane containing the
wing root chord.
Comparisons of predicted and measured lift and pitching moment on
unswept and swept wings with one and two engines per panel and with flaps
having a combined chord as large as the basic wing chord indicate
satisfactory prediction of lift and moment for flap deflections up to
30 to 40 degrees. At higher flap angles with and without power, the
method begins to overpredict lift, due probably to the appearance of
flow separation on the flaps. The agreement on moments is least1 satis-
factory for swept wings, probably as a result of the particular vortex- •
lattice layout used in the calculations.
INTRODUCTION
The development of high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines with their
relatively cool exhaust has generated great interest in the use of
*t? *
external-flow jet-augmented flaps as a means of achieving high lift
coefficients for STOL operation. In this concept, the jet efflux from
JD
pod-mounted engines is made to impinge on a large, highly deflected, .
multiply slotted flap system which induces a large amount of additional
lift through engine wake deflection. A number of experimental investi-
gations have.confirmed the capability of the externally-blown jet-augmented
flap to produce high lift coefficients (refs.' 1-4)'.
Most of the work that has been published on externally-blown jet-
augmented- flaps has been experimental in nature. In addition to the
work on complete configurations such as that of references 1-4, experi-
mental work has also been done on a semispan wing-flap-engine model
(ref. 5). A wide range of configuration variables have been tested,
including swept and unswept wings, partial and full span flaps, various
numbers of flap segments, and variations in engine position and incidence
relative to the wing. The results of this work are available in the
form of overall lift and pitching moment over a range of flap angles and
thrust coefficients.
Early analysis of the behavior of a wing with externally-blown jet-
augmented flaps considered the lift to be made up of the lift of the
wing-flap alone, the lift due to the vertical component of jet momentum,
and a circulation lift induced by the jet-flap interaction (ref. 1). While
theoretical values of the first two could be obtained, no method was
developed to estimate the last. Recently, jet flap theory developed for
the jet flap and augmentor wings was applied to a jet-augmented flap
(ref. 6). Although good agreement was indicated, empirically determined
momentum coefficients, jet turning angles, and jet spreading factors were
2 ' ' ':
used. Thus, no rational, analytical method existed for predicting the
performance of an arbitrary jet-augmented flap and wing combination.
The objective of the present work is to develop an engineering
:
method for predicting the characteristics of such a configuration. A
potential flow approach was adopted involving -the combination of two flow
J* '
models: a wing-flap lifting surface model and a jet wake model. Because
of the size and large deflection angles of flaps required for STOL perfor-
mance, a nonplanar, nonlinear lifting surface method is required for the
wing-flap model. A vortex-lattice approach was selected. The jet
wake model required a potential flow approximation to a turbulent,
coflowing jet. The jet characteristics used were those of Abramovich
(ref. 7). The potential flow approximation was derived from the basic
ring vortex model of reference 8. These models must be combined in
such a fashion that all the boundary conditions are satisfied. An
iterative approach was selected. The development of the models, C9m-
parisons of predicted results with data, and a user's description of the
resulting computer programs are presented in this report. The computer
source programs are available from COSMIC.
SYMBOLS _.
A, fan exit flow area
A. jet-wake cross sectional area at beginning of the
•* wake
b • wing span ...
c chord of area 'element on the wing; or basic wing root-chord
c average wing chord, S-gp/b, used as reference length
by wing-flap program
c, section 'lift 'coefficient, based on local chord




C^ , induced drag, coefficient, -F
U • S
C lift coefficient, L/qS „
Cy thrust coeffacie'nt', T/qSREF
C pitching moment coefficient, -^-
lu rvtjJb clvG
E complete elliptic integral of second kind
F , FV,FW backwash, sidewash, and downwash influence coefficient
for a horseshoe vortex on the wing
t
Ff u»Ff V»F, backwash, sidewash, and downwash influence coefficient
' ' ' for horseshoe vortex on the flap
F streamwise forces .. /j •<
k argument of elliptic integral
K complete elliptic integral of first kind
t " - ' 'i. ' ' ' * ~
L "'lift force
£ . -' dr ii length of initial region 'in" jet-wake
M pitching moment; or momentum in jet; or number of
vortices or control points on wing
MF . number of vortices or control, points on flap
m ., mass flow in jet
q free' stream dynamic pressure, - ProV2
R • radius of jet-wake
R • • • radius 'of jet-wake at beginning of jet wake
r !-,.•<•••; •>-. - ..radial distance given .-by ."l -2 -+ • C 2 for the jet
s ,: .horseshoe vortex semi-width.-measured in chordal plane;
'• or distance along jet wake center line
wing planform area used as reference area by wing-flap
program
T engine thrust . .-.y-jij... \
! .
u,v,w perturbation velocities in.: x, y and z directions,
respectively, induced by horseshoe vortices on the
•_•..;.. /.. '. wing . . . .- j>>-~ .
u^,v^,w, perturbation velocities in x,, y, and zf directions,
-._.. .respectively, induced by; horseshoe vortices on the
; flap ' . ..- • --ff rsr
u.,v.,w,.y, -A _,. perturbation velocities invirx., . y and z directions,
; respectively, induced oni;.wing-flap by other airframe
; components
ui . ^  &£• ,.-,.. axial velocity induced byca -.single .vortex ring
Vp radial velocity induced by a single vortex ring
V. jet velocity directed along the geometric engine
centerline at beginning of wake (includes free
stream velocity)' '
V. average jet velocity at a station along the jet
-
1
 (includes free stream velocity)
Vf fan exit velocity • - -< •
Vi perturbation velocity along "y "direction at the
bound leg midpoint of a horseshoe vortex on the wing
v2 per.turbation. velocity along y direction at the ;
3/4 chord of the left side of an area element on the
wing
V free stream velocity
x,y,z coordinates with origin located at the midspan of a
horseshoe vortex on the wing and with same directions
as X, Y, Z coordinate system/ figure 2; or jet wake
coordinate system fixed at beginning of jet, figure 9(a)
y^fi^fi^f coordinates with origin located at the midspan of a
horseshoe vortex on the flap, y, direction same as
y and Y directions. Directions of Xf and zf rotated'
from x and z through angle 6X_ (positive down),
figure 2
X,Y,Z coordinates with origin located at the wing root chord
nose, figure 2. X axis coincident with wing root
chord, Z axis positive in downward direction .
a angle of attack of wing root chord with respect to
free stream, degrees
a. angle between tangent to mean camber surface of the
wing and X direction, degrees
F vortex strength of a horseshoe vortex
T. vortex strength of vortex rings used to model expanding
^ jet wake
Y vortex strength of vortex cylinder used to model
straight jet wake
6^ flap deflection angle measured perpendicular to the .
hingeline/upositive downward, degrees
6XZ streamwise flap deflection angle measured in a plane
parallel to the X-Z plane, • positive downwards, degrees
6, angle between tangent to mean camber surface of the
flap and the xf direction, degrees
e angle whose tangent equals the slope of the jet-wake
. centerline in the X-Y plane, degrees
e angle whose tangent equals the slope of the jet-wake
centerline in the X-Z plane, degrees
n non-dimensional spanwise coordinate, Y/(b/2)
9 angle of inclination of jet wake centerline, relative
to X-direction, degrees ~
£,n,£ vortex ring rectangular coordinate system with
origin located at the center of the vortex ring,
• q . figure 9(b)
p^ free stream density
ui • .
()> dihedral of wing, degrees
<t>f dihedral of flap calculated by wing flap program,
degrees
\l> sv/eep angle of the bound leg of a wing horseshoe vortex
(positive for swept back vortices), degrees
\l>~ sweep angle of the bound leg of a horseshoe vortex on
the deflected flap calculated by wing flap program
from undeflected flap sweep, degrees




-H left; or local
o initial
P field point
Q center of engine inlet
r right ;
S center of vortex ring
W wing
LE leading edge . ..- , ••




In order to appraise aerodynamic interaction .effects between a jet-
wake and a wing-flap configuration, a method is required to determine
aerodynamic loadings on the wing flap surfaces^ Furthermore, the method
must be able to predict wing-flap induced perturbation velocities at field
points in the vicinity of the configuration. For these purposes, a three-
dimensional horseshoe vortex lattice is used as the distribution of
singularities representing the lifting surfaces. The flow tangency boundary
condition, including all wing-flap interference effects, is applied at a
finite number of control points on the wing-flap surfaces, which results
in a set of simultaneous equations from which the vortex strengths are
determined. Wing angle of attack and flap deflection angles are accounted
for in terms of trigonometric functions instead of linear terms because
the magnitudes of the angles can be large. The jet-wake is considered
an external source of perturbation velocities which are included in the
wing-flap flow tangency condition as part of the jet wing-flap aerodynamic
interference calculation.
The method is developed for flow in the pitch plane; yaw effects
are not included. Since large flap deflections are used only at low
speeds, compressibility effects 'are not included.' Finally, since potential'
flow theory is used, 'the .methods cannot account for flow separation or
other viscous effects.
Configuration characteristics.- The configuration of interest is a.
wing with large, deflected flaps attached .to the trailing edges of .the
wing -panel. The various configuration parameters included in the method
are listed below.
Wing Panels:
Mean camber surface: May have both twist -and camber
Leading-edge shape: Straight line which may be swept
Trailing-edge shape: Same as for leading edge
Taper: Linear
Tips: Parallel to wing root chord
Dihedral: Arbitrary 'but constant over the semispan'
Thickness: Assumed small (thickness effects neglected)
Type: Single surface. Multiple flaps are idealized as a single
flap with camber to account for the effects of individual flap components.
Location: At or near wing trailing edge with the flap leading edge
situated in or off the plane of the wing. (In actuality, the flap can
be located anywhere provided certain precautions.are followed in the lay-
. out of the wing vortex-lattice and the flap control points.)
Mean camber surface: May have camber. Also see remarks regarding
flap type.
Span: Full or partial span.
Leading-edge shape: Straight line which may be swept.
Trailing-edge shape: Same as for leading edge.
Taper: Linear
•v
Thickness: Assumed small (thickness effects neglected).
Description of the method.- The three-dimensional horseshoe vortex
lattice that is used to represent the wing-flap lifting surfaces is an
extension of the vortex-lattice methods and programs developed in
references 8, 9, and 10. Specifically, the approach described in ref-
erence 8 has been extensively modified to treat a wing-flap system with
mutual interference between the wing and flap.
The vortex-lattice arrangement and the coordinate system for a swept
wing with trailing edge flaps deflected are shown in figures 1 and 2.
The wing panel and flap are divided into trapezoidal area elements.
A horseshoe vortex is placed in each area element such that the span-
wise bound leg lies along the element quarter chord and its trailing
legs along the chordwise sides of the element. The trailing legs are
assumed to lie in the plane of the area element. The'wing vortex trailing
legs consequently extend back- to infinity in the plane of the wing. The
flap vortex trailing legs extend downwards to infinity in the plane of
the flap. Both wing and flap vortex trailing legs lie in planes parallel
to the X-Z plane. .The angle subtended by the two trailing leg directions
equals .the streamwise 'flap angle, 6XZ» whereas the actual flap 6f
is understood to be measured perpendicular to the hingeline.
On the wing, the area elements have a uniform chordwise length at any
spanwise station; in the spanwise direction the area element widths need not
be equal to allow for closer spacing where large spanwise loading gradients
8
exist. The flap area elements are arranged likewise although the chord-
wise and spanwise dimensions need not be the same as those used for the
wing area elements.
The flow tangency boundary condition is applied at a finite set of
control points given by the midpoint of the 3/4 chord of each area element
located in the chordal planes of the wing and the flap. The wing
chordal plane is the plane containing the wing root chord and making angle
<(> with the Z = 0 plane, see figure 2. The flap chordal plane is the
plane containing the flap leading- and tirailing-edges and the flap root
and tip chords. The boundary condition states that there is no flow
through the wing and flap surfaces at each control point. ' The condition
is illustrated in figure 3 for the wing. The velocities normal to the
•wing consist of a component of the free stream, perturbation velocities
u, v and w induced by the wing-flap horseshoe system, and externally
induced perturbation velocities u., v. and w.. The latter velocities may
be generated by a turbofan wake as described in a later section. The
velocities normal to the flap are categorized in the same manner.
With M control points on the wing and MF on the flap, the boundary
condition for the left wing panel is formulated as follows.
M „ M+MF
I TW (Fw cos *v ~ Fv sin *v) + / TWv Ff w cos *v C°S 6XZ
n=M+i
- F,. cos <j> , sin 6V7 - F,T . U V Ail T
' v,n
(1)
With the flap deflected downwards, the flap boundary condition is written
for MF points as
r r / \ / \
4W [Fwv/n cos * f ,v cos. \£xz + 6siJ + \>n cos * f ,v sin l^xz + 8aJ
A A »
~
 Fv sin * f ,v COS (6)v, n \
M+MF
XZ
IW Ff,w cos *f,v cos ' Ff,v sin *f,v cos
= sin a + 6XZ + e cos <|> + sin ^ cos
" ' . \ ) / . « \ l . \ J l _ - I I COS
V = M + 1, . . .M + MF (2)
The wing angle of . attack . a, 'the streamwise flap angle 6 _ (positive
AZi
downwards) and the local flap angle 6. due to flap camber are accounted
for in a nonlinear manner; for example, sin a instead of a. This
allows the method to be used with large magnitudes for these angles.
The validity of the wing-flap loading results at high angles will, however,
be limited by viscous effects such as flow separation on the flap not
accounted for in .the present theory. Local wing angles a» due to wing
camber and twist are assumed' to have small magnitudes.
The right-hand sides of equations (1) and (2) represent the free-
stream component and the externally induced perturbation velocities normal
to the wing and flap chordal planes. The first summation on the left-
hand sides of the equations represents the perturbation velocities induced
by the left and right wing surfaces. The second summation represents the
perturbation velocities induced by the left and right flap surfaces. The
functions inside the summations will be discussed next.
The functions FU/FV/FW and Ff u/Ff v/Ff w are influence
functions relating the perturbation velocity components induced at some
point by a wing and flap horseshoe vortex, respectively, to the circu-
lation strength and the coordinates of the point relative to the origin
of the vortex coordinate system (x,y,z). This relationship is obtained
10 '
from the Biot-Savart law, (ref. 11). The origin of the vortex coordinate
system is located at the bound, leg midpoint and its directions are aligned
with the wing root chord coordinate system (X,Y,Z), (fig. 2). The effect
of vortices laid out on the left and the right wing and flap panels.must
be included in the influence functions shown in equations (1) and (2).
The functions F , F and F for the left wing panel are described com-
pletely in Appendix A of reference 8 and are repeated below together with
,. t
other necessary relations. The same functions are used in connection •
with the flap vortices as described later. The bound leg sweep angle
ijj measured in the wing chordal plane is related to the sweep angle ^
in the wing planform by the dihedral angle <(>: • ..
tan ty = tan i|) cos '<{> (3)
The backwash influence coefficient is
(z cos j) -'" y sin < j>) cos if) ' •
|x cos i|> - (y cos <(> + z sin <}>) sin I|M 2 + (z cos <J> - y sin <)>) 2
J (x + s tan ij;) sin if< + ( y '+ s ' co s 40 cos ij; cos 4> + (z + s sin <])) cos ip sin
V. [(x + s tan i|j) 2 + ' ( y + s cos c f > ) 2 + (z + s sin < t > ) 2 ]
(x - s tan if i )s in t | j+ ( y - s cos if)cos ty cos < f l + ( z ~ s sin <)))cos i|) sin
f(x - s tan if /) 2 + ( y ' - s cos c j>) 2 + (z - s sin < j>) 2|
11
The sidewash influence coefficient is
- z sin fy + x cos ijj sin
|x cos \l> - (y cos (f> + z;: sin <J>) sin <H2 + (z cos <t> - y sin <)>) 2
, / (x + s tan i)j) sin i); + (y + s cos ft) cos i)/ cos 'ft .+ (z + s sin if) cos ip sin
\_ [(x' + s tan i|>)'2}j+ (y + s cos <|>)2 '+ (z + s sin <)>) 21 l/2
(x - s t;ari-tii)),sin ip + (y - s cos <}))cos i|) cos..(]) + (z - s sin 4>)cps \l> sin 4
f(x -- s tan ij;)2 + (y - s cos <|>) 2 + (z - s sin <j>) 21 !' 2
, , (z - s sin i)>) . • •
> I
J
(y - s cos ()>) 2 + (z - s sin
C, _ (x - s tan ip)
1 (x - s tan if)) 2 + (y - s cos <j>) 2 + (z - s sin <J>) 2|
(z + s sin ()))
(y t s cos,-<())2 + (z + s sin <(>) 2
r
(x + s tan ip)
v f(x + s tan ijj)2 + (y + s cos <)>) 2 + (z + s sin 4>) z ] J
(5)
The -downwash influence coefficient is
F
w(x,y,.z,s.,iJ;,(j>)
_ __ -x cos if cos "ft + y sin 'ip . _
|x cos i p . - .(y cos <j> + z sin 4>) sin tp2 + '(z. -cos <j> - y sin 4>) 2
f(x + s tan ty) sin' ty + (y + s cos 4>)cos ty cos.-$ + (z + s sin (|))cos <)j sin[(x + s tan ip) 2 + (y + s cos <(>,) ?...+' (z + s sin <j>) 21 1/2
(x -. s tan \p) sin ip + (y - s cos <fr) cos ip cos <[>: + (z - s sin 4>) cos >p sin 4> |
1/2
 Jf(x - s tan i |>)2 + (y - s cos 4>) 2 '+ (;z - s sin < j > ) 2 ]
(Continued on next page)
12 • ,
(y - s cos ( f r )
(y - s cos < J > ) 2 + (z -is sin < J > ) 2
f^ _ (x - s tanr (x - s tan '40 2 + (y - s cos 40 2 + (z - s sin 40 21l/
(y + s cos 40 • •
(y + s cos 40 2 + (z + s sin (JO .
• /I _ (x + s tan i|Q.
 i ^\
X. . [(x + s tan >jO 2' + (y + s cos 40 2 + (z + s sin 40 2 J1 /2 J
( 6 )
The contribution from a vortex situated in the right-panel is obtained by
changing the signs on the vortex bound leg sweep angle ty and the di-
hedral 4>. In addition, the term yr stands for the coordinate in the
y direction of the-point relative to a vortex on the right wing panel. •'.
Summing up the contributions from left and right wing panels results in:
V
FU = Fu(x,yA,z,s,4>,(}>) + Fu(x,yr,z,s,-i|j,-40 - (7)
The same expressions hold for F and F . These functions are substituted •
in the wing induced effects indicated by the first summations on the' left-
hand side of equations (1) and (-2) . .
Flap induced effects are obtained in the following manner. First,
the wing vortex coordinate system (x,y,z) is rotated about the y-axis
through angle &.,„' which is the streamwise flap angle (positive downwards)
This transformation relocates the vortex coordinate system such that the
transformed x-axis lies in the plane of the flap. The transformed y-
axis is parallel to the wing vortex y-axis and the transformed z-axis
is perpendicular to the transformed x and y axis. Thus the flap
vortices bear the same relationship to the transformed or flap vortex
coordinate system (xf,yf,zf) as the wing vortices to the wing vortex
coordinates (x,y,z). Flap vortex bound leg sweeps, if)^ , are calculated
by the program in the chordal plane of the deflected flap.' The dihedral
angle, 4>f, associated with the deflected flap is the angle the flap
chordal plane makes with the transformed or flap XfYf plane and' is
-. • . 13
also computed by the program. It is to be observed that the flap vortex
yf-axis is parallel to the wing vortex y-axis as well as the Y-axis of
the wing root chord coordinate system.
The coordinates of a point relative to a horseshoe vortex on the
flap are specified in the same way as the coordinates (x,y,z) of a point
relative to a wing horseshoe vortex. Then, to compute perturbation
velocities induced by the flap horseshoe vortex, the following transfor-
mations are performed.
xf = x cos ^xz ~ z s*~n ^xz
(8)
zf = x sin 6XZ + z cos 6XZ
Substituting x,,y,,z, and angles fy, and ^>f in equations (4) through
(7) allows for the determination of influence functions F.f ,Ff ,Ff v
The flap-vortex-induced perturbation velocity components associated with
these functions are consequently aligned with the flap vortex coordinate
system (x,,y,,z^ ). These velocities must therefore be transformed back
in the wing coordinate system for inclusion in the boundary conditions
expressed by equations (1) and (2) . The result is a set of M + MF
simultaneous equations in which the unknowns are the M + MF values of
circulation strengths, F. The values can therefore be obtained from a
matrix solution for a given wing angle of attack, a, flap angle 6f and
a specified set of perturbation velocities u. ,v. ,w. induced by an
external source such as the turbofan wake.
Once the circulation values have been calculated, the load distri-
bution on the wing and flap can be obtained by means of the Kutta-Joukowski
law for aerodynamic force on a vortex filament. The force per unit length
on the vortex filament is obtained as the product of density, velocity •
and circulation strength. The line of action is perpendicular to the
velocity vector and the "vortex line. For a given area element on the
left wing panel, the lift and streamwise force. components are calculated
14
as the sum.-of two contributions: lift and streamwise force acting on the
bound leg .plus lift, and streamwise force acting on that part of the trailing
legs within the area element. The forces on the bound .leg are obtained by .
first computing the perturbation velocity and free-stream components in the
wing coordinate system (X,Y,Z) at the bound-leg midpoint and applying the
Kutta-Joukowski law to each velocity component. The force components are
then resolved into the lift direction, and the streamwise direction. The
forces on the vortex trailing legs are computed at the 3/4 chord of the left
side of an area element. According to the Kutta-Joukowski law, the product
of the net circulation AT of the coincident legs along the chordwise sides
of the area elements, the sidewash at the element 3/4 chord and the density
equals the aerodynamic force per unit length on the vortex trailing legs.
The line of action of this force is perpendicular to the plane formed by
the sidewash vector (parallel to Y-axis) and the vortex trailing legs
(parallel to X-axis). This force is then resolved into the lift and
streamwise directions. The expression for lift, made non-dimensional by the
dynamic head and reference area, acting on an area element of the left wing
panel is specified as
2s 1 1 - rr cos a l cos
-=- (tan ij) cos a + sin <j> sin a) - ^ cos <(> sin a
+ - - c cos & (9)
REFS V
2
The non-dimensional streamwise force acting on a left wing area element
is given by
s 2 r 2s I £ cos <b sin a
SREFV
V 1. w • •
- — (tan \p sin a - sin <f> cos ex) - ^ cos <j> cos a
. V i v . J
~ c^ —^ " c sin a (positive forwards) (10)
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Backwash u, sidewash
 Vi and downwash w are calculated at the mid-
point of the vortex bound leg swept at angle ^. Sidewash v2 is
computed at the 3/4 point of the left side of the element with chord, c.
The perturbation velocities u,vl,v2,w include flap and wing vorticity
effects. Engine jet-wake induced perturbation velocities are also, inclu-
ded when determining wake-wing-flap interference.
Aerodynamic forces on the flap are determined in a manner similar
to the procedure described above. However, forces due to sidewash have
not been included in accordance with the following considerations. The
trailing legs of the wing vortices aft of the hinge line should lie in
or close to the flap plane rather than the wing plane. Were they to
lie in the flap plane, they would induce no sidewash in the flap plane.
An an approximation to this condition, the sidewash induced forces have
not been included. With this assumption, the expression for lift made
nondimensional by the dynamic head and reference area and acting on an
area element of the left flap is written as:
1 - -ry- cos (a + 6, 1
 wf "1) cos (|>f - — cos <(>f sin (a + 5XZ) \rrC! Q \T ° S M- \T ^^^ »" ' "Y7>qSREF SREFV \_L V
(11)
The specification of the non-dimensional streamwise force acting on a





cos <fr sin (a + 6) - -- cos $ cos (a +
(positive forwards)
(12)
The perturbation velocities uf,wf are computed in the flap or
(xf,yf,zf) coordinate system and include contributions from the wing
vorticity as well as the flap vorticity. If a jet wake-wing-flap inter-
ference calculation is performed, wake induced velocities are also
included.
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For purposes:of computing span loadings on the wing and flap,
equations (9) and (11) are summed over the chordwise rows oh the wing
and flap vortices respectively. The vortex trailing leg contribution,
represented by the second term in equation (9) is averaged over the left
and right sides of the wing area element. The total lift is then calcu-
lated by summing over the semispan and the result is multiplied by two
to include the right wing and flap panels.
The pitching moment is calculated by summing the products of the
appropriate moment arms with the lift and streamwise forces acting on the
area elements on the wing and flap.
Perturbation velocities at points in the vicinity of the wing-flap
surfaces are determined by adding the effects of all horseshoe vortices
distributed on the wing and the flap as follows. The coordinates (x,y,z)
of the point relative to the bound leg midpoint of each horseshoe vortex
are first computed. Then the appropriate influence functions are calcu-
lated according to equations (4) through (7). The influence functions
are then combined with the circulation strengths to calculate the pertur-
bation velocities. For example, the wash velocities at a point (x,y,z)
induced by a horseshoe vortex on the left wing panel are
p
u(x,y,z) = -^ Fu(x,y,z,s,ty,Q
v(x,y,z) = -^- Fv(x,y,z,s,\|i,<|>) > . (13)
w(x,y,z) = -^ Fw(x,y,z,s,ijj,<t>)
Transformations indicated by equation (8) are necessary to compute the
effects of a horseshoe vortex on the flap. The location of the point
relative to the midpoint of the bound leg in the flap vortex coordinate
system (x^,y£,z,) is determined first. The perturbation wash velocities
induced by a horseshoe vortex on the left flap are then given by
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. • • • u ( x , y , z ) . =
 T - F , ( x . f , y f , z ' , s f t \ l > ,$ ) cos 6 V ,
T l l L l - L . l - - L . L I I I J\LI
+ F (K f l y f l z , . , s f , \ l> f , ^ f ) sin 6
* W J- J_ J_ -1- 1. i f^.fj
. . . -
 f . v < x , y , z ) = 4^ F v ( x f , y f , z f , < J i f , < j , f ) . \~ . • < 1 4 >
:•• ,:'•::. w(x,y, !z). = ^ FW(X£ ,yf ,zfvsf ,ij>f , < t > £ ) cos 6XZ
' • • - . ' • - Vxf 'yf ' zf ' ' af '*£ '*£> s i n 6 X Z
VThe transformations indicated in equation (14) align 'the 'directions of
the perturbation velocities with the wing vortex coordinate system
(x,y,z). --The influence .functions in .equations (13)- and (1-4) are -"constructed
such that 'they also -include the effects .;of ..the .right wing, panel arid flap
horseshoe vortex as per equation (7). Finally, the-process is repeated '
for all horseshoe vortices distributed on the left wing panel and flap.
. . , .
 J e t Wake
 Model . . . . . ' .
A potential, flow model of a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine and its
wake is needed, which will yield the velocity field both inside and outside
the jet wake. - The.-jet shape should behave according to-known spreading
rates for jets in 'a coflowing stream and the model .should simulate the
entrainment effect exhibited..by jet wakes. .Attention was directed toward
the region of the wake within 10 or 12 rad-ii downstream of the engine
since, this,-.-is-, the region of greatest interaction between the wake and
the wingrflap. .• Fbr> the same reason, no attempt was made to model the fan
and engine ducts, since .their contributions to the engine wake induced
flow field are very-small compared to those of the wake.
A wake model developed for a turbofan engine in a cruise condition
is described in reference 8. • In this model, the wake is represented by
a constant diameter, constant strength, semi-infinite vortex cylinder.
The wake velocity profile inherent with a vortex cylinder is a uniform
axial velocity across the wake whose magnitude becomes essentially
invariant with axial distance along the wake three radii or so downstream
of the origin of the wake. This model has constant momentum inside the
jet, but it also has constant mass flow in the jet which indicates that
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entrainment of tHe free 'stream is not included in the model. The
approach used for the cruise fan wake is retained, but the analytical
model is modified according to some empirical observations to better
approximate the actual turbulent jet in a coflowing stream.
Model description.- The description of an axisymmetric turbulent jet
in a coflowing stream as given in reference 7 is used as basis for the
needed potential flow model. In this reference, experimental data is
used to develop an analytical .representation -of a coflowing jet. The
jet is divided into two separate regions for analysis: the initial region
in which the jet velocity does ,not decay within the confines of a central
core, and the main region in which the velocity decays with distance along
the jet centerline, (fig;.' 4) ." With assumptions- on- the form-of"the' velocity
profile and constant: momentum within the wake., the spreading, rate of an.
incompressible turbulent rjet can be -defined.. .Spreading .'rates are shown
in figure; 4 -for various jet velocity ratios-; The characteristics- of the
initial^region as a function of j.et velocity ratio are shown* in figure 5.
The development of the potential flow model proceeds in the following
manner. Instead of maintaining a constant radius along the jet as in
reference 8, a vorticity distribution is placed on the specified expanding
jet boundary.-. This is' carried out by replacing the continuous vorticity.
distribution of the cylinder with, a series of vortex rings coaxial with-
the jet centerlina. Each ring represents a finite increment of -length of
the jet wake boundary -and the vortex strength of'each ring is equal to
the net vorticity on the- incremental- length of the boundary.' This model
is shown schematically.,, in. figure 6. for a particular jet velocity ratio.
The semi-infinite length- of. the jet wake is replaced with a finite length-
model of vortex rings. The length is specified such-that the difference
between induced velocities calculated with a finite length cylinder and
those calculated with the..semi-infinite cylinder is acceptably small
•{less than 1 percent) in the near wake. . '
The strength .of the vortex ring -at any point along the jet is
- = v\Tf^. ;:.;....' > (I5)
where y/V is the strength of the constant radius vortex' cylinder
corresponding to the specified engine thrust coefficient. This'vortex
cylinder strength is
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V V - 1 . . (16)
where V. is a uniform velocity across the initial jet area, A., and can
be calculated in terms of the thrust coefficient C as follows. Assuming
an incompressible jet, the velocity ratio at the fan exit based on
momentum considerations is approximately
£ _ 1 1 4. -\ /I j_ O I "^ -E M 1 M -7 \
•y 7 1 + \/l + 2 I
 s I (17)
which when expanded over the entire wake area results in the needed jet
velocity ratio:
(18)
Equations. (17) and (18) have been applied to a cold-gas turbine-driven
model of a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine on which the thrust coefficient
and the fan exit velocity are known from measurements. This simple method
predicted the fan exit velocity within 5 percent of the experimental
average value. /
From equation (15), the strength of the initial vortex ring is
Tj = yAs-. As the radius of the successive rings increases, their,
circulation strength is decreased proportionally such that the product of
P. and the ring circumference remains constant. The induced velocity
at any point in tiie field is calculated by summing the effects of all the
vortex rings making up the jet model. The induced velocity equations are
described in the next section.
Predicted jet velocity profiles at several stations along a jet
centerline are shown in figure 6 for a jet velocity ratio V./V = 6.
The average velocity inside the wake boundary decreases with axial
distance along the centerline.in almost inverse proportion with the jet
radius. The vortex ring model theoretically should give a constant
velocity profile across the jet radius; however, the finite-step
summation procedure results in a rounded profile near the wake boundary.
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The expanding vortex ring model in the absence of a free-stream
velocity satisfies the requirement of constant momentum inside the jet
which is in agreement with the Abramovich model. When an external flow
is superimposed on the vortex ring model, the momentum is no Ipng.er
constant in the jet. The change in momentum in the initial region of a
jet is shown in figure 7 for a range of typical jet velocity ratios.
The vortex ring model of the jet shows a small increase in momentum in
the initial region of the jet in contrast with the Abramovich model.
An estimate of the effect of this momentum change on the externally
induced flow field can be made by comparing the mass flows of the two
models. This is done in figure 8, where it is shown that the vortex
ring model has a larger increase in mass in the initial region of the
jet than does the Abramovich model. The implication of this result is
that the vortex ring model will predict more inflow to the jet and thus
show a larger entrainrnent effect than the Abramovich model. In the
region of interest within 10 radii of the engine exit, the differences
are small and should not lead to any appreciable error in the interference
calculation.
It is desirable in subsequent interference calculations to permit
the jet wake to deflect under the influence of the wing-induced sidewash
and downwash and the cross flow component of the free stream. Accordingly,
provision has been made in developing the equation for the velocity
induced by the wake to place the vortex rings normal to the local wake
centerline. A limitation is thereby placed on the centerline curvature,
in that numerical problems may arise if two adjacent rings intersect.
Velocities induced by jet wake model.- The wake model is made up of
a series of vortex rings lying along the prescribed centerline of the jet
as shown in figure 9(a). The details of a single ring and its relative
position with respect to an arbitrary field point, P, are shown in
figure 9(b). The velocity induced at point P by a single vortex ring
is calculated as follows.i *.
The coordinates of point P in the wing coordinate system are




where point Q denotes the center of the origin of the jet (fig. 9 (a)).
Coordinates of P transformed to a ring-centered coordinate system
become
? = (X - x) cos 6 + (z - Z) sin
np = -(yp -.ys) (20)
(xp - xg) sin 6 - (zp - cos 6
where the point S denotes the location of the center of the vortex ring.
From reference 12, the induced axial velocity is
ur . r/v K(k) -
o / R » , P R*2(R-)(ir - R-}
o o o
where the radial distance to point P is
rp = y(np)2> Up)2






The induced radial velocity is
V 2^ 1/2 E(k
o
(24)
These velocity components, when resolved into components in the wing
coordinate system, become
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(25)
wi 'UT v'r ?P
--= - -- sin 9 + -- (£) cos 9
The total velocity induced at the point P by the entire jet wake
model is obtained by summing ;the velocities induced by all the rings
forming the wake. ' '
Interference Calculation
In order to calculate the aerodynamic loading of a wing-flap con-
figuration under the influence of the jet wake of a turbofan engine, it
is necessary to combine the two potential flow models just described.
The wing-flap loading is not considered to affect the engine thrust or
Lhe basic velocity distribution in the engine wake. However, the
component of the free stream velocity normal to the engine centerline
(if any) and the velocity field induced by the wing-flap are considered
to deflect the engine wake ahead of the point where it impinges on the
wing and flap. Because of this interaction, either a simultaneous solu
tion using both flow models or an iterative solution is required. The
latter choice was selected. The general approach evolved is as follows.
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The aerodynamic loading on the wing-flap at an angle of attack in
a uniform flow (without .engine wake) is calculated first. As a part of
this solution, the flow field beneath the wing in the region where the
engine and its wake would .be introduced is calculated. 'The specific
region selected is the engine centerline and its extension aft to a
point approximately one chord length aft of the wing. Sufficient points
are selected along this line to obtain the induced downwash and sidewash
distribution. At this point, the w and v .• .velocities are combined
vectorily with V (neglecting the u) -to obtain the flow directions
along the engine centerline extension. Finally, the streamline passing
through1 the center.cof the exhaust of the as yet unintroduced engine is
defined ^ approximately by laying off a series of straight line segments
aft from the engine exhaust, where each segment has the local flow
direction as calculated, above.l
An iteration procedure appropriate to the information noted above
would consist of laying the jet wake centerline along the approximate
streamline, computing the velocity components induced through the wing-
flap at the control- points by the wake, recomputing the wing-flap vorticity,
and recomputing the streamline by now combining the new wash velocities
with V and V.. Since the coordinates of this streamline would be
somewhat different from those of .the initial streamline, further
iterations would be performed until the .streamline coordinates no
longer changed by more than some acceptable amount. It should be noted
that in the first iteration, the initial streamline would not intersect
the wing or flap surfaces,' but when the jet model is laid on the stream-
line, thetjet wake generally will pass through portions of the wing and
flap surfaces. At the end of the first iteration, however, sufficient,
additional bound and trailing vorticity has been placed on the wing and
flap to cause the combined' free stream and jet wake flow (Including the
effects of induced .v and w, V and V.) to be tangent to the wing and
flap surfaces at all. control, points. The additional vorticity is a
measure of the wake-induced- interference. .
The actual procedure adopted was somewhat different than that just
described in order to increase the convergence rate of the iteration
1
 The streamline is approximate in that as the streamline departs from
the engine;, centerline extension,, the wash velocities induced at points
along this streamline are slightly different from those computed on the
extension.'
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procedure. The down- and sidewash velocities are generally small compared
to V, but V. is perhaps three to six times the value of V. If one
examines the changes in the flow field between the wing-flap alone at
the beginning of the first iteration and the wing-flap-jet at the end of
the first iteration, the largest effect on flow angles is caused by the
inclusion of V. rather than the changes in induced v and w velocities
due to wake interaction with the wing-flap. Therefore, the addition of
V. to the flow field underneath the wing-flap alone in order to get the
initial wake centerline will decrease the differences between the initial
wake centerline and the "engine wake" streamline computed at th'e end of
the first iteration, which should cause more rapid convergence. The
procedure is as follows. The 'induced down- and sidewash velocities due
to the wing-flap in a uniform flow are computed as before, to start the
first iteration. These are then combined with V and V. to construct
the straight line segments leaving the engine exhaust. This line at this
point is no longer a streamline, but will be closer to the streamline
calculated at the end of the first iteration than was the case previously.
Note again that the total flow at the end of the first iteration will be
tangent to the wing and flap surfaces at all control points.
The results presented in this report we.re obtained after the first
iteration,'. It is felt that with the modified procedure just described,
there should be little change in wing-flap loadings between the first
and second iterations. Although downwash and sidewash velocity results
are shown in the results for the beginning and end of the first iteration,
no second iteration calculations were carried out to verify this point.
As an additional comment on the convergence issue, it should be noted
that the degree of convergence will be dependent on the lattice arrange-
ment used. If a coarse lattice is used, small changes in wake displacement,
principally vertically, will affect relatively large areas on the flap
and wing, and the solution will oscillate with perhaps undesirably large
amplitudes. Thus, the above comments on the improvement in convergence
would apply to relatively fine lattice arrangements.
COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT
In order to evaluate the methods previously described, calculations
were made for a number of configurations for which data exist. For
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comparison purposes, the number of investigations providing useful data
are quite limited for several reasons. The models in many cases are
complete configurations which have tail and fuselage effects in addition
to the flap and engine effects. In most cases, the engine thrust is not
measured directly and, in particular, the engine wake velocities are not
measured. Finally, in many cases it is difficult to obtain sufficient
detail on the configuration to accurately model the wing camber and-twist
and the flap size and location.
Five sets of data were identified and used for comparison purposes.
The data -consist of overall lift and pitching moment and in two cases
chordwise pressure distributions on the wing and flap. The discussion
is divided into wing-flap comparisons and jet-wing-flap comparisons
and finally discussion of the theoretical methods in light of the
comparisons.
Wing-Flap
Lift and pitching moment and chordwise pressure distributions are
available on an aspect ratio 6 rectangular wing with a slotted," Fowler-type
flap having a chord 24 percent of the wing-flap chord with flaps up
(ref. 13). The wing was supported by a small cylindrical "fuselage"
which should have a negligible influence on the wing lift. The comparison
of predicted and measured lift and moment is shown in figure 10(a) for
flaps off and flaps deflected 40°. The vortex-lattice arrangement used
was 6 chordwise by 20 spanwise on the wing semispan and 2 by 20 on the
flap.
For flaps off, the lift and moment agree very well with the data.
With, flaps deflected, the lift curve slope is well predicted but the
lift magnitude is high by about 5 percent. The moment is also overpre-
dicted (i.e., too negative). Since both the predicted lift and moment are
high, the indication is that the flap lift is being overpredicted. This is
verified in the results for chordwise variation of pressure difference,
shown in figure 10(b). The predicted values were obtained by calculating the
circulation on each chordwise area element,computing the pressure difference
associated with the circulation strength,and considering that pressure
difference to exist at the panel quarter chord. The results indicate that
the loading on the flap is overpredicted for both angles of attack shown,
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whereas the loading on the wing is reasonably well predicted. The chord-
wise distribution of area elements for this calculation was chosen so that
the elements on both the wing and flap have about the same chordwise length.
According to the results of Appendix A, this arrangement for this size flap
should give good results. It is possible that a larger chordwise number on
the flap (greater than 2) would change the predicted loadings, although
this was not investigated.
The second set of results was obtained on a semispan model of a
rectangular cambered wing of aspect ratio 5.3 with a double slotted flap
system (rer~r-'14) . The flap chord length (sum of both segments) is about
39 percent of the chord of the wing-flap combination with flaps up. The
comparison is shown in figure 11 for three flap angles. The predicted
results were obtained using a 6 by 20 lattice on the wing semispan and a
3 by 20 lattice on the flaps. The agreement on lift and pitching'moment
is good for the zero and 20/40 degrees deflection, angles. With the 30/60
deflectic-n angle, the lift curve slope agreement is still good but the
magnitude is overpredicted by approximately 10 percent. The predicted
pitching moment is too negative for this angle. It is probable, that some
separation existed on the flap at the largest deflection angle, which
could cause the measured lift and pitching moment to be lower than the
predicted results.
The third set of results consists of chordwise pressure distributions
on a swept wing with a partial span flap. The configuration, illustrated
in the sketch in figure 12, has a 35° leading-edge sweep angle and a flap
occupying approximately half of the semispan. Loading calculations were
made at zero angle of attack with a 10° flap deflection at a Mach number
of 0.6. A Prandtl-Glauert correction was used to account for compressi-
bility effects, as described in reference'8. The lattice arrangement was
S chordwise by 15 spanwise (so that there are 2 chordwise on the flap).
The results .shown in figure 12 are the chordwise variation of-pressure
difference near the midspan of the flap. The pressure difference was
computed in the same manner as was described above in connection with
figure 10.
The agreement of ACp is quite good over the entire chord. In
this model there was essentially no gap between the flap and wing, unlike
figure 10, and there is a loading peak at the wing-flap junction, which
is also well predicted.
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Jet-Wing-Flap
Data are.available in reference 4 on a STOL model with a rectangular,
cambered wing with a leading-edge slat, double-slotted flaps, and two
engines on the semispan. The model engines are cold-gas-turbine-driven
fans which model quite well the wake of a high-bypass-ratio turbofan
engine. The engines were mounted at 3° incidence to the wing in order
to direct their exhaust upwards towards the flap. Their static thrust,
was measured over a range of engine speeds and these data were used to
obtain thrust coefficients at the flight condition of interest. The
model had no tail surfaces and the influence of.the fuselage was neglected,
which is felt to be a reasonable assumption because of its small size with
respect to the wing. The slat has a chord equal to 19 percent of the
wing flap and the two flaps have a combined chord equal to 33 percent of
the wing-flap with flaps up. The slat was treated as a highly cambered
leading edge.
The wing and flap system were modeled with a 10 chordwise by 15
spanwise lattice on the wing and a 2 by 24 lattice on the flaps. The
area element layout for the left wing panel and flap is illustrated in
figure 13. Several features are noteworthy. First, the area elements
locally are symmetric with respect to each engine centerline. Since
the wing has no sweep, the sidewash under the wing is small and the
engine wakes tend to move straight aft. Maintaining local symmetry
provides that panels both inboard and outboard of the wake are affected
equally as the wake spreads. The shaded areas represent the area elements
within the undeflected jet wake boundary. Secondly, the area elements
have smaller spanwise dimensions in the region of the jet wake. By using
smaller elements in this region, the area of the wing and flap impinged upon
by the jet wake changes more smoothly as the wake spreading changes or as the
wake moves vertically due to the effects of the flow field under the wing-
flap surfaces. By the same reasoning, it is desirable to have small
chordwise spacings on the area elements of the wing in the region of the
wake.
Results for lift and moment on this wing are given in figure 14.
The lower two curves represent an engine-off condition for zero flap
deflection and 17.5/35 degrees flap deflection. The zero deflection
data and theory agree very well whereas the 17.5/35 degree results do not.
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In view of the agreement obtained at moderate flap angles in figure 10 and
the irregularity of the data points, the lack of agreement is not considered
significant. The upper three curves represent two different power settings
with flaps deflected 17.5/35 degrees. For the full power case (C = 5.5),
calculations were made assuming the wake remained coaxial with the engine
(dashed curve) and assuming the engine wake was deflected in accordance
with the downwash field under the wing (solid curve). In the latter case,
at small a, the induced downwash deflects the wake downward and thus
reduces the effect of the wake on the wing and flap loading over the unde-
flected wake case. At high a, the a-induced upwash drives the wake into
the wing and flap and increases the wake-induced effects. The net. result
is to improve the agreement for the case where downwash-induced wake
deflection is included. For the intermediate power case (C = 2.75), the
slope (which includes downwash effect's) is good but the predicted magnitude
is low. The reason for the discrepancy is not known but may be due to the
use of an incorrect engine wake velocity, since the slope agrees well.
The moments are in reasonable agreement in all cases.' .
The final set of results are for a semispan model with one engine
per panel (iref. 5). The tests were quite systematic in that the same
wing-engine combination was tested unswept and swept 30° with three
different flap configurations. The wing is an untapered, cambered wing
with aspect ratio of about 3.5 in the unswept configuration and 3 in the
swept configuration, based on the span and the wing without flap. The
engine is a 1.02 pressure-ratio ducted fan mounted on a long, large
centerbody, as illustrated in the sketch on figure 15(a). Fan wake
measurements were made to determine the engine wake velocity profile
(the only such measurements made in all the data examined). Since the
theoretical turbofan engine model does not allow for a centerbody aft of
the engine, the assumption was made, that the fan exit flow expands to
fill the entire area within the duct trailing edge. The wing-flap was
modeled with a 4 by 20 lattice on the wing and the flap lattice arrangement
was dependent on the flap size. The spanwise lattice spacing was uniform
on both wing and flap.
Figure 15 (a) shows results for an unswept wing with a thrust coef-
ficient of 2.3 and a double-slotted flap with 10/30 degrees flap -.
deflection. The flap chord (both flaps) is 47 percent of the wing-flap
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chord with flaps up. The lattice arrangement used on the flaps was a
4 chordwise by 20 spanwise layout. The agreement on lift and moment is>
excellent in this case. The engine wake was assumed to remain coaxial with
the fan in this calculation, since it was felt that the centerbody would
tend to "guide" the wake flow under the wing. In addition, the predicted
downwash distribution for the wingrflap in uniform flow, shown in
figure 15.(b)., was relatively small in the region where it could influence
the wake vertical deflection (the V sin a component, which is .negative,
tends to offset the w . to get the net angle of the jet flow).
"j ' • - • • • • - ' • " , .. •. .
Figures 16(a)Jand (b) show similar comparisons for the same, configu-
ration and thrust coefficient but a considerably larger flap deflection-
angle. Two theoretical curves are shown. The dashed one is. for-the
case- of!'the engine wake coaxial with the-engine centerbody. .The solid' . ,;
i
curve is based on vertical deflection of the wake 'in accordance with the- ,
wing-flap-induced^downwash distribution '.of figure 16 (b). Both curves
are higher than the data by 25. and 10 percent, respectively.
The comparison of the undef lected wake' curve given by the dashed '•v
line in figure 16(a), with the upper curve of figure 15(a) indicates the
predicted lift to vary approximately linearly with flap deflection angle
for the same thrust coefficient. However, the wing loading increases
due to increasing flap deflection and therefore the induced downwash
below the wing increases, as shown by comparing figures 15(b) and 16(b).
The result is a slightly higher upwash below the leading edge and a "
higher downwash below the aft part of the wing and the flap. The effect
of deflecting the wake according to this downwash .(ignoring any "guiding"
effect the. centerbody-might have), is .to lower the lift coefficient
considerably .near zero a because of the.flap-induced downwash and .
lower it less at high a because the V^ sin a component tends to drive
the wake up into the 'flap and wing. The net .effect .is to. increase the
lift-curve slope so it agrees with the data and to reduce the
magnitude of the' lift coefficient towards that of the experimental values.
The 30/60 degrees experimental data do not show the 'linear range
indicated by the 10/30 degrees data. Some powered static :'test results
for this wing-flap configuration presented in reference 5 indicate little
loss in flap effectiveness at 10/30 degrees but a considerable loss at
30
30/60 degrees. Consequently, it is probable that some separation is
occurring for the 30/60 degrees case, which would account for the over-
prediction.
The moment predictions in figure 16(a) are consistent with the lift
results. The moment'is overpredicted -(i.e., more negative) without
inclusion of the' downwash, and its inclusion improves the agreement on
magnitude and provides/a moment curve slope that agrees'with the data for
low angles of attack. • " '";~- "' ' . '"' ""'
Figure 17 (a) shows lift and moment results for the 30° swept'wing
with a triple slotted flap. The combined flap chord is'about 58-percent
of the chord of the wi-ng-flap 'combination with,the flap undef lected.'. A
5 chordwise by 20 spanwise-vortex element arrangement was used..to represent
the flap system. The lift and moment curves for the ehgine-pff, .flaps-up
case agree-reasonably-well-with-the data .• The lift curve slope for
10/20/30 degrees flap deflection with/-engine off agrees well and the over-
prediction on lift is mostly due to the camber problem.. The moment,
however, is-^considerably underpredicted. The data indicate a slight
shift forward in center of pressure with angle of attack whereas the
theory predicts a large forward shift. The calculation of moments on a
swept wing is much .more sensitive to the spanwise and chordwise load
distribution than is the case on an unswept. wing. It is possible that
a different vortex layout would more adequately represent the loading
distribution on the wing and flap, but such calculations .were not made.
Two sets of curves are shown for the case of 10/20/30 degrees flap
and wing loading with power. . .The dashed one represents the predicted
results with an engine wake coaxial with the centerbody and considerably
overpredicts the measured lift although the. slope is reasonably good.
In order to assess the influence of wake deflection on the calculated
results, the downwash and sidewash velocities induced by the wing and.
flap in uniform flow were computed along the (absent) engine centerline
and are shown in figure 17(b). In addition to the downwash distribution,
there is some sidewash due to wing sweep which tends to -move the
wake outboard. Using these results, a calculation was made with a
wake deflected both vertically and laterally and the upper solid
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curve was obtained. The magnitude of the lift is considerably improved,
although it is still about 12 percent high. The predicted moment results
are not affected greatly by the wake deflection and still show too low a
nose down moment.
Discussion of Results
Insofar as the results described above are concerned, there are" three
aspects of the method that should be discussed. These are the subjects of
iteration, lattice layout, and jet wake.deflection.
The description of the interference calculation indicated that an
iterative scheme involving sequential use of the wing-flap and jet
wake models"was employed. Since the only "interference" of the wing-flap
on the jet wake is the deflection of the wake centerline, the iteration
--is on the centerline location. All of the data comparisons just des-
cribed are based on results obtained at the end of the first iteration.
At this point, the wake position has been based on a line determined by
the free-stream velocity, the induced flow from the wing-flap in uniform
flow, and the jet velocity. Also at this point, a streamline leaving the
engine exit can be calculated using the free stream, the induced flow
from the wing-flap as interfered upon by the jet wake, and the jet
velocity. The changes to be expected between iterations are determined
by the differences between these two line locations.
Although no complete second iteration has been calculated, wing-
induced downwash comparisons have been made before and'after jet-induced,
loadings have been included in the wing circulation distribution. As an
example, figure 18 illustrates these two downwash and sidewash distri-
butions for the swept wing-flap configuration described in connection
with figure 17 at zero angle of attack. The curves are very similar from
the engine exit aft to approximately the midchord of the three segment
flap. Thereafter, the velocities calculated with jet-wake interference
differ from the wing-flap alone values, particularly for downwash. Thus
wake centerlines with and without jet-wake, interference placed on a
streamline under the wing would not differ significantly until the wake
has reached the midchord of the flap, and the wake would strike the same
area elements on the wing and the forward half of the flap. On the
basis of these results, it is anticipated that the second iteration would
not produce a significant change in the lift and moment on the wing.
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It is known that the number of area elements used on the wing and flap
affects the calculated lift and moment for a vortex-lattice method (ref. 10).
The general guides of reference 10 with respect to the ratio of spanwise to
chordwise area elements and the spanwise number of elements were used
initially to minimize the errors from this source. However, with jet im-
pingement on a portion of the wing and flap, an additional difficulty arises
with regard to the element arrangement. Initially, a uniform spanwise
spacing was used in calculating wake-induced loadings. It was found that
the results were sensitive to those factors determining the wing-flap area
on which the jet impinged, such as wake spreading angle, wake deflection,
and engine incidence. Finer lattice arrangements improved this situation.
The scope of the contract was subsequently increased to permit the syste-
matic lattice investigation described in Appendix A. On the basis of
these results, it is felt that many of the calculated results presented
here are essentially converged in terms of changes with increasingly fine
lattice arrangements. However, it is desirable that some additional work
on lattice arrangement be done with wake augmentation, particularly in
conjunction with consideration of wake deflection.
Finally, it should be noted that very little data are available for
use as a guide in estimating the accuracy with which the wake centerline
is modeled. A relatively simple streamline model consisting of 3 or 4
points axially to define the slope and deflection of the wake center stream-
line was used in the comparisons presented herein. On the basis of results
obtained with this model, the general approach of fitting.a wake profile
to a centerline which is permitted to change with the wing-flap-induced
flow field appears to yield the proper behavior for the wake-flap inter-
action. It was felt however that a more detailed calculation of the
streamline was not justified until additional flow field data were avail-
able for comparison with predictions.
WING-FLAP VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM
The purpose of this section is to describe the vortex-lattice computer
program in sufficient detail to permit understanding and use of the
program. This program computes span loadings, overall lift and pitching
moment coefficients for a wing-flap configuration. Perturbation velocities
induced by the wing-flap lifting surfaces at prescribed field points can
also be computed. The wing is considered the main surface and the flap
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is an optional item. The influence of an engine jet-wake or other source
of externally induced perturbation velocities can be included in the
loading calculation.
Configuration parameters taken into consideration by the program
are listed in the section concerned with the theoretical analysis of the
vortex-lattice lifting-surface model.
Fundamentally, the program is based on representing the wing and
flap surfaces by horseshoe vortices. The circulation strengths are
determined from a set of simultaneous equations provided by the flow
tangency boundary condition applied at a finite set of control points
distributed over the wing and flap surfaces. The boundary conditions,
expressed by equations (1) and (2), feature the optional inclusion of
interference velocities induced by an external component such as the
jet-wake of a turbofan engine.
Sample cases described at the end of this section illustrate how
the program handles a wing-flap combination with and without engine jet-
wake interference.
Program Description
Calculation procedure.- The computer program proceeds through
various stages as follows. After run identification and input of
certain control variables, the wing-flap geometry is read in. This
includes information such as wing leading- and trailing-edge sweep -
angles measured in the wing planform plane, root chord, semispan, and
dihedral. The same parameters are specified for the undeflected flap
except dihedral but with the addition of the flap root chord leading-
edge location in the wing root chord coordinate system.
The vortex lattice to be laid out on the wing and flap is speci-
fied next in terms of the chordwise and spanwise numbers of vortices on
the left wing panel and flap. Associated with the spanwise specifications
are the spanwise coordinates of the left trailing legs of the horseshoe
vortices. The distances along the semispan from the plane of symmetry
. (X-Z plane) to the left legs are predetermined by the user and read in
separately for the wing and the'flap.
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After 'reading in the local wing and flap angles due to wing camber
andvtwist and flap camber, respectively, the program proceeds to calculate
the tangents of the wing and undeflected flap leading- and trailing-edge
sweep angles in the wing chordal plane. The next optional input consists
of coordinates of field points at which wing-flap vortex-lattice induced
perturbation velocities are to be calculated. This is followed by the
specification of wing angle of attack, flap deflection angle measured
perpendicular to the hingeline, and some more control variables.
<*
The program then computes angles necessary for the layout of
vortices on the deflected flap. The set of externally induced pertur-
bation velocities is optionally read in as the last item of input.
After displaying most of the geometry and vortex-lattice specifications
in output, the program proceeds to lay out the wing and deflected flap
with one horseshoe vortex assigned to an area element. The wing vortex
.trailing legs extend downstream to infinity while the flap vortex
trailing legs extend downward at the streamwise flap angle, 6V17, relativej\it
to the wing vortex trailing legs. This section of the program also
calculates the coordinates of the control points-at which the flow
tangency boundary conditions are to be satisfied.
Upon completion of the wing and flap vortex, layout computations,
Subroutine INFWW determines the influence functions required by the main
program and given by equations (4) through (7) for the construction of the
influence coefficient matrix defined by the left-hand side of equations
(1) and (2). The next step is to build up the array defined by the right-
hand side of the equations. Subroutine INVERS then solves the set of simul-
taneous equations by a Gaussian elimination method to obtain the unknown
circulation strengths, T/V.
After the circulation strengths are known, wing-flap vorticity-
induced perturbation velocities at field points specified by the user
are computed as an option. Next, the program calls on Subroutine LOADl
to calculate overall lift and pitching moments as well as spanwise loadings
on the wing and the flap. This calculation is based on equations (9)
through (12) for the aerodynamic forces acting on wing and flap area
elements. These loadings are due to vorticity on the wing and flap with
or without the interference effects of externally induced velocities,
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such as produced by an engine jet wake. If an engine is present, the
direct contribution to lift and pitching moment must be separately deter-
mined by the user and added to the program calculated lift and pitching
moment.which, include the effects of jet wake-wing-flap interference.
The remainder of the program arranges for the output of control
points coordinates, vortex-lattice arrangement and circulation strengths..
Overal-1 lift and pitching moment and spanwise loadings are printed. Lastly,
the pptionaliy. determined wing-flap induced velocities at user prescribed
field .points, .are listed.
For/ a giv'en wing-flap configuration-, the computer program can treat
a-maximum of 10 flow condition cases. The flow conditions are given by
the wing angle -of attack and the set of externally induced velocities (if
applicable)..both of which appear on the right hand side of equations (1)
and- (2). In addition, the program is arranged to read in consecutively as
many sets of wing-flap configuration data as the user desires.
Program operation.- The wing-flap vortex-lattice computer program is
written in Fortran IV language and has been run on the IBM 360/67 TSS
batch system at the Ames Research Laboratory. With this machine 220
control points .can be used, although this number is not necessarily a
maximum. This program also makes use of the ability of the TSS system
to generate,, store, .and--read .from data sets. This feature is used as an
option and the items treated this way are the control point coordinates
and the externally.induced velocities. As an alternative, the latter are
read in via cards. If the program is to be run on a different computer
with small'er storage, dimension statements need to be changed to permit
operation on-that machine.
No tapes are- required other than the standard input and output. For
a configuration employing 160 control points, the running time on°the TSS
batch system to calculate loadings and wing-flap induced perturbation
velocities at about 10 field points requires approximately 4 minutes for
one angle of attack.
Program limitations and precautions.- There are problems that could
arise in the use of the program. The first has to do with the layout of
the vortices. The-velocity induced at a point by a vortex filament becomes
singular as the point approaches the filament. For each influence function,
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Subroutine INFWW avoids the singularity by examining a function which
contains the distance between the point and the filament. If the value
of this function is less than 225xlO~10 times the square of the wing
semispan (also used in ref. 10), that influence coefficient is set equal
to zero. . .
Some, care must be taken in selecting the spanwise widths of adjacent
area elements and selecting field point locations for calculating wing-flap
induced velocities. As a general rule, the spanwise widths of two
adjacent'area elements should not differ.by more than half of the smaller
width.' Use of the program has indicated that wing-flap induced velocities
can be computed at locations as close to the wing and/or .flap as one-half
of the width of.,the nearest horseshoe vortex. At smaller distances, the
influence of the nearest bound .vortex.filament is unduly large and causes
unrealistic velocities. The same reasons preclude the positioning of
a flap such that the wing trailing vortex legs cut through the flap surfaces
close to the flap control points. The input specification of the chord-
wise number of flap vortices fixes the number of area elements on the flap
in the chordwise direction. In a cross section of the wing with the flap
deflected, the user should compute the 3/4 chord of the area elements
on the flap. He should then make sure that the wing trailing vortices
are at least one-half of the wing vortex-width removed from the nearest
flap control points.
Description of Input
This section describes the input for the wing-flap computer program.
In the following discussion, the content of all input cards is described
and, where appropriate, instructions on generating the input quantities
are given. All input variables are listed at the end of this section
in the order of appearance in the input deck, except that the first four
variables listed do not appear' in the input deck but are needed for pro-
gram/input preparation. The input format for all cards is shown in
figure 19,' andri'the item numbers refer to figure 19. - . ' -•• •••
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Item 1 .
The first card serves as identification and may contain any alpha- ,-.
numeric information desired. This information is printed on the first-
page of the output.
Item 2 . ... • . • • • - . . - . ' • • • ,iv- -,-:.•- -; • . . • • . - • , -
... -The second card" contains several- control variables'which'govern ••' i'-•
certain .geometric parameter input, options as indicated in--€iie-table Jat: •
the ..end .of .;;this section. The-option'concerning the specification of the
flap root..chord is discussed in connection with Item 4 beTowV • ' '
Item 3 • • . ' • • • . • • • • • - • ' • • ' • • ' • • • .
The third card contains wing geometry data specified'in the wing
planform plane. The necessary parameters are the leading- and trailing-,
edge sweep angles, root chord, semispan and dihedral. The.sign .conven-
tions for the sweep and dihedral angles are shown in figure 2 and follow
the usual convention where positive sweep is aft, positive dihedral
corresponds to wing tips above the wing root chord. The wing root chord,
semispan, an<3; all other lengths shown in figure 2,"are dimensional and
should have"consistent units of length.
Item 4 . .
• • , • •
 :
 . - - . - •
 :
 • • • . - . " - . ' • • . • ' ' ' < • '
The fourth card contains the following geometry data for the flap:
leading- and trailing-edge sweep angles, flap root, chord, semispan, and
the coordinates of the flap root chord leading edge. -The flap root'chord
is defined-for the undeflected or deflected flap as follows. The leading
and trailing edges of the .-flap are extended inboard until they intersect
the symmetry plane. The line•connecting the two intersection points .lies
in the plane of symmetry and is defined as the flap root chord measured in
that plane. • . -• .
The-flap geometry parameters are specified for the undeflected flap
except for the flap root chord which may be specified for either the--'
deflected or undeflected flap in accordance with the value of -the control
variable MFSPEC in Item 2. This choice depends on the manner in which
the flap details are specified to the user: cross section with the flap
def-lected or undeflected. This distinction is not applicable to unswept
wing^flap combinations. The undeflected flap lies in or is parallel to
the wing chorda! plane and has its planform and dimensions determined
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by rotating the deflected flap into the wing chordal plane or a plane
parallel to 'it. - In this way,'flap sweep angles are specified in the
wing''planform plane as are the wing sweep angles."
At this point it should be noted that the vortex-lattice program
performs certain geometrical transformations while in the process of" ~ ~
laying^-out.,the _y1p.rtex .lattice in the .chordal plane of, the deflected flap
In doing-so, ythe.innermost and the outermost horseshoe vortex1 trail-ing
legs on, the jf-lap,;-which, lie: in planes parallel to the X-Z plane, are -
made to originate, from...the .leading edge of the deflected flap' inboard arid
outboa'rd chords. The effective span of the deflected flap is therefore
determined by the innermost and outermost locations of the flap vortex
trailing'leg's. ' This in effect changes the aerodynamically loaded area of
the''flap-by a small amount which should be of little consequence i'n the
lift arid pitching moment calculation. - . •
Multiple•slotted flaps are idealized as a single .flap with its
chordal plane defined by the leading edge of the most forward flap
component and the trailing edge of the aft flap component. The camber
of the idealized flap is determined from the individual flap component
angles.
If no flap is present, a blank card is inserted for this item.
... •* . • : . . . . . . . . • - • . ; • •• . " •
Item" 5' ' ' • . , . . . ,
The ,fifth card specifies the number of chordwise and spanwise-
vortices on the left wing panel .and flap. The accuracy of the predicted '
lift.and moment depends on,the number of layout of vortices used;
' ' A number of calculations were made to investigate the sensitivity
of tKe'predicted loading distribution to the vortex-lattice layout.
These calculations are described in Appendix A. From these calculations,
recommendations!.have been determined for the optimum vortex-lattice
layout for a. variety of. wing-flap configurations. The user should
consult the-rappendix* for guidance on the. layout.
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While the vortex layout associated with this computer program is
very, flexible, it.is limited by the maximum allowable number of vortices
(or[control'-points) specified in the DIMENSION statements. The• sum of the
products'- of; 'chordwise 'and spanwise vortices on the wing and---flap- should
not-exceed 220.' ' • . . . ' • • . •; . . • . . u . v- .:. - ; -.'.
Item 6 •
. The s'ixth and following "cards comprising Item 6 li'st" the spanwise
location' Y"(I) of the outb'oard trailing legs of .each chord'row of
vortices on'the wing. The. input quantities are dimensional "spanw'ise
distances 'which should have" the same units as the wing' and flap semi-
span and chord input values. All distances are input as positive
quantities-." '-• The 'input starts at the root chord and proceeds .outward
towards the tip, according to the index I. An index value 1=1 is
assigned to the trailing legs on the root chord with spanwise location
Y(I = 1) = 0.0. This is the first quantity on the first card for this
item. The second quantity is the distance from the root, chord to the
outboard trailing' legs of the innermost chordwise row of horseshoe
vortices'. • • • . • • • • •
r. Since there are MSW vortices, spanwise, on the wing, the maximum
value, of I (which is IMAX) is MSW + 1. IMAX is limited to 50 in the
program, so the maximum number of vortices, spanwise, on the wing is
limited to 4^9.-. The last value of Y to be entered, Y(IMAX), must be
. equal to the value of the semispan; that is, Y(IMAX) = SSPAN. !
Item 7 ' " " . ' •
This is the first optional set of input necessary only if.a flap
is presented (MFLAP = 1). The quantities required are the .distances from
the plane of. symmetry to the outboard trailing legs of each chordwise
row of vortices on the flap. The trailing legs lie in planes parallel .
to the plane of symmetry (X-Z , plane).. These positive input, quantites
are dimensional spanwise distances which should have the same units as
the wing and flap semispan and chord input values. All distances are,
input ajs .positive quantities., The input, starts at the plane, of symmetry
for a flap with its inboard chord lying in that plane. For a partial span
flap with its .inboard, chord not in'.the. plane of symmetry, the input starts
with the spanwise. distance .,frpm .the symmetry p.lane to the inboard
chord of the flap. An .index value of . IF = 1 is assigned to the
4 0 ' : ' - . . . . ' '
flap vortexvitr.ailing legs either in the plane of. symmetry with spanwise
location'C'YF.ClF. = 1) = 0.0 or in, a .plane parallel to that plane with:
spanwi-se-rlocation YF(IF = l)i ^ 0.0. One of these is the first quantity ,
on the-.first: card-for. this item.; The .second .quantity is the distance, from;
the symmetry plane to the outboard trailing legs of the innermost.row..,of-.-,<•;.
horseshoe vortices on the flap.
• \ ".-"f L
Since ther^  are MSF vortices, spanwise, on the flap, the maximum
value of IF" (which is IFMAX) is MSF + 1. IFMAX is limited to 50 in the
.TO WCX .XCOfi', '. . • : . . ' . ? . . . . J ' . •• . ..; ':'. •'-'-.. " ;:';•"• J.
program,.
 ;sp the maximumnumber of vortices, spanwise, on the flap is
limited.Jto 49... ^  The last value of YF to be entered, YF.(IFMAX) , must equal
the value of the flap semispan; that is, YF(IMAX) = FSSPAN.
.''". I.' ••' ". •'-'•: . :. . • . ".' r . . . . _ • : : •"'_', ..""••.>7
Ifr.no flap .is present (MFLAP = 0) , no cards are required' for .;...rj..;(•«••
Item 7. '•' • I .-•.. . -i -...-.' :,. -•• '•-• •...••:• .u...-< •=•.-.'.•!
Item 8 '" ''•'"' ' •••:•••. _ . ,". \ • • . - : • - i - • . . ; • • ;
The card pf this input contains the coordinates of the center .of
moments. These are dimensional quantities, whose units should be
;: ;>r.-. • •• • ' •, ; ' ..r . - • . •••.-:
consistent with those of the wing-flap dimensions and whose signs must
be consistent with the wing coordinate system. The Y coordinate,
YM, must be input :as zero. .> .
 : ,
••.<•'•. • :, C .'• ':•• . . ' ' • - . • • • '
Item 9
This optional set of input is necessary only if the wing has camber .
and twist (ALPHLC = 1.0). The specification of .the vortex-lattice.through
Item 5 fixes the layout of the area elements on both wing and flap in
their respective chordal planes. In particular, the chordwise specifi-
cation allows the a priori determination of the chordwise location of
control"' points since they are given by the midpoint of the 3/4 chord
of each'area element. This is done in a wing-flap cross section
(parallel to the X-Z plane). The quantities specified in this set
of cards are the tangents of the local angles of attack, ALPHAL, of the
cambered and twisted wing mean "surface measured in the' streamwise direction
at each control point relative to the wing coordinate system. The :first
card in this item contains these values for the chordwise row of•elemental
panels nearest the root chord, starting with the element nearest the
leading edge. In the event that there are more than eight.chordwise .
elements on the wing, the second card would have the values for the ninth,"
• ' " • • : - ^
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tenth, etc./ elements in that first row. Otherwise, the second card has
the values for the chordwise row next outboard of the first row, and so
on. The ALPHAL value for the leading edge wing area element in each
chordwise row must.start on a new card. Thus, there are MSW (or possibly
2 MSW) cards in this item. •
The values of ALPHAL are obtained as follows. Consider the sketch
in figure 20(a) which shows the cambered and twisted section of the
lifting surface at some spanwise station r\, for a wing angle of attack.
At a point P, corresponding to a control point in the wing chordal
plane, a tangent to .the wing mean surface is constructed, which makes
an angle a., with the wing root chord (the X-axis). The positive sense
of a. is shown. The input value required is ALPHAL = tan a,.
Item 10
*
This optional set of input is required only if a flap is present,
MFLAP = 1, and has camber, DELLC = 1.0, Item 2. The quantities specified
in this set of cards are the local angles in radians, DELL, of the cambered
flap at the control points measured in the streamwise direction. The
first card in this item contains these values for the chordwise row of
area elements on the flap nearest the plane of symmetry, starting with
the area element nearest the flap leading edge. If there are more than
eight chordwise elements on the flap, the second card has the values for
the ninth, tenth, etc., elements in the first row. Otherwise the second
card has; the values for the chordwise row next outboard of the first row,
and so on. The DELL value for the leading edge flap area element in
each chordwise row must start on a new.card. Therefore, there are MSF
(or possibly 2 MSF) cards in this item.
- - - ' . f
The values of DELL are obtained as' follows. First the case of a
single flap with camber will be discussed; then the case of multiple
flaps idealized as a single flap with camber will be treated. The top
half of figure 20(b) shows the former and the bottom half the latter.
Both are in combination with an unswept, untwisted, untapered wing with
dihedral which has its trailing edge cut off to accommodate the trailing
edge flaps. The dashed lines represent the thickness envelopes of the
wing and flap. Consider the single flap case. .At a point P, corres-
ponding to*a control point in the flap chordal plane, a tangent to the
flap mean surface is constructed, which makes a positive angle 6^ with
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the flap root chord as shown. ..The input value required.,is ..DELL = 60,
~- . . . . - . ' < . - » • • . • . Xf • •' • ~
radians. .Consider the multiple .flap .case.next. Connect the leading edge
of the flap.component nearest .the wing trailing edge to .the trailing edge
of the aft,.flap component. This line is the local .chord of the idealized
flap representing the multiple flaps system. This local chord also lies,
in the chordal plane of the idealized flap. The chordal plane also
<>^j^>>-. -..it'!- -I3br..- • ..:-. ,j ' '' '• '••.:•.••.-.•.•• •• • ,
contains the root chord of the idealized flap. At a point. P,'corresponding
to a control pbint"ih 'the idealized flap chordal plane, a tangent to"'the
mean surface of* tner"flap component is drawn, which make's positive angle'
6. with the fllap: root'chord as shown. The "input value required is' '
DELL = 6.',' radians. ' ' ' " ' . " " ' • . ' ' ' • - -'
• • • ; - . .'.-•-..'•' • • • ' . ••' ' . . ' . ' • • - . • • - . - • .. . • • - . .
If no flap is presented (MFLAP =. 0) or the flap does not have camber
(DELLC = 0.0), no cards are required for Item 10.
Item 11
. • '• • • . ' - . - ' • ' - ' "-C •.':;. ' ' ' • • • • . ' . i ' J T ...
This optional .set of data is required only if induced velocities are ,,
to. be computedj at field points adjacent to the wing-flap (MMM ^ .0. in
Item 2)., The number of cards in this item is MMM. Each card has X, Y,
and 2 coordinates of a.point where the induced velocities are desired.
The points need not be in any particular order, although an order might
'•' fc • • . ' • • . . - .. • • ....; ,; ; .
 : •;•'. . _•
be dictated, by the subsequent use of the. output in, for instance, an
engine-wing-flapf< interference calculation. If no induced.velocities are
to be computed (MMM = .0., Item 2), no cards are required for Item 11.
Item -12 • •; -; : . . . . . . . . • • - ' - . - ; . . ' . • . . .
• The single card of this item contains several quantities'.' The'
first is the flap deflection angle, DEL'b, which must be measured perpen-
dicular to the flap hinge line. If only the streamwise flap angle DLXD
is known, angle-DELD may be estimated through the average sweep, angle .of
the flap:- '. •'•'•' ' • • ' • . - , , • • . : • • " . • . •
..tan DELD. =.a.,(tan DLXD)/cps.j^ f (26)
"
!
 ' '-- ave
Control integer variables KEI and KCP:govern: options: regarding the method'.,
of input of the" externally induced velocities and'the output-of control
points associated with the vortex lattice, respectively. Control variable
NRHS equals the number of casesi.to be run successively for a given wing .„
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flap combination without recalculating the influence coefficient matrix.
For each case, an angle of attack and a set of induced Velocities (if
applicable) will be specified in Items 13 and 14. 'A maximum of 10 casesii •
can be treated in this manner.
Item. 13 .•• "._. /• .'••'"• '" ".''.[
 VV
.This item .specif ies the wing; angle of attack, ALPHAD, for each of
the NRHS cases specified in Item'-12 above.
Item 14^ -" 'VJ . ';•"".- ,. " ' "-r-
The input quantities in this optional item are externally induced
perturbation velocities at. the control points on the left wing panel and
flap,. Cards with this input are required only if KEI of Item 12 is
i"i ;' r: itv . . • '
different; .from zero.. -For each of the cases specified in Item 12, these
velocities are read in via cards if KEI = 5; if KEI =8 a data set
generated by the jet-wake program is called and velocities are read in
from it.. The signs of the. perturbation velocity components must be
consistent with the wing root chord coordinate system.
The externally induced perturbation velocities must be input in the
same order, as the control point layout: the first is nearest the wing
leading edge .and root chord, the succeeding points proceed aft chordwise
to the wing trailing edge, then from the leading edge of the next but- .
board chordwise .row aft towards the trailing edge of this row and so
forth. The • last point on. the wing is the control point nearest the tip
and wing trailing edge. There are M cards for the wing, where
M = MSW x NCW., On the flap, if present, the first point is nearest the
flap leading edge and inboard chord , the succeeding points proceed aft
chordwise to the flap trailing edge and then from the leading edge of the
next outboard' chordwise row aft towards the flap trailing edge and so on.
As on the wing, the last point is the control point nearest the flap
outboard chord and- flap trailing edge.
Again, if no external velocities are considered (KEI = 0) no cards
are required for this item.
This completes the description of the input and its .preparation.
The program variables with algebraic symbol and comments are listed






















number of control points on wing
M = NCW x MSW
number pf control points on flap
MF = NCF x MSf' '
running index of control points on
wing; 1 < J < M, also used as pveirrl'
all running index 1 < J < M + MF
"• •'in''Item'13 of the input'and also
.,;.: in-the output . . , .•-,-•> •'v; •< •,-M-
running index of qpntrol points on ,
flap 1 < JF < MF •' :- -:-'~
running.index of successive cases
; -1 <_ N- <j'NRHS • ' • ••• . '"•> • . '' ... ,.•-:.
any alphanumeric irifpririation may be
•' put-on'this card for •adentifiicatiori :'-
of the calculation . ., ,,
rALPHLC = 0.0:
/ and twist. ,





wing with camber and
flap without camber
flap with camber
number .of locations in vicinity of
wing-flap at which wing-flap -induced
velocities are determined (MMM <_, 50) .
If 'MMM =0, induced velocities"~are




•flap not present, i.e.
flap included
fMFSPEC = 0: flap root chord CRFspecified for undeflected flapin Item 4 . ,MFSPEC = 1: • flap root chord CRF .specified for deflected flap inItem 4.- This differentiation isapplicable to swept wing-flap com-binations only
wing leading-edge sweep angle measured



























wing trailing-edge sweep angle
measured .in -the wing planform,
positive for sweep back, degrees'-
wing root chord, dimensional
wing semispan, dimensional
'-• wing dihedral, pds-itive for wing tips
above root chord, degrees
flap leading-edge sweep angle measured
in the wing planform for the un-
• deflected flap,' positive for sweep
back, degrees (this angle normally
equals
w,TE.
flap trailing-edge sweep angle
measured in the wing planform for
the undeflected flap, positive for.;
sweep back, degrees
flap root chord measured in the plane
of symmetry, dimensional. According
to Item 2: if MFSPEC = 0, CRF
specified for undeflected flap, if" ':-
MFSPEC = 1, CRF specified for de-.
:fleeted flap. See .the.earlier •
discussion under Item 4j
flap semispan defined as the distance
from the plane of symmetry to the
•.flap outboard span, dimensional
X-coordinate in wing coordinate system
of the leading edge of the flap root
chord, dimensional
Z-coordinate in wing coordinate system
of the leading edge of the flap root
chord, dimensional
number of chordwise vortices on wing,
1 <_ NCW <_ 10 i-.:- !'
number of spanwise vortices on left
























number of chordwise vortices on flap,
1 .<_ NCF <; 10
number of spanwise vortices on left
flap 1 < MSF < 49
distance parallel to Y-axis from....
•• plane of symmetry to outboard
trailing leg of I'th wing horseshoe
vortex, dimensional
(1 < I < IMAX, IMAX ="MSW +1) '"
distance parallel to Y-axis from
plane of symmetry to outboard
trailing leg of IF'th flap horseshoe
vortex, dimensional (1 <_ IF <_ IFMAX,
' IFMAX = MSF +1). If MFLAP = 0, .
' no input cards necessary
^coordinates of pitching-moment center
in wing coordinate system, dimensional
tangent of local angle of wing.mean
surface at' J'th control point due to
wing twist and camber. See figure
20 for sign convention.
1
 1 J 1 M' M 1 15°- <If ALPHLC =0.0,
no input cards are necessary)
local angle in radians of flap mean
surface at JF'th control point due
. to flap camber. See figure 20 for
sign convention. 1 £ JF <_ MF,
MF <_ 100. (If DELLC = 0 .0, no input
cards necessary)
•coordinates of locations at which wing-
flap induced velocities are computed.
1 <_ MM <_ MMM, MMM _< 50. If MMM = 0,








: KEI . .
.Comment
flap deflection angle measured perpen-
idicular to hingeline, positive down-
Awards, degrees, see figure 1
KEI =0: no externally induced
!velocities
EI = 5: externally induced velocities
read in via cards
KEI > 6: externally induced velocities
read in from a darta set.














KCP = 0: control point coordinates in
program output
KCP > 6: -control point coordinates
'in program output and data set.
(7 <_ KCP <_ 98)
.NOTE,: KEI / KCP . , ,.... •
number of successive case1r:to be •'
treated f or-j the same winga.-f lap; ;
configuration. 1 < NRHS < 10
wing root chord angle' of attack
.relative to free, stream,, degrees.,-,,
see figure 1. (1 < N < NRHS)
U . V .
W.
this input is read in only if KEI ^ 0.
The first card' contains any alphanu-
meric information for identification
of these data. These are externally
induced velocity-components at wing











this input required only if MFLAP = 1
! and KEI ^'Q. These are- externally
:
 induced velocity components. at flap




 1 M+MF (NOTE:
MF £~pO" but .M+MF
these 'data, if KEI
cards; if KEI = 8,
set. There will be








cases. l < N < NRHS .
Samples of two input decks are shown in figure 21.illustrating the
options concerning externally induced perturbation velocities and'^ fI'qw- •
field determination. The first input deck shown is for a swept wing witht •- • • ' • , -
full span, triple.slotted flaps -and without externally, induced velocities.
The configuration is shown in figure 22... The. .vortex lattice on the 'wing •'.
is made up of 20 spanwise rows with .4 vortices on the.chord. On thef-fiap
there are .20 spanwise rows.with 5 vortices on the chord. The 30° swept-r -
back wing is untapered and has zero dihedral. • The full span,. .triple
slotted flap system is idealized to a single, flap/.with camber,, as shown
'
f
 • - •-' , • • :
in figure .22 (c) . One of. the desired results of the calculation *is the
perturbation flow field determined at eight specified field points,for ; 0°
angle of attack. The. points lie along a line colinear with a typical cenr-
terline location of a turbofan engine that could be hung under the wing.
*
s
 " ,'• - •-•''' • • " '' '
•The second input deck shown in figure.'21 concerns the same configu-
ration, but includes perturbation velocities induced by a. high-bypass-ratio
turbof an engine. The determination of these velocities is described in • :.
the jet wake section. . '
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Description of Output •
This section describes the output from the wing-flap program. In'the
following, all items of output are enumerated and' the contents briefly'
^described. . Two sample outputs are shown in figure 23. r,... .,-.-...
•'•• - The first page identifies the run and prints the wihg-flap"geometry*
data, vortex-lattice layout and the pitching moment center'Ss" specified in
- the input. -The flap deflection 'angle', DELD, is the specified'"'arigle1'"perpen-
dicular to the hingeline whereas the streamwise flap d§flection"angle,' •
DLXD, fis calculated by the program. All length dimensions'J in "th'e'output
are the same as in input. ' ' ' • ''' *•-'--'-• •'-;•• ••"'•'•
The second'page shows the wing angle of attack arid'She 'identification
•of the set-of externally induced velocities (when applicable)' for the: flow
•condition ^ c'ase under consideration. Both are''specif red in the input'. in
• "the first sample case, figure 23 (a), the flow conditions "only include the
'wing angle of attack. In the second case, the' wing angle of attack'and
identification of a set of induced velocities are printed under the flow
condition heading. : ' ' • *' — • • • - • • - • , ' . : ' .
. .','' . ' i .' ' ' . '• ' ,' ' . . • . . - i." ' "•••' .
On the next pages of the output,, program-computed control point
coordinates are listed for the wing and the flap together with,mean .
surface streamwise slopes specified in input .as tangents at the contrql
points. The coordinate system associated with the control point locations
is the wing coordinate system shown in figure 2. This part of the output
.also pr.ints the externally induced perturbation velocities. In the first
sample case, figure 23 (a), these velocities appear as zeros. .In the
second case, figure 23 (b), non-zero values were read in. the order of the
output in this item and the next is as follows. J = 1 corresponds to
the area element on the left wing panel closest to the wing root chord
and nearest the wing leading edge. This starts the first chordwise row'.
The sequence proceeds towards the' wing trailing edge (J = %ICW) and then
- • . . . -f - • . _ •
back up to the wing leading edge (J = NCW + '!) for the' next chordwise
row. This process continues along the semispan for ea'ch- chordwise row of
area elements on the wing until the wing tip is reached. There, the aft
element of the last chordwise row on the wing is located closest to the
wing tip and nearest the wing trailing edge. On the flap, the sequence
starts in a manner analogous to the wing with-the first element^ (J = M +1)
closest to the inboard span of the flap and nearest the- flap leading edge.
.50
The process.then continues towards -the outboard tip of the flap. The aft
area.element (J .= M + MF) of .the last chordwise row on the flap is located
closest tp the flap outboard.span and nearest the flap trailing edge.
The next item starts on a new page and-provides information concerning
the .computed horseshoe vortex characteristics. This.output includes bound
wj.eg midppint^coordinates, bound leg sweep angles and horseshoe vortex half-
.widths, together,with the calculated vortex strengths. Wing.angle of attack,
ALPHAD, .and ,flap deflection angle,_DELD, are
 :again listed in .the heading of
this.output. .The output sequence is described above and the coordinates.,
are expressed in the. wing root chord coordinate system of figure,2., .'
, . The fpllowingrnew page contains..aerodynamic performance parameters
computed, by the..program. The wing and;'flap .lift coefficients, and the sum
of the two, C_,, are referenced with respect .-to the.wing planform area/-SREF.JL, . . - . . - - _ • . . . • - . . ; . . - • . . .
The pitching .moment coefficient, C , is referenced with respect to. SREF ;and
the wing average chord, CAVE. Both reference quantities are listed in.this
output also;., The spanload coefficient, C.OC/CTC , is referenced with .
' ' " • ' - . " . . '
 r •- - - '•• .••,- ' - ' ' XT. - LJ *ave • • ' • ' • • -
respect to the wing lift coefficient and CAVE for spanloads on the wing..
Spanlbads on the flap are referenced with respect to the flap lift coeffi-
cient and CAVE. These values of spanloads are listed for each "chordwise
row of area"elements on the wing and flap'starting nearest 'the wing root
chord and flap inboard span respectively. The last line provides a break-
"down of the pitching moment and induced drag in, terms of the wing and flap
contributions. ' The total induced drag, C, is also listed by itself' and
in combination with 'the total lift', CT . Both parameter's are calculated on
' -L* . -
the basis of equations (9) and (10). ' ' •
The last and optional output item is called for by MMM ^0 in Item 2
of the input and starts-on a new page. This output includes coordinates of
'the locations at which the components of wing-flap induced velocities are
computed and the induced velocity components. The, sequence of this output
is dictated by the sequence o.f. the specified field point coordinates in
Item 11 of the input.
: "! ' -i -..- ' . '. - I • '
Program Listing . . , . , •
The wing-,flap vortex-lattice program is written in Fortran. IV
language for .the'IBM 360/67 computer., The computer consists of•the main
program and three subroutines. . . ' . ; - • ' . - •-i
. . • - . . ... 51
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C WF01 001
C THIS PROGRAM CALLS FOR SUBROUTINES LOAD1. INFWW, INVERS WF01 002
C WF01 003
c WING-FLAP VORTEX LATTICE PROGRAM WFOI 004
c WFOI 005
C . . . ' . WFOI 006
DIMENSION SLDCOI50) .SECL-IFI50) .FSLDCOI50) ,FECLIF(50) • WFOI 007
1TIT|_F< 10.20) • TALKI20) .ALPHAL<150).DELL<150) WFOI 008
C WFOI 009
. , ntMFNSlON CIR<2*0.10) .UEI (220.10),VEI<220»10).WEI <220.10) » WFOI 010
i ALPHADdO) »ALPHA< 10) .v1'-"." WFOI on
C WFOI 012
'•DIMENSION f •,'•;• UK50) .VI (50) ,WI (50) •FVN<220.WF01 .013
1?^0) .FUW12).FVW<2).FWW(2)»FUF(2)»FVp(2)»FWF<2) WFOV 014
C - > ..,-. WFOI 015
• DIMENSION PTLX!150).PTLY(150)JptLZUSO)»PVX(150)»PCX(150)»PVY<150)WFOI'016
I ,PVZ(150),PVFX(150),PCFX(150).PVFY(150).PVFZ(150).PCFZI150).PTLFXfWFOl 017
?150) .PTLFYU50) »PTi_FZ< 150) .PMX<50) .PMY(50) .PMZ<50) WFOI 018
C ' WFOI 019
DIMENSION SWPVVP(1501 .SWPVVFI1501,SWPC<101.swpcFdoi.SWPVI1501. WFOI 020
1SF<150)»SW(150)»Y(50)»YF(50) .YFCI50).YLOC(50)»YLOCF<50).SUMY(50) • WFOI 021
?SUMYFI50>»CHLOCR<50).FCHLOBI50) - WFOI 022
C WFOI 023
DIMENSION YWWI2)»YWF<2) .YWFPI2)»YFW<2)«YFF(2)«YFFP(2).YWM<2)»YFM<2WF01 024
I1 ,YFMP(?> . WFOI 025
C WFOI 026
C . WFOI 027
COMMON CIR»SUMLlF.FUMLIF«CLToT.TOTMOMfSLDCOfSECLlF»FSLDCO«FECLlF WFOI 028
C WFOI 029
COMMON WMOM»FMOM.SUMORG»FUMDRG»DRGTOT,CDOCLS WFOI 030
C WFOI 031
COMMON PTLX.PTlY»PTLZ»PVX,PVY.PVZ,PVFX*PVFY.PVEZ»PTLFX«PTLFY»PTLFZWF01 032
C " WFOI 033
COMMON SWPWLF»SWPWTE»SWPFLE.SWPFTE»SWPVVP.SWpVVFvSF»SW.Y.YF WFOI 034
C WFOI 035
COMMON CRW,SSPAN«CRF»FSSPAN«PHI»PHIf«CSPHIF.CSPHI»ALPHA»DLX.COS+LXWF01 036i >SINDLX,SREF»CAVE»XM.ZM»SPHIF.SPHI WFOI 037
C WFOI 038
COMMON NCW,M,MPliMF»MPMF»IFMAX,IMAX.NCF.MFLAP 'WFOI 039
C WFOI 040
COMMON AE»YFC.TANTH8»TANTH7 WFOI 041
C . WFOI 042





C / WFOI 048
C WFOI 049
1 FORMAT (1H1»27X»32HHORSESHOE VORTEX CHARACTERISTICS//10X.17HBOUNDLWF01 050
1EG MIDPOINT.35X.24HVORTEX STRENGTHS.GAMMA/V/13X.11HCOORDINATES/3X,WFOI 051
21HJ»5X»lHX.t?X.1HY.9X.1HZ»5X.10HSWEEP»DEG..IX.9HSEMI WIDTH.7X.7HALPHWF01 052
3AD=.F8.4.1H.»5HDELD=»F8.4/2X,13HWING VORTICES/) WFOI 053
6 FORMAT (715) WFOI 054
7 FORMAT (8F10.5) ' WFOI 055
8 FORMAT (4X.73HTE SWEEP.DEG. .F8.4.7X.F8.4) WFOI 056
11 FORMAT (I4.1X.F9.4.?X.F9.4.2X.F8.4«2X.F8.4.2X.F8.4.12X.F8.4) WFOI 057
14 FORMAT <1H1» 20A4/1 WFOI 058
15 FORMATI20A4) WF01'059.
17 FORMAT UH1« 25H DETERMINANT IS Zp.RO) WFOI 060
18 FORMAT(/9X,?5HTOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT,CL»10X.30HPITCHING MOMENT COEWF01 061
1FFICIFNT.CM/) . . WFOI 062
19 FORMAT ( 10X.F8.4.30X.F8.4) WFOI 063
21 FORMAT (4X.23HDIHEDRAL.DEG. .F8.4.7X.F8.4) WFOI 064
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22 FORMAT (4X.23HCHORD AT WING ROOT ,F8.4.7X.F8.4) WFOl 065
. ?3 FORMAT (3X.I3»7X.F8.4i6X.F8.4.10X,F8.4.15X.F8.4) •- WF01 066
24 FORMAT ( 3X.4HWING/)
 WF01 067
?, .FORMAT (4X.23HSEMISPAN »F8.4.7X.F8.4/) ' ' WF01068
28 FORMAT (/24X.20HREFERENCE QUANTITIES//5X.11HWING SPAN.B.4X.23HWINGWF01 069
• 1 PLANFORM AREAfSREF.4X,i9HWING AVE.CHORD.CAVE) WF01 070
29 FORMAT (7X.F8.4«8X,F12.4»14X.F8.4) . . WFOl 071
30 FORMAT (4X.23HLE SWEEP.PEG. tF8.4.7X,F8.4) WF01 072
31 FORMAT (/4X.29HUNOEFLECTEO FLAP INBOARO SPAN.8X.F8.4) :• •••-.•. •. - WFOl 073
32 FORMAT (2F5.1 »3I5) WFOl 074
33 FORMAT (3F10.3) . • , ,;. WF01075
34 FORMAT (1H1.4X.36HCONTROL POINT COORDINATES AND SLOPES.11X. WF01 076
• .V29HEXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES) ; > .-V-.--.'-->• WF01 077
' 35 FORMAT <I4»lX.F9.4»2X»F9.4»2X.F8.4»2X»F8.4»6X.F9.5.1X.F9J5ilX,F9.5WF01 078
.1-»1X»F9.4»2X.F9.4»2X.F8.4) \!j>',- •-.-• --WF01 079
36 FORMAT (1H1.9X.66HVELOCITIES INDUCED AT SPECIFIED POINTS IWTHE''VIWF01 080
-•IC'INITY OF THF WING/ /3X*1HN»6X.1HX,9X»1HY,9X.1HZ.13X,3HU/V.7X«3HV/VWF01 081
2 . 7 X » 3 H W / V / ) 1;-'< ''-=": 'WF01 082
37 coRMAT (4X.30HUNDEFLFCTED FLAP OUTBOARD SPAN»7X.F8.4//) WF01 083
. • 38"FORMAT (4X.30HPITCHING MOMENT CENTER- : »2X.F8.4»2X»F8i4»2X,F8WF01 084
• 1.4) .- - ' ".:.• -v r •• .1 WF01 085
39 'FORMAT (2X.I2»3X»F8.4»2X»F8.4»2X»F8.4t7XfF8.5»2XtF8.5»2XtF8.5) WF01086
1
 43 FORMAT (3E13.6) " ' ' ; ,,-. • / WF01 087
47 FORMAT I/2X.19HWING CONTROL POINTS/) . . WF01 088
51 FORMAT (34X»12HMEAN SURFACE/3X.1HJ.5X.1HX.9X,1HY»9X»1HZV7X.5HSLOPEWF01 089
1»10X.3HU/V»7X»3HV/V,7X,3HW/V) . : • • .;• WF01 090
•58'FORMAT (4X.23HCHORDWISE VORTICES »2X, 13.12X113) WF01 091
S9 FORMAT (//34X.13HGEOMETRY DATA//28X »4HWINGf 11X.4HFLAP/) . ' -'.,;! WF01 092
.'. 60 FORMAT (4X.23HSPANWISE VORTICFS • 2X . I 3» 12X . 13 ) ' . WF01 093
-•-•' 64 FORMAT (/3X.4HFLAP) WF01 094
, 6", FORMAT!/24X.26HSPANWISF LOAD OlSTRIBUTION//2X.7HSTAT ION.5X»7HY/(B/WF01 095
12)«5X»13HLOCAL CHORD»C»6Xt12HCL*C/CL#CAVEt14X,10HCL*C/(2»B)//) : WF01 096
66 FORMAT (4X.27HANGLE OF ATTACKtALPHA »DEG«»15X.F8.4//) . WF01 097
67FORMAT <//4X»27HFLAP ANGLE«DELD»DEG. »15X.F8.4|- ' WFOl 098
68 FORMAT (4Xt37HCALC. ST.9EAMWISE FLAP ANGLE.DLXD.DEGt»5X»F8.4) WFOl 099
72 FORMAT (1H1t15Xt39HAERODYNAM1C LOADING RESULTS FOR ALPHA =.,F10.5. WFOl 100
11X.4HDEG. ///9X.21HW1NG LIFT CWF01 101
10EFfrICIFNT,20X,21HFLAP LIFT COEFFICIENT/) . .,, ... WFOl 102
73 FORMAT (//39X.21HX ' - Y Z) . .WFOl 103
74 FORMAT (/2X.19HFLAP CONTROL POINTS) . .WFOl 104
76 FORMAT (/2X.13HFLAP VORTICES/) -,f , WFOl 105
78 FORMAT(TH1»20X.26HFLOW CONDITIONS FOR, CASE ..I3//I . • •;".'•. . WFOl'106
79 FORMAT {/4X.63HCOORDS. OF ROOTCHORD NOSE OF FLAP EXTENDED TO PLANEWF01. 107
1 OF SYMMETRY/39X, - WFOl 108
2 21HX Z/36X.F8.4.12X.F8.4) . • . ^ WFOl 109
81 FORMAT (1F10.5»3I10) WFOl 110
83 FORMAT <///2Xt7HCM»WING»8X,7HCM»FLAPi8Xt7HCD.WING»8X»7HCD»FLAPt9X,WF01 111
12HCD»llXt8HCD/CL*CL/) . .,- , .WFOl 112
84 FORMAT (F10.5»5X,F10.5»5X.F10.5»5XtF10.5.5X,F10.5.5X»Fl6.5) WFOl 113
85 FORMAT (////20A4//) ... WFOl 114
C " - . WFOl 115
C INITIALIZE . . . . - • ' . . : • WFOl 1 1 6
C . ! . - • • • WFOl 117
DO 3008 J=1.150 WFOl 118
, .3008 ALPHAL<J)=0.0 WFOl 119
00 3080 JF=1»100 . . WFOl 120
• 3080 .OELLlJF)=0.0 ,. ..
 c WFOl 121
•G • WFOl 122
•• 1010 READ (5ti5) TALK . . - . . - WFOI 123
,C . . . ', ; WFOl 124
C CONTROL VARIABLES READ IN • • . " . : . WFOl 125
C ' . ' . , - • - , . WFOl 1 2 6
RFAD (5.32) ALPHLC.DELLC.MMM.MFLAP.MFSPEC ... , WFOl 127
C - . ; • • • • WFOl 1 2 8











BOT= SSPAN •' .
•FLAP GEOMETRY SPECIFIED IN UNDEFLECTED FLAP PLANFORM PLANE
\UNDEFLECTED FLAP PLANFORM PLANE -IS THE WING PLANFORM PLANE
READ (5t7) PSIFLE.PSIFTE.CRFtFSSPANiXFtZF'.
SPECIFY VORTEX LATTICE ON WING AND FLAP
-RFAn C;»6) NCW»MSWtNCF«MSF
•IMAX=MSW+1 ' ' • . , • • • - . . . •

























LAY -OUT^WING VORTEX TAILS ALONG -Wl NG ,. SEMI-SPAN.
POSITIVE VALUES FOR LEFT PANEL
REAR (5»7) <Y< I ) l,IMAX)
LAY, OUT FLAP "VORTEX TAILS ALONG- UNDEFLECTED .FLAP SEMI SPAN
POSITIVE VALUES FOR LEFT PANEL , < • " : • . • •
IF(MFLAP.EO.O) GOTO-9912-- • ' - . ••
READ <5»7l (YF< IF) ,IF=ltIFMAX) . .
CONTINUE
SPECIFY -MOMENT CENTER. . • . ' . . - - •
•RFAD (5»7» XM.YM.ZM^ • . . . - - .
INPUT -LOCAL WING ANGLES DUE TO. WING CAMBER AND-TWIST
IF (ALPHLC.EO«0.0) GO TO lOOl . . . . . . .
MN = 0 ''
DO 9910 JNW=I.M»NCW
MN=MN+NCW
READ <5«7) (AUPHAH J) .J=JNW»MN)
CONTINUE
INPUT LOCAL FLAP ANGLES'DUE TO FLAP CAMBER
IF(MFUAP.EO.O) GO TO 1002 ' ' • ' '
IF (nFLLC.EQ.0.0) GO TO 1002
MFN=0 ; ' • ' • • ' ' •
DO 9911 JNF = 1».MF»NCF
MFN=MFN-fNCF

























































































































































SWPFLE=TAN (PSIFLE*DTR) • "
SWPFTE=TAN <PSIFTE#DTR) _ .
COMPUTE WING L.E. AND WING T.E. SWEEPS IN THE WING-CHORD^L'PLANE
5WPWLV=SWPWLE*CSPHI '
SWPWTV»SWPWTE»CSPHI ' .'.'s:-! 'v
WTV=ATAN(SWPWTV) - ;}•- -'?,l -••".-
SINWTVeSIN(WTV) .
COSWTV=COS(WTV) . . . ' -: -.•••:'••.•'!<?• =il,M
COMPUTE UNDEFLECTED FLAP T.E. SWEEP IN WING CHORDAL:',PLANE«
.SWPFTV=SWPFTE»CSPHI ' •'-v s ;•
FTE=ATAN<SWPFTV) - _ , - . .
READ IN COORDINATES OF POINTS AT WHICH
INDUCED BY .WING FLAP. ARE CALCULATED
PERTURBATION VEUOCI-T.^ rES"'
IF(MMM.EO.O) GO TO 4000 .
"EAD ( 5 t 3 3 ) - ( P M X ( M M ) » P M Y ( M M ) . P M Z ( M M ) » M M « 1 t M M M )


















:•.•••," '•:'-•• '•'> .WFOI 196
FLAP SWEEPS .ARE SPECIFIED FOR THE UNDEFLECfED FLAP AND MEASURED WFOl 197


























































. - • • •• . WFOi 256
CALCULATE ANGLES THETAP NECESSARY -FOR THE FLAP. DEFLECTION MEfcSUREDWFOl 257
IN THE X-Z PLANE DLXt FLAP, DIHEDRAL PHIF. AND FLAP'VORTEX LAYOUTWF01 258
• : . • • . - - - : • - " • . •:• • • : .- .-WFOl 259
IN CERTAIN FIXED QUANTITIES ,,' •
DF.LD= FLAP .ANGLE MEASURED PERPENDICULAR TO HINGE L INE.P.OSI-T I.VE
DOWN»DEG. - ' ' . ' • - • : • • . ' ' . . , _ . . ; _ . - . . -
IF XEI=0 NO EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES • .. • . - : • • . : • \ '•
IF <EI = 5 INPUT. EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES:VIA'CARDS ''; •
IF KEI GT.6 INPUT EXTERNALLY' INDUCED VELOCI TIES VIA1 DATA-SET .
IF KCP = 0 CONTROL POINT COORDINATES IN OUTPUT'1' : • ' "• • -
IF KCP GT.6 CONTROL POINT COORDINATES IN OUTPUT AND IN DATASET






























B3=S I NDFL*S I NWf V»CSPH I +COSDEL*SPH I
C3=StNDEL«SlNWTV«SPHI-COSOEL*CSPHI










-; COSTH=OOS(.T:HEiTA). ; • - . : • . = '.--. ; - , . • . > : .- -;;. :',: ' >•;.;• • ,;;
NOTE» COSTHP=SINTH AND -SINTHP=COSTH
. 'DLX=' 0.0 ' .••:• • • • • • :
 : i - A • • • ' . . . - - . . . - . . • • . »



















•'I'- ' -• • . . - • • WFOl 272
THETA2= PI02-THETAP ••,- . WFOl 273
-THFTA7 = THETA2- PI02-fWTV-F.TE . WFOl 274
PC02r,THETA2 •<:• .i ; : . ' i<O^ ,. • • • • . . . - .' . ' • ' • ' • . • /.WFOl 275
PI02-WTV) WFOl 276
-T,HET10= PI02-THETA9 ,-. j ....... .'••JiWFOl 277













PHIF = ARCOS( (A3*A3+C3*C3)/I <>< A3*B3 )**2+ < A3*A3+C3*C3 )**2+ ( C3*B3 ) **2'( WFOl 291
1**0.5)) . . ' . . - , . . . • • . • ' ..- ; WFOl 292
SPHIF = SIN(PHIF) • ' . . - . . : - . WFOl 293
; CSPHIF=COS(PHIF) . . . WFOl 2 9 4
• - ' . ' . . ; - . . • ; . . . • • • : ' . WFOl 2 9 5























LAY-OUT VORTEX BOUND LEG MIDPOINTS AND CONTROL POINTS ON THE WING WFOl 319
WFOl 320
D=NCW£:.^:« (,•• - ' -.'.-,.' .,:•-•' .,'. ... . - - . . . . . '. •.:;.* • •;_ WFOl 321
DO 701 I = 2»IMAX - • • • .. .•/- . . ' • . WFOl 322
SUMY( r ) = <Y( r )-»-Y( r-i t )/2.b WFOI 323
YLOCII)=SUMY(I)/SSPAN WFOl 324






































. DISTINCTION BETWEEN SWEEP IN CHORDAHSWPVVP) AND PWANFORM< SWPV)
PLANES
SWPVVP(J)-SWPV< J)#CSPHI . . ,
SWPVVPIJ)* ATAN (SWPVVPU))
WING VORTEX HALFWIDTH-SW . . . . " ' - '
SW(j)«(Y(I)-Y(l-l))/(2.0*CSPHI) : , : : • • ;
PVX(J)=-«A-0.75)*(CRW/D))-<SUMY(n*SWPV<JM
PVY(J)=-SUMYU) ; :ii :.-•/•.
PVZ( J)=-SUMYt I)»TANPHI
PCX( J)»-( (A-0.25)«(CRW/D) )-(SUMY{ I )*SWPC( JCW) >





7 0 1 CONTINUE . . .
IF(MFLAP.EQ.O) GO To 9913 ''






AE IS INTERSECTION OF DEFLECTED FLAP PLANE AND XZ PLANE,





YFC... .DISTANCE FROM FLAP X-Z PLANE TO XEFT TRAILING LEG OF




YFCt IF)=IYF( IF)»COSTH8)/CCSPHI*COSWTV) \
SUMYFt IF) = (YFC( IF)+YFC( IF-1) )/2.0
YLOCF( IF)=SUMYFt IF)/ SSPAN . '
















































































. ' . WF01 390
PVFXUF)«XF ' - - . . , • = : : • . ' . , ' ' • ' . ' . ' , , . - ,;.',- WF01 391
1 -(SUMYF(IF)*SINwtV/COS!tH8)-((rB-b.75)/EJ*AE4-SUMYF(IF)* WF01 392
1SWPVVFI JF)-SUMYF(IF)»T.ANTH8>»CpSpi_X . . , . , "' .7, . WF01 393
PVFYI JF)=-SUMYFf IF) *< COSWf V#CSPHf/COSTH8 ) '''"'*' ' ", • • • - : '
 WF01 394
' ' PVFZ(JF)=ZF .. ., , , ...
 v....-., . - - . - i i ••• • >- -. -. , . . • • - • WF01 '395
••"' '•• -SUMYF('tFj»(cdSWT^*SPHl>CO'STH8)*( <"< B-0'.75 )/E) *AE+SUMYF ( IFWF01 -396
- . - • • > -
1
 •* -.*- J
.,. 1 ) *SWPWF I JF-) -SUMYF ( I F ) #TANTH8 > *SI NDLX
-,.'. PCFX(JF)=XF ...... . .„,.,.
, 1 -ISUMYF< IF)#SlNWTV/COSTH8)-« ( b-0'.:25,J ./E)*AE4SUMYF.( I.F;)
..'. 1SWPCF(JCF)-SUMYF<IF)*TANTH8)»COSDLX ' ' >rt ' • • • -
'-,' PCFZ(JF)=ZF • . ,. .,.,-,,.•, ...-• .-,., ... , .
.;.',i — SUMYFl IF)*(COSWTV*SPHl/COSTH8)-t-('( (B-6.75 )/E)*AE+SUMYF(
r!si)*SWPCF<JCF) -SUMYF ( I F ) *TANTH8 )»SI NpuX/,,> -},.;j ,,,-.,.,.. \i •- ' : . . . • ' r ...n. •;••
.•:'..! •;.; '. •' '•';*•!•**• ( i.jV^ i''-' •• ' 2 V1* '<• W ''• '.••••'' - '. ... '>..•". '••' •" •
is* COORDINATES OF FLAP ELEMENTAL PANEL V/^'cHORD POINT ;PN...THE. LEFT:
V* SIDE . •.J-'Vl.'-.-.«-;.'; '•': ••': .' • . , '.IV
••",' > -•-.; j. -i .'fi"it: ' •.'y^ Oi,,,., , -T\ ,;.,•--.•-., ^  .- . s ..» ) . -
.-•.,' PTLFX»JF>= XF '"'•" •••"'•••:•' •'••"•.-"' ••--*• -"'--'•-'--• •• . - - • • • v.
1 ivu V5~(-Yfric( .IF)'tSINWTV/,COSTH8-)i;..-( ,(,( BnO.25 ) /E )*AE+YFC ( IF,)«.
', 1SWPCF(JCFJ-YFC( tF)l»TANTH8V*c6SDL'X.f> .-.- >•• .-- •• - - . - . - ^,
.." pTLFY(JF)=-YFClIF)»»CpSWTV*CSe.H/I./GOSTy8)_f;...;.,_.. .„.. .. : . . .... ,,

















1 -YFC(IF)«(COSWTV*SpHI/COSTH8)+(((B-0.25)/E)#AE+Y.FCIt IF I*SWF01
1WPCF(JCF)-YFC( IF)«TANTH8)*SINDLX •''• ' "'' ;:;. ,., WfOl 414
../;,. ,-! .'. . WFOl 415






 - "'"'' ^ •'' ' WFOl 418
, . . ... WFOl.,'419
















- ... ' • "• -. • • • . . . . . - . , • - • • • . -: .. ; .
' '• ' '
'V GENERATE DATA SET FOR CONTROL POINT COORDINATES'; ' '-;;! .•'•'..'!'..'""...
' . IF < KCP.EQ.O) GO TO 875 . '/ ', : T •".'.'
' "' DO 876 J=1*M • • . • • • • • .:: ••.''.';-•'. •• '". '••':
,876 WRITE (K.CP.7) PCX< J ) »PVY ( J ) ,PVZ ( J) . ° ' ' "" :":-•-•••:•
'" '. IF (MFLAP.EO.O) GO TO 875 . , , . . , , . . . . . • -, ^ , , • .. .
"..... DO 877 J=MPi'.MPMF ::-"' . '-' • " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " '••'"
JF=J-M . . . . . . .
877 WRITF tKCP .7) PCFX ( JF ) »PVFY ( JF ) .PCFZt JF ) '"•''' '•'.' •'''-•'. '.''-.-'. .',.-..',
:875 CONTINUE . ' :;'' "' ' ' ' ^ ' '. . ''?._
. , : ••-•' • "_
BUILD UP L.H.S. OF BOUNDARY CONDITION. THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX.,.
CONTROL POINTS, ,ON WING. .V.ORT. ICES .ON WINGv, .. .<v, _: ,, .
' DO 212 JC=I»M . • ^ .-•:;••(•>••• r^ --.-! .•'•'••• '-' ;--' -•••• ::-.-
. DO 212 JV=1.M
XWW=PCX( JC)-PVX(JV) . , ,
 v,.. . . -}
YWW(l)=pVY(JC)-PVY( JV) •• • , - • : - . - • : - • '
YWW(2)=PVY(JC)4PVY( JV) . -; . .^ . . .-" .'
ZWW=PVZ( JO-PVZI JV) '"•', ' • • * • • • .• , \ , /
" DO 261 1 = 1.2 ' ' :' ',''.•'•-'" ' '.'^ '' '
CALL INFWWISWPVVPI JV) .PHI .XWW. YWW( I) ,ZWW'«SW( JV) .FUWXI) ,FVW( I ) ,
' 1FWWI I ) ) - > ; _ . < , • • . ^
. SWPVVP(jV)=-SWPVVP( JV) '
PHI=-PHI . . ,. . , .. . ' .- ':."''.
'261 CONTINUE ' ' . ' ' '\ ' '/" . - ' • ' • . ' . ' ' '" '
FVN( JC.JV)B(FWW(J(+FWW(2) )"*CSPHi-fFVW( 1»FVW('2). )*SPHI
'212 CONTINUE , . . . . , . •
• '",.''.. - • - : • • • • .
'.'"v> CONTROL POINTS ON WING. .VORT ICES ON .FLAP .. . .. , .









































IF (MFLAP.E0.01 GO To 9914
DO 312 JC«1.M • • - . • : • • : • ' r . . - '
DO 312 jVsMPl tMPMF
jVFsjy-M - • - . . - . •
XWF«PCX( JO-PVFXI JVF)
YWFf 1)=PVY(JC)-PVFY<JVF)
YWF(2)=PVY(JC)+PVFYtJVF) ;< . : '
ZWF=PVZ( JC)-PVFZ(JVF) •" '. •
TRANSFORM COORDINATES. ROTATION THROUGH -DLX DEGREES •'•'>'-"•"•
XWFP=XWF»COSDLX-ZWF*SINDLX
YWFPdl-YWFd)
YWFP<2)=YWF(2) - '.••.-•:•>>-•'•- '.:;'•. -. . • ;„,•"/••* w ;
ZWFPaXWF*SlNDI.X-fZWF«COSDLX
.. ' _ ', • '-'•": t-'f <•• ' .
DO 262 I = l»2 ' '".M >" -i
CALL INFWWISWPVVFf JVF).PHIF»XWFP»YWFP< I) .ZWFP.SFI JVFHFUF'W) .'FVF
l).FWF(I))
SWPVVFI JVF)«-SWPVVF(JVF) ' ^ •-• ' ' - • '••*'>?'•"•' i




































;1LX-(FVF( 1)+FVF( 2) )*SPHI •. , .-.
317 CONTINUE • . < ; • • • . ' . ' ' ' :• •• '-'••
CONTROL POINTS ON FLAP. VORT ICES ON 'WING ; . - -.. ' . , r \T-_
.•••" ' . . " ' • • ' - : • . . -. ":"• • (








CALL INFWWtSWDVVPf JV) »PHI .XFW. YFW( I ) »ZFW »SW( JV) »FUW( I ) .FVWI I ) .
IFWW(I)) - - ' '
SWPVVP ( J V ) =-SWpVVP ( JV )
PHI=-PHI
263 CONTINUE
FVNI JC»jV)=(FWW(i)+FWW(2) ) *COS( DLX+DELL( JCF) )»CSPHIF+< FUWI 1>+FUW
1 (2) )*SIN(DLX+DELL( JCF) )*CSPHIF-(FVW(1)+FVW(2) »*SPHIF* "
2COS(DLX+DELL(JCF) )
412 CONTINUE : '
- . - . • • ' ! . . ' '•'
CONTROL POINTS 'ON FLAP. VORTICES ON FLAP • ' :''
DO 512 JC=MP1.MPMF
• JCF?JCrM..
DO 512 jV=MPl»MPMF • • : . • •
' JVF=JV-M " •
XFF=PCFX( JCFI-PVFXI JVF) . ' ';
YFFd )=PVFY( JCF)-PVFY( JVF) '.'
YFF(2)=PVFY( JCF) + PVFY( JVF) ''
ZFF=PCFZCJCF)-PVFZ( JVF) . . • ' . . • . . • >. , . >• "•
: • . _ • . ' • • . : • . M- ... ,; • : • • ; • ( . . .
TRANSFORM COORDINATES. ROTATION THROUGH -DLX DEGREES ' '_ '•
XFFP=XFF*COSDUX-ZFF*SINDLX















































. . . l).FWF(I) ) . • - - • ' .
SWPVVF(JVF)—SWPVVF<JVF)
PHIF=-PHIF
264 CONTINUE " .
- FVNtJC»JV)»<FWF(1)+FWF<2))»CSPHIF*COS(DELtlJCF))-< FVF< 11+FVFI 2M*
. 1SPHIF*COS(DELL(JCF)J - .
CONTINUE .




c ; - •
•





>o DO 1006 N=1.NRHS .
READ (5.7) ALPHAD(N) . - . - . •
l006-.ALRHA|(,N)i==A^LRHAD(N)*DT:R .. -v,. . . • , -,->•.: : -T-.: - ?:::-. . ! • • • • •*.•-.••; ..•..;,>.
•READ IN ENGINE INDUCED PERTURBATION VELOCITIES • FOR; SUCCESSIVE '.
1CASES FROM-MULTIPLE DATASETS .
I F i-KB.ll .4004,1004.. 1QQ5 , . - . - - • -
1005 D O 7011 N=1»NRHS . . .
READ (KEI»15) ITjTLE«NtJI)»JI=1»20)
DO 7001 J=1.MPMF
7001 READ (KEI.43I UEI (J.N) . VEIC J.N I »,WEI.( JtN) , • .
IF (KEI.EQ.5) GO TO 7011
READ (KEI»43»END=70il) . • .
7.011 CONTINUE " .• .
G O T O 1003 • • , . . •
1004 DO 7003 N=1»NRHS • .
DO 7003 J=1»MPMF
UE-K J.N)=0.0 ' . • . .
VEI(J.N)=0.0
7003 WEK J»N)=0.0
 ; . . ,
1003 CONTINUE
:
 : . CONTROL POINTS ON THE WING
" • u -• ' • - • ' ' ' • ; • ' • - 'DO 2612 N=ltNRHS . • , • • . . ..... - -
MPMFPN=M+MF-fN ' „'
DO 2612 JC=1»M •
2612 FVN( JC»MPMFPN)=12.56637l#(SIN(ALPHA(N)+ALPHAL( JO )«CSPHI-»-
1VEKJC»N)*SPHI-(UEI(JC.N)*ALPHAL(JC)*WEItJC.N))*CSPHI) .
: CONTROL POINTS ON THE FLAP
IF (MFLAP.EO.O) GO TO 9915
DO 2613 N=liNRHS . .
MPMFPN=M+MF+N
DO 2613 JC=MP1.MPMF
JCF=JC-M - , . . .
2613 >VN( JC.MPMFPN) »12.5 66371* (SIN (ALPHA (N)+DUX-l-DELL(JCF)i)*CSPHIF +
iVri ( JC«N)*SPHIF*COS(OLX-».OELL( JCF) ) -(UEI ( JC»N) *Sl Nt DLX+-DELL (JCF) ;















































































































































..... ...... -MPMFPN=M+MF+N • ; "• ...
.00 9812 JC"1»MPMF




•••• • • • • . • •• " '• • . . • • • " • • - • ; • • ' " • .• • ••••: • : : • . . - . WFOl 586
:' • WFOl 587
1
 - •• WF01 588
• , ' WFOl 589
•ALL OF THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS PERFORMED FOR EACH SUCCESSIVE:CASEWF01 590
1




IF UEI.GT.6) WRITE (6»85)
/'IF (MMM.EO.O) GO TO 4001





,-COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITIES AT POINTS (PMX.PMY'.RMZ)":
"'VORTICES • ' - ' • ' • . ' •
TOO 5000 JC*1»MMM
-:UI (JC)=0.0 , . . • •. •
'.-..VI«JC)=0.0
*.WI (JC)=0.0 • . . • ..
V.PP 50.00.. JV=1»Mr.,..!.:;-f.j,,..i /,«.t---':'!ft'i'-:.,r-U;«>.;^. • • ' ' - • > . - : • : •
- XWMsPMXI Jc) -PVX(J\ / t
•
;
.YWM( 1 ) = P M Y ( J C ) - P V Y ( J V ) '
Y W M ( 2 ) = P M Y ( JO+PVYIJV) ' ' . ' ' ' • ' • • : - • - -• ' ' '
-ZWM=PMZ(JC) -PVZ(JV)
> D O 1261 1 = 1 . 2 • - • • - . • • ••'.
"CALL INFWW ( S W P V V P I J V ) , P H I » X W M , Y W M < I ) . Z W M . S W ( J V ) . F U W I I ) » F V W t H . F W W W F 0 1 612













. = '- :ao^ OIWFOI
'A t< VT;. -?WEOr
t'A-t'.. ) • ' '•WF'OI
WFOl






















v,:SWPVVP< JV)=-SWPVVP( JV) «,•',;..••
••::': . .- > PHI = -PHI -:.,•<
v 1261 CONTINUE
UI(JC)=UI(JCH-I(FUWI11+FUWl2))*CIR(JV»N)1/12.566371
• •• VI(JO=VI(JC) + ((FVWI1I+FVW(21)*CIR(JV.N)1/12.566371
.. : • -*WI (JC)=WI (JC) + ( (FWWI1 1+FWWI2) )*CIR( jy.N);)'/12.566371 •', r -
- .500.0- CONTINUE
. C: .... -.. •->•. = -i/.,-^:/- ' ••- '• -
•COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITIES AT POINTS (PMX.PMY,PMZ) DUE 'TO' FLAP







• IF (MFLAP.EQ.O) GO TO 9916 .
DO 5010 JC=1»MMM
DO 5010 JV=MP1»MPMF . "••: • ,• »•• "". •"'
-JVF = JV-M • • -. ' .
• XFM=PMX( JO-PVFXI JVF)
YFM( 1 )=PMY( JO-PVFYI JVF) - ' - . - . • -''• •
. Y F M t 2 ) = P M Y ( J C 1 + P V F Y I J V F )
ZFM=PMZ( JO-PVFZI JVF) . :*:\ .'.•-.-• : •-...". '• -.
..TRANSFORM COORDINATES, ROTATION THROUGH -DLX DEGREES ;:•
XFMP=XFM*COSDLX-ZFM*SINDLX
,,YFMP( 1 )=YFM(1 ) .?v - . '
: Y F M P ( 2 ) = Y F M ( 2 )
•Z,FMP=XFM«SINDLX+ZFM*COSDLX
. -DO .l-2-71f 'I = 1V2--;'1.-';..:' * ,.-,• ' : , -• ,.':'r- • • "• ;.:''!'. ••• .i.,', "-•.•; ... f
CALL INFWW (SWPVVFI JVF) ,PHIF ,XFMP,YFMP( I ) ,ZFMP ,SF( JVF) »FUF;( I.) »
1FVFI I ) tFWF(I 11
:SWPVVF ( JVF i S-SWPVVF (j VF )
' P.HIF = -PHIF . , ' '-• ••:•:••• .; .f'









































<FUF<1)+FUF<2> )*COSDLX-KFWF<1)+FWF<2) ) *S;INDLX C*CIRWF01 646








4001 CONT.INUE ' ' ' '. .
C
.C LOADING CALCULATIONS FOLLOW
C
C ' ' -
CALL LOADKN) .
c • ' • • ' .
c . • • . • • . • •
C CONTROL POINTS COORDINATES. MEAN SURFACE SLOPES AND EXTERNALLY
C INDUCED VELOCITIES OUTPUT '
c •• .. . . •
WRITE (6»34)
WRITE <6»51) .
WRITE <6»47) , i
C ' •
DO 6001 J=lfM :
6001 WRITE <6»35) J .PCXt J) »PVY { J) ,PVZ t J ) ,ALPHAL< J) .UEI < j.N) tVEH J »N ) •
1WEKJ.N) .
c ' • • • - . • •
IF(MFLAP.EQ.O) GO TO 9917 ' ,
WRITE <6»74) . •
DO 6002 J=MP1»MPMF
JF=J-M ' • • • ' : ' • . ' ''".•'
6002 WRITE (6»35) J »PCFX ( JF ) .PVFY < JF ) .PCFZ < JF )-.DELL < JF ) »UEI < J .N ) • . .'
1VF.I ( JiN) .WEI (J.N)
9917 CONTINUE . ' . . ' .
C ' '
c . • • • • • • '
c : -
C HORSESHOE VORTEX CHARACTERISTICS OUTPUT
C
WRITE (6.1) ALPHAD(N) »DELD
DO 550 J=1.M • •
SWPVVD= SWPVVp(J) »57. 29578
550 WRITE (6»13) J.PVX(J) ,PVY(J) ,PVZ(.J) .SWPVVD »SW( J ) »CI R U» N )
C
C





SWPVVD= ' SWPVVF(JF) #57.29578
551 WRITF (6»13) J.PVFX(JF) .PVFY( JF) »PVFZ( JF) .SWPVVD , SF ( JF ) .
1CIR( J.N) • ' '•'
C
c • . • •
9918 CONTINUE
*^ -
c • ' • , • '
C OVFRALL LIFT AND MOMENT COEFFICIENT. REFERENCE QUANTITIES. SPAN-





WRITE (6V18) "• • • ' . .
WRITE <6»19) CLTOT.TOTMOM
WRITE <6»28)








































































JM1 = I-1 - • . ..




IF<MFUAP.EQ.OI GO TO 9919 f: ' •
WRITE I6»64). • , ' - • ' • • • • • • • '
00 3100 IF=2»IFMAX - ' : , ' , ' - . ' ;
IFM1=IF-1
FCHLOB(!F)= AE-SUMYF.UF)*.ITANTH8+TANTH7.) •'• •- '' • ;V '^1 1\
WRITE <6»23) IFMlrYLOCFdF'ItFCHUOBI.lFt.FSLDCOtlFV.FECL-IFCt'Ff.' ;
CONTINUE







O.O) GO TO 910.0 . . - . • . . - . , . . - - . . ; > - ' • » . 'O?;
W R I T E < 6 » 3 6 >
DO 4002 J=1»MMM • • • . •' L • •• ' • ••• ' ••' •''•'i !' '::


































. - SUBROUTINE LQADKN) - . • - . , WF02 001
.,'C - .' - ' ' . . ' ' " .. • . ' . . . . WF02 002
r c- . .• " •'••'" -> WF02 003
-i - • .-DIMENSION . SLDCOtSOj.SECLIFI50)tFSLDCO<50).FECLlFt50).CHLIWF02 004
"' fXlFT(50)iTLLiFT(150).BLLIFT(150J»SL-DC01(50)rFCHLlF(50)»TFLI-FT(r50)t WF02 005
' : 2\BFLIFT<150) tSLDCFK 50) tBFLlf II 1.50} tBFL I.F2 < 150) .BFLIF3( 150) • - WF02 006
,. •- "i V.3BFLIF4I150) .BFLIF5I150) • BLLIFK 150) .BULI F2 (150 ) .BLLI F3 ( 150 ) . WF02 007
•-•. ::(• j.X.fBLLlF4( 15Q) .BFDRG2I 150) »BFDRG3< 150) »BFDRG4 t150 ),»BFDRG5 C150 )'. ' WF02 008
;'•*••*'
 t - 5TFbRAG<150)tFCDRAGI50)»BFDRAG<150)»BLDRG2<15Q)»BLDRG3M50}»BLDRG4 WF02 009
,;,;,.; -V^-6J150) » BLDRG5' 150) .BLDRAG (150 I .TLDRAGI 150) »CHDRAGI 50 ) .BLL'I F.5 (150 ) WF02 010
f£i-''w'j-.:' • - • ' . '"':' "WF02 Oil
.;-..•• ro^PI^FNSioN V(150) »U(150) »VR ( 1,50),»,VFT6(-150:)f.UF:( 150) VVBFI 150) . FUW:( 2 ) .FWF02 012
'•'i'V if-4vMw(2) »F%WWr(-24l».FyF(2;) »FVF'(2) »FWF(2:):»WF('1:50;) VWB< 150) . _. '<..'- WF02 013
$"& :r;^ i<' '• '. " : ' ' . - ' • • . ..=•".'-• • WF02 014
t\'<' f^PIMENSlON UE! <220»10) »VEI (220»lO) »WEI.(220»10) »ALPHA( 10) • WF02 015
;~V .."iril.GIR(220»lO> . ' " ' " • • . : • , . ••' ' ' WF02 01&
.-.Cv " • .vf-•" < . '<":• •• '^ r.:.-•.'.. •.•?1 -----^ •-;-•. rV- •>-,;••..• . • : - • '--r--^- ' • -'WF02 017
.•;:"•••: .O'isDIMENSlON PTLX ( 1 50 ) »PTLY ( 1 50 ) ,PTLZ (150 ) »PVX( 1 50 ) .PVY( 150 ) »PVZ ( 150 ) WF02 018
' . . : .-.4 »PVpX( 150) »PVFY( 150) »PVFZ( 150) »PTl.FX( 150) »PTLFY (1'50 I'.PTLFZ ( 1 5'0 )' "" WF02 019
'. O r.-'-.'j.'-'' • ' . - . • . " WF02 020
. '.;•' , . •j.brMFNSlON SWPVVPI 150) .SWPVVFI 1 50) ,SF( 1 50 ) »SW( 1 50) • Y (:50) • YF ( 50") »CHLWF02 021
'.. • . 10C(50)'.FCHLOC(50) .YFCI50.). ,•'.'.:•'\'. -•"...' ' ' : ' ' -' '-*VWF02 022
C • • , , . - . ' - • • ' - • •• • ' • ' ' , - ,•: ' ' " ..• ••'. " WF02 023
,. DIMENSION YTW(2) »YTWP(2) »YBWP(2)»YTFW(2) .YTFPI2) »YTFF(2) .YBFWI2) »YWF02 024
- > 1BFFI2)«YBFP(2)»YBW(2)«T(150).TF(150)»ELPANL(150)»FLPANU(150) . WF02 025
. C: ;, .,'• • .' .. .-. - , . . ' . '-'..- ". OWFO'2 026
• C "''':-.'.'' ' " ' " • • . ' . : •' : WF02 027
COMMON CIR»SUMLlF»FUMLiFtCLToT»ToTMOM»SLDCOtSECLIF»FSLDGO»FECLlF WF02 028
'-.<•.:•.. .: . ....-• , \- .V '.. • . . •; . '•--.• "• • - : ' v .-•' .-" - "' ' WF02 029
COMMON WMOM,FMOM,SUMDRG»FUMDRG,DRGTOT.CDOCLS WF02 osb
;• - ' WF02 031
DTLX»PTLY,PTLZ..PVX,PVY.PVZ»PVFX.PVFY»PVFZ.PTLFX.PTLFY.PTLFZWF02 032
WF.02 033
S W p W t _ E » S W p W T E » S W P F L E » S W P F T E » S W p V V p . S W p V V F » S F » S W » Y » Y F WF02 034
C ' • ' - ' . - . WF02 0 3 5
COMMON CRW»SSPAN.CRFtFSSPAN»PHI»PHIF.CSPHIF.CSPHI»ALPHA•DLX.COSDLXWF02 036
' r.SlNDLX,3REF»CAVE»XM.ZM»SPHIF»SPHI WF02 037
C ; ' . . , ' • . WF02 0 3 8
; . C O M M O N NCW»M»MP1»MF«MPMF. IFMAXt IMAX.NCF.MFLAP WF02 039
.' C ' - ' . ' WF02 040
COMMON A E . Y F C . T A N T H 8 t T A N T H 7 . • , - WF02 041
C • • • • • • . ' . - .
 WF02 0 4 2
COMMON UEI.VEI»WEI . . WF02 043
C. . . . WF02 044
'COMMON/INF/BOT ' WF02 045
C . • • - . - , " ' • . . WF02 0 4 6
C . •' . ' ' WF02 047
C. : ' WF02 048
C • COMPUTE REFERENCE WING AREA = PLANFORM AREA = SREF, WING AVERAGE WF02 049
C- CHORD = CAVE . " WF02 050
C • ' ' . - . • • - • • WF02 0 5 1
SINALP= SIN(ALPHA(N)) " WF02 052
:. .. COSALP= COS( ALPHA(N) ) ' WF02 053
D = NCW •':-.'"•-• . ' • . • • . • WF02 054
CTW=CRW-SSPAN*(SWPWLE-SWPWTE) WF02 055
SREF=(CRW+CTW)*SSPAN ' ' WF02 056
CAVF=SRFF/(2.0*SSPAN) ' • • - • • . '. WF02 057
!
 .- 1 = 1 • : ' • ' • • • ' - - . WF02 058
SUMLIF=0.0 ' -• ' . ' '• WF02 059
SUMDRG=0.0 ,.. WF02 060
702 I.= I + 1 ' •• ' " ' ...
 WF02 061
CHLlFTI j )iO.O ' : . . ' • . - ' - ' • • WF02 0 6 2














COMPUTE VELOCITIES NEEDED FOR LOADING CALCULATIONS
SIDEWASH V INDUCED BY WING VORTICES AT THE 3/4 CHORD
TRAILING WING VORTEX LEGS
PO 823 NV=ltNCW
JT=(I-2)*NCW+NV
ADD EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITY VEI
V(JT)=VEI(JTtN)
DO 823 NN«1»M
XTW=PTLX(JT)-PVX(NN) ' " . •
YTW{ 1)=PTLY(JT)-PVY(NN1 ' - "
YTWf 2)=PTLY(jT)+PVY(NN) ' .
ZTW=PTLZ(JT)-PVZ(NN)
DO 271 L=l»2
TALL INFWWISWPVVP(NN) »PH1 .XTW.YTWI L) .ZTW.SWINN) .FUW(L) »
1FWWID)
SWP VVP ( NN ) s-SWPVVPI NN )
PHI=-PHI
CONTINUE
V(jT)=V(jT)+( (FVW(l)+FVW(2) )»CIR(NN»N) 1/12.566371
CONTINUE .
SIDEWASH V INDUCED BY FLAP VORTICES AT THE 3/4' CHORD
TRAILING WING VORTEX LEGS
IF(MFLAP.EO.O) GO TO 8901 ..
DO 824 NV=ltNCW












DO 272 L=l»2 .
CALL INFWW (SWPWF(NNF) «PHIF»XT.WP,YTWP(L) .ZTWP.SF(NNF) »
1L)»FWF(L»
• SWPVVF ( NNF ) s-SWPVVF ( NNF )
PHIF=-PHIF
CONTINUE
V(JT)aV( JT)+( (FVF( 1J+FVFC2) )*CIR(NN.N) 1/12.566371
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
VELOCITIES u AND v INDUCED AT WING VORTEX BOUND LEG
















 ' WF02 074
•"'"' WF02 075
- . - • ' • • ' • • WF02 076
,.
;fv". ' " WF02 077
'-;••'••• ''WF02 078
- ! ", '. , WF02 079
"" '• ' WFO'2'080
..., - . - WF02 081
F.VW(L') • '.,.' WF02 082
WF02 083
WF02 084
' ' WF02 085






























































: .. U<JR)=UUB) + «FUW<1) + FUW(2) )*CIR(NN»N) )/12.566371 -
. -, VBIJB)=VBIJ3)-K (FVW(1H.FVW<2) )*CIR(NN»N) )/12.566371
I V, WB<JB)=WB(JB) + (<FWW<1)+FWW<2)>*CIRiNN»N»/12.566371 •
826: CONTINUE
.VELOCITIES. U AND V INDUCED AT WING VORTEX .BOUND LEG MIDPOINT
INDUCED BY FLAP VORTICES




NNF=NN-M - - •
XRW=PVX( JB)rPVFX(NNF) .- . ; .
YRW( l)='pVY( JB)-PVFY(NNF) '
' YBW(2)=pVYt JR)-t-PVFY(NNF)
ZBW=PVZ(JB)-PVFZ(NNF) '





































































CALCULATE LIFT ON CHORDWISE ROW OF ELEMENTAL PANELS ON THE WING
CHLOC< H=CRW-Y(I)*lSWPWLE-SWpWTE)
CIRNET=0.0
DO 829 KCW=1.NCW .....;. • ' ' .
JT = ( I-2i*NCW-KCW
JS=( 1-1 )*NCW-HCCW
T'UT ) *SSPAN/ ( SW ( JT ) »CSPHI )
















































































TLLIFT=LIFT ACTING ON LEFT LEG OF WING 'VORTEX TAIL AT THE 3/4
ELEMENTAL PANEL CHORD . . -, .
TLDRAG-FORCE ACTING ON LEFT LEG OF WING VORTEX TAIL AT THE 3/4 .
ELEMENTAL PANEL CHORDiIT ACTS ALONG VINF LINE AND POINTS' FORWARD
TLLIFT(jT)oELPANL(JT)*FAC«V<jTl»(2.0/SREF)*CIRNET*COSALP
T-LDRAGt JT)«ELPANL<JT)*FAC*V.< JT)#(-2.0/.SREF)*CIRNET*SINALP
BLLIFT = LIFT ACTING ON' BOUNt) LEG OF THE WING VORTEX AT'' THE
-MIDPOINT -.. , - - .•;.•.:;...-;. . .. >sJft? 6- •'-, :•












ir.Ofr:-:.'SWPVVT= TANISWPVVPI J T ) ) . . . ,
FACLDW= <2.0 /SREF)*2 .0*SW<'JT)»CIR( JT.N)
BLLIFKJT)=> FACLDW*CSPHI . . . . . . ; - - . - - .
RLL IF2(JT)= FACLDW*(-U( JT)#COSALP)*CSPHI
BLLIF3(JT)= FACLDW*VBUT)*SWPVVT *COSALP ' -
BLLIF4(JT)= FACLDW*VB( JT>*SPHI*SINALP
;BLLIF5(JT)= F A C L D W # ( - W B ( J T ) ) #CSPHI*SINALP
.BLLIFT( jT)»BLLIFl (JT)- i -BLLIF2(JT)+BLLI .F3( jT)+BLLIF4{JT)+BLLrF5(JT)
BLDRG2(JT )= FACLDW*U( JT )»S INALP*CSPHI
BLDRG3(jTj= FACLDW»(-VB< jT) )»SWPVVT *.SINALP
BLDR.G4(JT)= FACLDW*VB ( JT ) *SPHI#COSALP
BLDRG5(jT)= FACLDW* (-WB( JT )) »CSPHI #COSALP
BLDRAG(jT)a BLDRG2 ( JT ) +BLDRG3 ( JT ) +BLDRGM JT (+BLDRG5 ( JT )
IF (I.GT.2) GO TO 2007
CHLIFTI I )«CHLIFT(1H-{TLLIFT{ JT)











SECLIF=(WING SECTION LIFT»WING LOCAL CHORD) /2*SPAN












SUMMING Up OF LIFTS ACTING ON CHORDWISE ROW OF ELEMENTAL
PANFLS»SUMLIF=CL
SUMLIF=SUMLIF+2.0*CHLIFT( I )
SUMDRG= SUMDRG-2.0«CHDRAG( I )
IF(l.LT.IMAX) GO TO 702
S(.DCO=SPANLOAO COEFFICIENT CLC/CLCAVE FOR THE WING
DO 3010 I=2.IMAX
IF(ABS(SUMLIF).LT.1.0E-07) GO TO 3811






































































IF(MFLAP.EO.O) GO TO 8903
SINAPD=SIN(ALPHA(N}'+DLX1
COSAPD=COS(ALPHA(Nl+DLX)
: COMPUTE FLAP LO'ADINGS
E = NCF ' r ' • ' • • ' '
IF=I - - . ; . . • . - • -: • , • . - • •
FUMLIF=0.0 ' . . . :
FUMDRG=0.0 ' ' ' ' . ' . - " - " - ' - • • • - • • • • •• - - . . '
7020 IF=IF-H. , . . . . . . .
FCHLIFIIF)=0.0 . . - . . • •
FCDRAGIIF 1=0.0 ' . .
COMPUTE VELOCITIES NEEDED FOR FLAP LOADING CALCULATIONS
SIDEWASH' v .AT 3/4 CHORD OF LEFT TRAILING VORTEX-LEGS ON FLAP
INDUCED" BY-.WING VORTICES
DO 8230' NV=ltNCF .' .
• jFTrl IF-2;).»NCF+NV. : . ;. •







ZTFW=PTLFZtJFT)-PVZ(NN) • . • • ; .
DO 2715 L=1.2 ;





VFT(jFT)=VFT(jFT) + ( ( FVWI 1 ) -t-FVWI 2 ) 1 »C IR ( NN »N) ) /I 2. 566371
8230 CONTINUE .• '
: CALCULATE SIDEWASH V . AT 3/4 CHORD OF LEFT TRAILING VORTEX LEGS
: ON FLAP INDUCED BY FLAP VORTICES
no 8240 NV=1,NCF










































































CALL 'INFWW (SWPV.VF(NNF) «PH IF ,XTFP, YTFPI L 1 tZTFP »SF < NNF ) .FUF(L) iFVF(WF02 315
IL)'FWF(L-))- ' • ' - . . " WF02 3 1 6
























ADD EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES UEItVEIiWEI
. ' •
JF=JFB+M ' ' • •
UF(JFB)= UEI(JF.N)*COSnLX-WEKJF,N)«SINDLX
VBF(JFB)= VEI(JF»N)
WF(JFB)= UEI (JF.N)'*SINDLX-t-WEK JF,N)»COSDLX '




ZBFW = PVF2(JFB)-PVZ(NN) ' ' • • - • • •

















CALL INFWW (SWPVVP(NN) »PHI »XBFWtYBFW(L) .ZBFW.SW(NN) tFUW(L) »FVW(L) »WF02 341
IFWW(Ll') • • '• - - • . ' . • • . - .>-! WF02 342
SWPVVP<NN)=-SWPVVP(NN) WF02 343
PHI=-PHI ' ' - WF02 344
26flO CONTINUF. . . . ,
 WFQ2 345
UF( JFR)=- UF(JFR) + t ( <FUW<l)+FUW(2M*COSDLX-tFWW(l)+FWWt2) )*Sl NDL.X)*WF02 346
ICIR(NN.N) )/12. 566371V - ' • • . . •
 WF02 347
VBF(JFB)=VBF( JFB)+( (FVWIl )+FVW(2) )*CIR(NN»N) J/12. 566371 ' WF02 348






8260 CONTINUE ' ' • " '
' '
VELOCITIES U AND V INDUCED AT FLAP VORTEX BOUND LEG MIDPOINT
INDUCED BY FLAP VORTICES _ '' '
• ' • ' '
DO 8270 NV=1,NCF '
JFB=( IF-2V*NCF4-NV '•
DO 8270 NN=MP1»MPMF .
NNF = NN-M . ' • " • • ' ,
XRFF=PVFX(JFB)-PVFX(NNF) '•
YBFF( 1)=PVFY( JFB)-PVFY(NNF) " " '
YBFF(2)=PVFY( JFB ) +PVFY ( NNF ) ' •
ZBFF=PVFZ(JFB)-PVFZINNF) ' • ' -. '
. • - . ' ' ' . < • • • :
TRANSFORM COORDINATESt ROTATION THROUGH -DLX DEGREES '•''
:



























' ' ' WF02-371
DO 2690 L=l»2 WFOZ 37Z
CALL INFWW (SWpVVFt NNF) «PHIF .XBFP » YBFP ( L ) »ZBFP tSF ( NNF ) »FUF(L) »FVF(WFOZ 3:73
1L) »FWF(L) ) WFOZ 37.4
SWPVVF(NNF)=-SWPVVF(NNF) ~ ' .' • ' ' WFOZ 375
PHIF=-PHIF ' WFOZ 376
2690 CONTINUE WFOZ. 377
UF(JFB)= UF(JFBH-( ( FUFI 1 )-fFUF(2 ) )*CIR(NN.N) 1/12.566371 WF02 378
VRF( JFB,1=VBF( JFR)H-( (FVF<m-FVF( 2))*CIR(NN»N) 1/12.566371 WF02 379

















8?.70 ..CONTINUE • -' • ' •
•.:•• :' • • • : . - , < * - • t • : : • • • • ' . - " < - .
-;,.'.; CALCULATE LIFT ON CHORDWISE ROW OF ELEMENTAL PANELS ON THE FLAP
•" •> *• - ,-' ' ' \ : • r [ ':"..•_ ' • " • : . ' 4 •'* .," * ' . ' : .
'. >CHLOC(IF)=AE-YFC( I F) * ( TANTH8 + TANTH7 ) '. .
•.,•? ,CIRNET=0.0
• . .-.DO 8290 KCF=1»NCF ' ." .
:
: • JFT=UF-2)»NCF+ICCF+M ,
'' , ,JF = JFT-M
. -, .JFS=( IF-1)*NCF+KCF+M . . . . . . . . : •: ' "
. vTFUF )=FSSPAN/(SF< JF )*CSPHIF)
• >.,;IF< IF.FO.IFMAX) GO TO 2110 '\.>.
.. •. • ICIRNET=CIRNET+CIR ( JFT tNirC IR t jF.s.N) • : ' ' . • • . .
.".-/GO T O 2111 • - . . ; . •
?VlO-ClRNFT=CIRNET+CIR(JFTtN). ' • .'. '
2111,',FAC=i.O . - -. -
• , •• iiIFfKCF.FQ.NCF) FAC = 0.75 • . > ' ' - -•• '
-,'.
 ;FLPANL(JF )=FCHLOC( IF1/E > ;: ...
"'.-... ' .-•' .;•: :> "'• . • •;
. -.JFLIFT .= LIFT ACTING ON LE/T LEG OF FLAP VORTEX.TAIL AT THE 3/4
;. . ELEMENTAL PANEL CHORD ' " • '•.:.'•
;. TFDRAG=-5FORCE 'ACT-I NG •• ON ;LEFT LEG -OF FL'AP VORTEX TAIL AT- THE '3/4
..•T- FLEWFNTAL PANEL CHORD.IT ACTS ALONG VINF LINE. AND POINTS FORWARD
.• _ . • . ' ' . • • • • , ' : •
•'•" ..TFLIFTIJF )=0.0
. ,JFDRAG<JF)= 0.0
• i ( -. r .' . 'f I'l « '-' J 1 • ', - ,• ' •-,..'•,. " . . ' . • - • ••••.-- ' . • . •.. • ' "- • ' • - . " • . '
.BFU'Ft V LIFT ACTING ON BOUND "LEG OF THE FLAP VORTEX AT -THE., •- '
- . "MIDPOINT , - . . . . - . • : , . • : - . • . . . - • • • • • • - .
......BFDRAG.= -pRAG FORCE /ACT I'NG .AT SAME PLACE - - . '
' ' • . • : • ' • ' . .
' . FACLOD= (2.0/SREF)*2.0»SF( JF)*CIR( JFTtN)
. RFL!F1(JF)= FACLOD*CSPHIF
'. RFLIF,?( JF)= FACLOD»(-UF( JF )*COSAPD ) *CSPH I F
- RFLIF3I JF)= 0 . 0 " - . • ' . . . • :
. RFLIF4(jF)i FACLOD»(-WF( JF)*CSPHIF)*SINAPD
















































. ' •• i . . -. -. " ••
' RFDRG2(JF)= FACLOD#UF( JF)»SINAPD»CSPHIF
. i 'RFDRG3UF)= 0.0 ' . . , .
. .-. RFDRG4I JF)= FACLOD* (-WF< JF ) *CSPHI F*COSAPD ) .. v,
. . BFDRG5I JF)= 0.0 . • • •
tBFDRAG(JF)= 8FDRG2( JF )+BFDRG3( JF)+BFDRG4( JF)+BFDRG5< JF) .
-r-.JF(IF.GT.2) GO TO 2107'
• T --FCHLIFI IF)=FCHL-IF-( I.F)f (TFLIFTUF ) )+BFLIFT(JF )
FCDRAGI IFlrFCDRAGt IFJ-i- (TFDRAG(JF) ) + 3FDRAG(JF)
. -GO TO 8320
2107 JFU=( IF-3)*NCF+KCF
FCHLTFt IF)=FCHLIF( I F-) + (TFLIFT(JF ) ) -t-BFL I FT ( JF-
. -FCORAGt !F)=FCDRAG( IF)+ (TFDRAG(JF) - -. )+BFDRAG<JF)
s??r.'- SLDCF1 ( IF) = TF( JF ) *FCHL IF ( IF ).
. - ,' • • . -
.'. FECLIF, =. (FLAP- SECTION LIFT*FLAP LOCAL, CHORD ) /2*^I NG SPAN. • •
FECLIF1 IF)=FCHLIF( IF) * ( SREF/ ( 2.0*SF ( JF ) *CSPHI F*4. 0*SSPAN) ) :
8290 CONT INUF :
SPANWISF SUMMING UP' OF LIFTS ACTING ON CHORDWISE ROW:OF FLAP ,
t FLEMFNTAL PANELS. FUMLlF=CL FOR FLAP»FUMDRG= CD FOR FLAP
'



























. IFUF.LT.IFMAX) GO TO 7020 r< •'••'
C ' , .
C FSLDCO » SPANLOAD COEFFICIENT CLC/CLCAVE FOR THE FLAP T' ' ' ' :
c . • :,,-
 :--. . , - • ; • • ' ••"••"• •' '
DO 3110 IF=2tIFMAX - • ' • C. - '.'•'
1F(ABS(FUMLIF).LT.1.0E-07) GO TO 3821 '• "
.. FSLDCOf IF)»SIDCF1< IF1/FUMLIF S ' . - - . ' :
GO TO 3110 •'• "• -
3821 FSLDCO(IF)=0.0. '•-' ' '•'
3110 CONTINUE ' : "• ' '"
GO TO 8906 • - ' ''-'•' •'-'"'• ' ' ' "
8903 FUMLIF = 0.0 - : ••:•.•, A I ','1 -.-•'.'•
'
 ;
 FUMDRG = 0 .0 >. : '• 'JT' ?' -• - •'
8906 CONTINUE -rVr-,,= I ^ '.
? CLToT = SUMLIF-t-FUMLIF -i-j'-l •. /
" DRGToT=SUMDRG-t-FUMDRG ': *i >•,'£• v ;•••
CDOCLS = DRGTOT/ ( CLTOT#CLTQT ) -M'J.'i^:'- .'. -
c . • v'"'- !" • •''"'•'
C PITCHING MOMENT CALCULATfONf MOMENTS TAKEN ABOUT POINT "XMt YM'f'ZM'
C . AND DIVIDED BY 0#SREF*CAVE '."^ ':'"'\'.
C " . • ''•''L'
WMOMsO.O • '" '''""
FMOMaO.O "'•'' '•'
00 9109 JT=1»M " " -
9109 WMOM=WMOM+( 2.0*((BLLIFT(JT)*SINALP4-BLDRAG(JT ) »COSALP>* < PVZ ( JT )-ZM
l-»-'(8LDRAGf JT)*SrNALPrrBLL IFT ( JT) *COSALP) » ( XM-PVX ( jT') ) + ( TL;tIFT(JT)»
2SINALP+TLDRAGI JT)*CdSALP)*'PTL2tJT)-ZM)+(TLDRAG(JT)#Sl-NALP :
3-TLLIFTt JT)*COSALP)»(XM-PTLX( JT) ) )/CAVE)
IF(MFLAP.EO.O) GO TO 8904

































9110 FMOM=FMOM-f ( 2.0* ( ( BFLI FT ( JFT ) »S I NALP+BFDRAG ( JFT ) *COSALP ) * (PVFZ;( JFT ) WF02 475
1-ZMH-I3FDRAGI JFT)*S1NALP-BFLIFT( JFT)»COSALP)*(XM-PVFX( JFT) )+ " "
2 ('TFLIFT( JFT)*SIIv|ALP+.TFDRAG(JFT») *COSALP ) * ( P^LFZ ( JFT T-ZM) +'
3 ( TFDRAG( JFT ) *SINALP-TFL IFT ( JFT ) *COSALP )* f XM-PTLFXI JFT ) ) ) /CAVE )
GO TO 8905
















' ' ! TOLRNC=(BOT»15.0E-05)**2 i1
DATA PSlIDtAPHIIO/0.,- O./ . FS,FC,FPS,FPC/0.i1..0..1./
'
:
.', IF (PSII .EQ. PSIID) GO TO 10
' .. FS = SIN<PSII )
. ,FC = COS(PSII)
^ .'"FT = FS/FC
: " .:. PSIID=PSII
ip .'CONTINUE
':,IF (APHII.F.O.APH1ID) GO TO 20
.. . FPS=S!N! APHII )
•FPC=COS(APHII)
' ..APHI ID=APHII -. . .
. ?0,,CONTINUE .
' .,DUMY = SNN*FT
F1=XXX+DUMY
' . ' • F4=XXX-DUMY




F6=ZZZ-DUMY ' . "
nUMY2=YYY»FPS-ZZZ*FPC
FF,A=(XXX»FC-(YYY*FPC+ZZZ*FPS)*FS)#*2+DUMY2*DUMY2










FWONF= ( YYY»FS-XXX»DUMY3 )*DUMY
GO TO 265 . •
FWONE=0.























































































































































SUBROUTINE INVE«S(A,NSYS,N,NMAX,MMAX) ; • *f04 OOl
SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS . *Fo4 002
DIMENSION A(NMAX,MHAX),X(300) .. *FO« 003
SICN»1,0 ' ' . - - - . . , . . . «F04 0 0 4
.1. WF04 006
NPLSYBN+NSYS HFQU 007
00 14 IB1,NMI WF04 008
IPlBl+l WF04 009
MAXBI . "''04 010
AMAXBABS(A(I,I)) *F04 Oil
DO 10 K«IPI,N *FO« 012
AKMAXBABSCA(K,m taF04 013
IF(AKMAX,LE,AMAX) GO TO 10 *F 04 014
HAXBK ."F04 015
A M A X a A K M A X WF04 016
10 CONTINUE WF04 017
IF(AMAX,LT.I,OE-12) CO .TO 16 . I»F04 018
IF{MAX,EO.I) GO TO 12 *F04 019
DO 11 L«I»NPL3Y . *P04 020
TtMP«A(I,L) ' *F04 021
A(I,L)aA(«AX,L) "'^ 04 022
Jl A(MAX,L)»HMP *'[04 023
SIGNc-SIGN < MF04 024
12 DO 14 JalPI,N WF04 025
IF (A(J,I)> 30,14,30 >-F04 026
30 CONST«-A(J,I)/A(I,I) "F04 027
DO 13 L"I,NPLSY "F04 028
13 A(J,L)«A(J,L)*A(I,L)*CONST «"P04 029
14 CONTINUE "»F04 010
DO 15 I«1»N . «F'04 031
IF (All,!)) 15,16,15 "F04 032
15 CONTINUE *fOU 033
CO TO 18 *F04 034
16 «HITE(6,100) "F04 03b
IOC FORMATtSX,1BMMATRIX IS SINGULAR) »F04 036
STOP *FOu 037
18 00 21 I«NPI,NPLSY WFQU 03«
00 20 KKal.N »FO« 039
N«NPI«KK *F04 040
X(K)BA(K, I) KF04 041
IF(K,EO,N) GO TO 20 "fOU 042
JaK ' *F04 0"3
19 J«Jtl ^FflU 044
X(K)BX(K)«A(K,J)*X(J) . "P04 045
IFCJ.NE.N) GO TO 19 * F O « 046
20 X ( K ) a x ( i O / A ( K , K ) »iF04 047
DU 21 Jal.N '*fnn 0^6
21 A(J,I)«X(J) •' «FOU 049
HfcTURN . *f-0a 050
END «F04 051
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JET WAKE PROGRAM ~' • •
The purpose of this section is to describe the jet. wake computer
program in sufficient detail to permit, understanding.1 and?'use-'bf the pro-
gram. The program calculates the velocity field induced' b'y^ the 'jet wake '
• ' } " 1 1.1 -; '-•• • - , • , ' - •
of a turbofan engine, both inside and outside the boun'da'r'y-of'the "jet.
Since the purpose for which the program was developed rl's 1:tie^  calculation "
of interference between the jet wake and the wing-flap,''the-(computer
program is oriented principally, toward use with the wing:-f lap>:.>program : •
described previously. ; . " • ;• ••:..-. . r.ir'J • r ,. :.' : • • .
The program represents the wake by a series of closely1'spaced "ring
vortices on the boundary of the jet. The strength of the vortices'Is
determined from the initial jet velocity in accordance with equations _••
(15) and (16).. The' ring vortices and jet boundary are centered on a •
wake centerline that is permitted to have curvature in .accordance with
the flow field induced in. the region of the wake by. the wing.-?f.lap,. and the
free stream velocity.' Once the ring vortex system is defined, induced
velocities are computed at points in the vicinity of the jet-wake
corresponding to the control points on the wing.
Sample cases described in this section illustrate the preparation
of the .input and the details of the output. . .
Program Description .
Calculation procedure.- The purpose of this program is to calculate
the jet-wake induced velocity components at field points corresponding
to the control points on the wing arid flap. Upon input, the"program
transforms the coordinates of the field points from the wing"' coordinate
system to the coordinate system of the jet wake.' All calculations are
carried out in a jet coordinate system and the results transformed'"back ,;
to the wing coordinate system for output.
The program first determines the location of the vortex rings using
the specified centerline coordinates and wake boundary shape. Then the
position of each field point relative to the nearest vortex ring is
examined. If the radial distance from the field point to the ring is
As or less, where As is the axial spacing of the rings, then the
field point is moved axially upstream or downstream until it lies in a
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plane midway between two adjacent rings. This adjustment was found
ne.cessary because if the field point is very close to a ring, unrealistically
high velocities, are.induced at that field point. By moving the field
point to, the. midplane,, the induced velocities ..computed at the point agree
with those .computed, on the basis of a continuous vorticity distribution.
In subsequent wing.calculations, the induced velocities are considered to
act at the original co.ntrol point location in the wing coordinate system'.
The velocities induced by the jet at all the control points are ». .
computed. .If;-more than one-jet is present, the above procedure'.is repeated
for each jet in turn, and the final result is a sum of all .the induced
velocities .at each contrpl point. These, velocities are output and the .
program returns tp the beginning for a new case.
Program operation.- .The program is written ,in Fortran IV .for the • . •
IBM 360/67 computer-,at the Ames Research Center, NASA. The input is ,
either by cards .'only. or. by a combination of cards and internally stored .:'.-
data sets -.containing the field point coordinates. The output is printed
and the option is' available to store the induced velocities in.a.data,
set. Typical'^execution time is approximately 6 minutes for a case.'with
200 field points .and one jet with a maximum length of 150 R and a ring
spacing of 0.1 R. The running time is doubled when a second jet is
added. A complete description of the input and output is presented in
the following sections.
Description of Input
' ,: .' . •.: .: . ' . . . • ' . ' . : • . . - ; •. -.• I'.
This section describes the input for the jet-wake program. In the
following discussion, the content.of all input cards is described and,
where appropriate, instructions on generating input quantities are given.
The ^ollowing-section then presents a more detailed discussion of how the
72t wake .parameters are computed. The relationship between the jet wake
and the wing-flap is shown in figures 9 and 22(a) for purposes of
illustrating the geometry of the configuration.
Card content.-.The input quantites on each card are described.
All input variables
 fare. listed at the end of this section in order of
appearance in the input .deck. .The input form is presented in figure 24..
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The first card contains.identification' information which is printed
at the top of the first page of-output. • Any alphanumeric information can '
be used on this card. If a data set is created for the induced velocities,
the information on this card is also printed at the beginning of^ .the. data
set for- identification "purposes'.
... , - . •• .-• . . r> --3:1:. ':,: •.-''••'- .;•; '"' '>•••
Item 2 . . ... >--\-j>>'3-- f '. -.-.'.•-••••• . . -
— • " . , ' ' . -'J - , - . . - , . • - - ~* i.
The second, card, contains six indices and the vortex ring" spacing
DS. The indices and their use are defined in-the table ^ at* the'1 erict'of '
this section. . The limit on-the number of field points NP ^ is ' the same
as the limit on the..number of' wing-flap control point's. " TWe^jet center-'
line table entries NCYL .are discussed further in the follbwihg"'section
describing-, the input for the wake'centerline. The print: index NPRNT is
used to. obtain additional printed output if desired. The'normal output
(NPRNT; = .0-) contains, details-: of the jet wake boundary specification '
and the jet wake induced velocities in the wing coordinate system. As
optional output (NPRNT = 1), the wake^induced velocities'for'each'jet in
its own coordinate system1 can be printed.
The values of "KIN and KOUT define the manner in which the.field
points are input and the velocities output. This optipn is presented
in order to make use'of data blocks in the Ames Research Center TSS
system. A value of KIN = 5 corresponds to input of field points by
cards. A value of KIN of seven or more (up through 98) indicates input
of field points by a data set: which, for instance, has.been-generated '
by the wing-flap program. The value of KIN must correspond to sthe-:number'r-
on the appropriate control card which .defines the data set containing the
field point coordinates. A value,of .KOUT = 6 indicates printed: output
only. Values of KOUT of seven or higher .(up through.;98) indicate both
printed output and induced velocities .stored ,in a data set.
 ; With .the
data set, the value of. KOUT must, correspond to ^ the number;, on . the appropriate
control card which defines the data set in which the induced velocities
are t!o be stored.' KOUT and KIN should never be equal to each, other. More
information on the appropriate values of KIN and KOUT is presented at the
end of this section.
Finally, DS is the dimensional axial spacing between vortex rings.
It is recommended that DS be chosen such that As/R = 0.1. As the .
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spacing increases from this value, the accuracy in calculating velocities-
begins to.decrease. Smaller spacings do not provide any appreciable
increases in. accuracy but increase the .running time.
Item 3 : . : • • • - , • • • ' -..:
. * _ ' ( ' ' * " 7 • -' '
This item consists of one or more groups,, of cards: one group for •
each jet wake in the calculation (NJET). For each group, the following
information is required. The first card contains the initial vortex
strength from, equation. -(16) , the initial radius of the jet,- an'd the
coordinates in the_wing coordinate system of the origin of the wake
• . - ' o
centerline.
 >:The radius and origin coordinates are dimensional and all
dimensions should-be consistent. .Note-that since the wing-flap calculation
is carried out on the .left wing .panel, the. Y-coordinate of the jet origin
is negative. The following cards, of which there, are NCYL in number,
specify, the location of the jet centerline and the growth of the jet
boundary. . On. each, card,. the variables, are. the three coordinates of the
jet centerline. in the jet coordinate system, (xcy/R, yCL/R0/ Z<JT/RO^ ' the
ratio of. the local jet boundary radius to the initial radius (R/R ), and
the inclination of the centerline in degrees (6). These variables are
described further in a subsequent section concerning input for ,the wake
centerline. The last of these cards defines the downstream end of-the .
wake. This group of cards is repeated for each jet wake. .Thus there ,
are NJET groups of cards.
Item 4 . . . , • • ' • . . • ' ' . ' • - - . ' • • " '
This' item-consists:bf the field point coordinates, in the wingj .
coordinatetsystem, at which the induced velocities are to be computed.
These coordina'tes are input according' to the value of KIN. If KIN = 5,
this item is made.'-up :of NP cards, on each of which are the coordinates of
one field point. .If KIN > 6, no cards are required. Since all wing-
flap calculations are carried out on the left wing panel, the field
point coordina'tes will generally have negative Y coordinates.
; lr - :.•:- • '
This completes the input for one case. The program, input variables
























any alphanumeric information may be
put on this card for identification
number of jet wakes under the left
wing panel to be included in the
induced velocity calculation
1 <_ NJET £ 4
number of vield points at which
induced velocities are to be
calculated 1 <_ NP <_ 200
number of entries in.-table specifying
jet centerline 2. < NCYL £.-100
,-n — . -¥•
index controlling.optional output
NPRNT =0 for normal'output
NPRNT = 1 for expanded .output
index controlling input of field
points
KIN = 5 input via cards
KIN > 6 input via data'set(7 <_ KIN <_ 98)
index controlling output of induced
velocities
KOUT = 6 output printed only
KOUT > 6 induced velocities stored
in data set (7 <_ KOUT •<_ 98)
Note: KOUT ^ KIN .
spacing between vortex rings in
appropriate units
vortex cylinder strength of
J'th jet
• f
initial radius of J'th jet
coordinates of center of origin of







N'th set of coordinates specifying
'centerline of J'th jet in jet
coordinates system". N = 1,2,...,NCYL











- ", . . R/Ro
.1. • "•
e
'-•?.•. "X,:Y,Z ;;; ;; '
Comments
ratio of local radius of jet wake
boundary to initial jet radius at
N'th point specified by XCLR(J,N)
inclination in the jet coordinate
system of the J'th jet centerline
at N'th point, positive upwards,
degrees. See figure 9(a)
coordinates of field points in wing
coordinate system 1 <_ N <_ 200
The last-card in the data deck should be a %END card preceeding the
LOGOFF- command , to terminate execution.
Samples'of'input decks are shown in figure 25 illustrating all of the
options discussed previously. In figure 25(a), two complete sets of input
are shown for a configuration-with one jet per semispan and for two angles
of attack. The field point coordinates for both cases are input via the
same data "set (KIN =. 7) and the final induced velocity results are stored
in one data set (KOUT = 8 for a = 0° and 10°). The control cards for a
run of this type are "listed as follows:















































































Notice that the unit number .in columns 8 and 9 of the first DDEF' card
corresponds to the value of KIN on the second card of both input decks.
The data set containing the table of field point coordinates is stored
under the name CPXYZ and is defined by this DDEF control card, similarly,
the output, which is a table of u/V, v/V, and w/V induced velocity com-
ponents at the specified field points, is stored under the name JETV1 for
; a = 0°-and JETV2 for a '= lO? in the data set defined by FT08 '(koUT-=? 8).
Note that the sequence numbers in columns 11, 12, and 13 of the DDEF card
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defining the data set in which the; velocities are.stored must be different
%
 as must the names of each data group (e.g., JETV1. and JETV2J . This data .
set is now available for use as input to the vortex-lattice program.
Separate data sets can be generated by changing, the DDEE numbers
 :in columns
8 and 9 for each case. The value of KOUT in each case .should agree with „•
the appropriate number of. the data. set. -, * -,;,;,;,:•- . . - • . •
A second set of input shown in figure 25 (b) illus,tra.t.es.ra typical ,
case of a wing with two engines on the semispan. The input deck is
complete as shown (KIN = 5) and the output is to be .pointed
 v(KOUT =6).
For purposes' of illustration, the control points .shown correspond to one
inboard ch9rdwise row on the wing and the five outboard ro.ws.pn the flap. .
Since no data sets are required, no DDEF control cards are,.needed.
Calculation of input wake characteristics.- The results.obtained
from interference calculations on an externally-blown jet-augmented flap '
have shown that the predicted load distribution is sensitive to the -
position of the wake relative to the wing-flap. In the method,..both the
• ,. ' i • • . -' - . , • , - • • • '•'•-'•
vertical and lateral displacements and the slope of the. centerline. must
be specified. Of these, the most important effect is the vertical dis-
placement, in that by moving the jet vertically, the wake boundary is
caused to intersect more or less area element control points on the
wing-flap. The objective in defining the jet' centerline was to develop a
simple rational approach that could be applied equally well to any
wing-flap-engine configuration. The approach described below appears
to fulfill.this objective, although.more experience with the, method,. . .
comparisons with more lift and moment data, or particularly comparisons ..
with wake survey data that may become available may indicate ar.eas^ of
improvement. . , , _
The coordinates specifying the jet .centerline (xc,/R , yci/Ro' 2CI/Ro^
are input in the jet coordinate system, figure 9. '.The xcii values are
always positive. The axes of this coordinate system are.'always taken to •
be parallel to their respective wing axes, whether or not the engine has
incidence relative to the wing root chord.- The-local inclination of the
centerline,,6, is input in degrees, positive,.when the jet is angled up
toward the wing. Experience has shown that the best jet model is obtained
when the jet origin is placed at the engine inlet. In the region of
the engine nacelle, the jet is not allowed to deflect or expand. At the
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fan nacelle'exit, the wake then is considered to begin expansion. The
reason for this practice is that in a vortex ring (or continuous vortex
cylinder) model, the calculated axial jet velocity at the origin is
1/2"-VV'-and" within two diameters or so'increases to nearly V.'. Thus,
by permitting this adjustment to occur over the nacelle length, "the jet
has essentially become fully developed at the fan exit station.
After the initial jet velocity ratio, V^/V, is calculated according
to equation (18), the jet boundary is chosen from figure 4. The initial
region is fixed by the Velocity ratio, and when the total length of the
main region is chosen, the variation of radius along the entire length
of the jet is specified. Again on the basis of calculations comparing
the ring vortex model with" a semi-infinite vortex cylinder, it has been
found that.rthe rings .must be. used, over a total length of about 150 R,- to
have sufficient wake to accurately model the velocities within" the first
15 radii of length. '
The, change in the average jet velocity V. along the jet can be
determined approximately from the relation
. ' • • • • ' V . R o V . . .
• ' -v- a-r (ir..- 1} + i. '"-.'... , .' (27)
This value is needed in calculating the displacement of the. jet center-
line due to induced downwash arid sidewash. The distribution of wing-
flap induced downwash and sidewash (with no power effects) along a line
colinear with the engine centerline'is shown in figure 17 (bj for a
typical configuration with zero engine incidence. Although a stream-
line leaving the center of the engine exhaust would deviate from this
line, the deviations are small and should not change the computed downwash
significantly except near the .flap trailing edge, where the resultant
changes in wake'position would have little effect on the wing-flap area
within the wake boundary. Consequently, all the results presented in'
this report were based on down-
 :and sidewash velocities computed along the jet
x-axis. For zero engine incidence, this line is'colinear with the engine
centerline. .
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A distribution of points along the wake centerline must be selected
in.order to define the wake centerline coordinates, the slope of this
centerline, and the radius of the wake for Item 3 of the input. The
number of points chosen is arbitrary. In accordance with the above
discussion, the first point should be the engine inlet and the second
the engine exit.- The slopes of the wake in the jet coordinate system
are given by the engine incidence angles for these first'two points,
and the wake radius is RO» The last point should be approximately 150 R
downstream of the engine. Linear interpolation is used between points
defining the wake. The computation procedure is the same for any number
of points and will be illustrated for the N'th.point along' the'wake
centerline.
At the N'th point, the direction of the flow is first computed
relative to the engine coordinate system. An estimate of the average
jet velocity V. is obtained from equation (27). If the engine has an
incidence £„_ in the vertical plane measured with respect to the x-axiss z • . .
(positive if the wake is directed upward toward the wing), and a toe-in
angle e in the horizontal plane measured with respect to the x-axis
(positive if the wake is directed outboard under the right wing panel),
then the angles made by the velocity .vector with respect to the x-axis
in the vertical and horizontal planes are, respectively
e = tan
(28)
in the above equations, positive values indicate the velocity vector to be
directed upward toward the wing in the positive z direction and outboard
under the right wing in the positive y direction, and the cosines of the
engine incidence angles are assumed equal to 1. Note that under the left
wing panel,, which is where the calculations are made, e will have a nega-
tive value if the engine is toed-in so that its wake is directed outboard.
8 4 . . . • • '
_ . .The vertical and lateral displacements are then computed separately
to get the ZCL/RO .and YCL/RO coordinates at the N'th XCL/R , as follows.
With all the slopes at the NCYL. points .known, the displacement in each
plane (vertical and horizontal).can be determined by assuming the wake
centerline ;to be divided.into straight line .segments between each
XCL/RO. The .slope of an individual segment is considered the average
between the slopes
 (at the .two ends of the segment. The line segments are
..laid put starting...at the engine exhaust station and .working aft. The
wake characteristics aft of the flap trailing edge have a decreasing
effect on the^induced velocities.on the wing and flap with increasing
distances; thus the wake centerline can be made a straight line for most
• .-.. ': :;-.'• pn • • : , • - . • • . • • - . . • . - - . - - . . . , , - .
of the 150 RQ of length.
The slope.of.the wake centerline at each point is required in order
to tilt the plane of.the vortex'rings to make them normal.locally to the
wake centerline. , The tilting of the rings has only a very small effect
on the induced velocities, and for all practical purposes, the rings
could be oriented normal to the x-axis. Provision is made in the program
for vertical tilting by specifying values .of , 9(N), where 9 is equal
511, . . ' . ' • - - " ' • . . . • ' . ' . . . . •
to e at each .point, as given by equation (28) . One caution should be
indicated in calculating 9 values., _If 9 changes sufficiently between
adjacent vortex rings, the two rings can intersect and cause numerical .
problems. Since the slopes are small in practical cases and the program
linearly interpolates between input values, it is unlikely that this
condition will occur. • ' ' " . . '
The wake radius is obtained at each XCT/RO from the appropriate
curve in figure 4.
For most configurations of interest, the major interference of the
wake on the wing-flap occurs in the initial region of the wake, thus it
is necessary to describe the initial region more precisely than the main
region. Because of the desire to retain simplicity and ease of appli-
cation of the method and the fact that no appropriate wake survey data
exists to use as a guide, the calculations presented in this report were
made using only a few points. The main region of the jet was defined by
two points: the'end of the initial region, which is usually aft of the
flap trailing edge, and the 150 RQ point. The initial region was
specified by the first two points on the engine, the end of the initial
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region, and possibly one or two intermediate points.- The;procedures are
illustrated in the sample cases in a later section.
Description of Output
A sample set of output, shown in figure 26, was-generated from the
input deck illustrated in figure 25. The entire set of optioriai'"ouiput
has been obtained for this case. •• ..-.-•.-• •-•r-'o u-.r.;... / ;
The identification information from the first card of the input deck
is:printed at the top of the first page. This is followed immediately
by the jet vortex ring spacing and the input and output indices KIN, KOUT.
The next block of output describes the geometry of the jet wake(s) . ..Under
the major heading JET PARAMETERS are given the nondimensional vortex ring
spacing, As/R ; the initial jet radius, R ; the coordinates of the origin
of the jet in the wing coordinate system, XQ, YQ, ZQ; the initial vortex •'
strength, GAMMA/V; and a table defining the jet centerline. The center-
line coordinates in the jet coordinate system x^ ,T/R , Vr,T/R, z~T/R ;l>Jj O OLi O l~lj O
vertical inclination, 6, and jet radius, R/R0 are all input quantities.
The distance along the centerline, s/R , is calculated in the program.
If more than one jet is present, the same block of information for the
other jets follows.
The next items of output are optional (NPRNT = 1). The induced
velocity components at the specified field points are output in the jet
coordinate system. The field point coordinates, xp/R , Yp/RQ, ZP/RO are
expressed also in the jet coordinate system. The induced axial velocity,
u/V, is positive aft, and the other components ..v/V .and w/V are positive
in the direction of increasing jet coordinates yp and zp .respectively.
Note that these velocities are jet wake induced and do not have any free-
stream velocity components included. If more than one jet is considered,
the same output is given for the second and succeeding jets.
The last block of output is the induced velocity field due to the
entire system of jets.. The field points in the wing coordinate system
X..,YW,ZW are printed as are the total jet induced velocity components
u/V, v/V, and w/V. The velocities are positive in the positive wing
coordinate direction as shown in figure 2. If the data set option
(KOUT > 6) is requested, this last set of velocity components is also
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stored in the specified data set for-use as input to the vortex-lattice
program. . - . .
Program Listing
... The jet..flow model program is .written in Fortran IV for the NASA,
Ames Research Center IBM 360/67 computer.. The program consists of the.
main program and three subroutines. The table below will act as a table

















c COMPUTE VELOCITY INDUCED BY A SERIES OF CONSTANT STRENGTH: JETI 001
C- VORTEX RINGS WITH VARIABLE RADII LYING ALONG A PRESCRIBED PATHJEH 002
C • . . . . . - . - . JETI 0 0 3
C ALL FIELD POINT COORDINATES ARE INPUT. IN THE.WING SYSTEM AND 'JETI 004
C TRANSFORMED TO THE ENGINE SYSTEM -FOR' CALCULAT IONS '{'.- . JETI 005
C JET CENTERLINF COORDINATES ARE INPUT IN ENGINE SYSTEM ..", JETI 006
C ALL OUTOUT IS IN THE WING SYSTEM.OPTIONAL OUTPUT IN ENGINE SYSTEMJEH.007
C . • . ! ' . - JET1-, 0 0 8




































... INDUCED VELOCITY OUTPUT IS BOTH PRINTED- AND •.,-•-
STORED IN A DATA SET ' ..." , •'.  . - r i f
: . . .,! -.!• '-if ;•=;-.
- . . : . , t: '< 1' ) -•> ;
DIMENSION XCLR(4»100) »ZcLR<4tlOO) tRGR(4»100) tSCLR(4t!00).t^ ?[ -y
1 THFT4 (4»lOO) »YCLR<4»100) iGAMVj(4) »RJET(4) »XQ(4) t YQ( 4-);tZQ-.<AJ,-|r(-.
DIMENSION TITLE<20) tXpR(220) »YPR(220) »ZPR(220) tU<220) t V."(220:.) ••• <',:•:
\ VM220) »XP<220)»YP(220) tZP<220) »UP( 220) "tVP< 220)..»iWPi( 220)
COMMON MZZZ '. . , ;•' ;-.; ' • t. | i -.. .
FORMAT (8F10.5) . . . . . • , •, . , "" ' - . - , ' <• • \ , ':. ] gVi-.v
FORMAT (6I5t5F10.4) . ' / " , ' • . ' ' • > • ' . . . • ' . ' • ' . . ; .
C r t R M A T f ^ f l A A l ' " ' ' - - . « . - >r U f > ™ M i i c W A * f j - • / ! , ' \ -
FORMAT ( !Hl/10X.t20A4)
 ; . . . , : . - , • 7.^' -it^'.-<
FORMAT I/2H (Ilt'l6H) JET PARAMETERS5X8HD ( S/R)' = tF7.4/
110X3HX/R7X3HY/R7X3HZ/R7X3HS/R . -,;.,, = -;•.---
2 5X5HTHFTA»4X6HRGAM/Rt 5X1HR t8X2HXOt6X2HYO t6X2HZO»4X7HGAMMAvfV) •
FORMAT (3X6F10.2» Fl0.4t4F8.3) 0^0-^tl. "•
FORMAT (/5X4HDJS) t4X3HKIN»2X4HKOUT) olc-T-.-1
FOR"AT (FlO.'n IS tI6) ...C- --'I. " ••
FORMAT ( 4XlHNi5X2HXWtRX;>HYW,8X2HZW8X3HU/Vt9X3HV/V,9X3HW/Vi); ''.-. ••.'.
FORMAT ( I5t3F10.3t3(lPE12.4) ) , ,. - . . - , . '..U',.,r. •:
FORMAT t/2Xt22HWING COORDINATE SYSTEM) " ,-, ^ *• :\
FORMAT (/2Xt?5HVELOClTlES INDUCED BY JET,I2t24H - JET COORDINATE .
lYSTpM/4X!HNt6X4HXD/R»6X4HYp/R.6X4HZP/R»7X3HU/V9X3HV/V9X3HW/V) , '
FORMAT (3E13.6) r,'.-l-~
. - ;-••! •'.-la -
MZZZ=I ; - ••••*.!.'. ','••'.';'•'<,>'
RAD=180./3. 1415926
>. - ... , -• ' ' • " • • / • . : • ' . • • . : ' • • ;.;.' •'





































. - . . , - . • . - . -
IF KOUT = 6 » PRINTED OUTPUT -ONLY . ' - ' . - •
IF KOUT.GT.6t VELOCITIES OUTPUT IN DATA 'SET
KIN MUST) NOT EQUAL KOUT • . -; ;-• • . .. .
. ' . ',
READ (5»702) TITLE • • • .'•• .-'.-.v. . •
READ(5t701) NJETtNP,NCYL»NPRNT,KINt<OUTtDS
IF (K.1N .LT. 5) KIN = 5 • -".--;•.
IF (KOUT .LT. 6) KOUT=6
• . • •''-')'
-INPUT INDIVIDUAL JET PARAMETERS
.
DO 16 J=ltNJET . -...;
9FAD (5«700) GAMVJ( J) »RJET( J) »XQ( J) tYQ(J) »ZQ( J) ,.,'•••
D O 1 1 N=1.NCYL ' ' • ; : ' .
READ <5»700> XcLRt J»N) .YCLRt JtN) tZCLRt J,N) tRGRI JtN) tTHEtAtUtN)
CONTINUE . - . • - ' • • •
•,• .
INPUT FIELD POINT COORDINATES .'
DO 12 N=ltNP
READ (KINt700) Xp I.N ) » Yp( N ) »Zp( N ) .- . • . ^ - Ji •
•>-'
SET UP TABLE OF JET CENTERLINE PARAMETERS ,






















































































SR = (XCLR(J.N)-XCLR(J.N-l))»»2 + (YCLRIJ»N)-YCLR<J.N-1))**2 +
1 (ZCLR(J.N)-ZCLRU.N-l ) )*»2












150 WRITE (6.712) XCLRIN.J)»YCLR(N.J).ZCLR(N.J).SCLR(N.J).THETAfN.J).
1 RGR(N.J) .RJET(N).XQIN),YQ(N) .ZO(N).GAMVJ(N)
GO TO 15















TRANSFORM .FIELD POINT COORDINATES TO ENGINE SYSTEM
190 DO 191 J=1.NP
XPR( J) = ( -XPI J)+Xr5(M) ) /RJET (M)
YPRIJ)=(YP(Jl-YOIMJ)/RJET(M)
191 ZPRIJ)=(-ZP(J)+ZQ(M))/RJET(M)
CALL CORFCT (NP.XDR ,YPR .ZPR»DSR .M.NCYL .XCLR. YCLR .ZCLR.SCLR»RGR .
' 1 THETA) • .
SR=-DSR/2.0
JSR=1 ' • . ' • • "
?0 SR=SR+DSR
LOCATE INDIVIDUAL VORTEX RINGS
21 IF (SR-SCLR(M.JSR)) 23.25.22 . . .
22 JSR=JSR+1










YG=YCLR (M. JSR-i )•»•( YCLR (M. JSR )- YCLR (M.JSR-D I»DELTA




















































































THGsTHETAIM.JSR-D-HTHETAIM.JSRI-THETAfM.jSR-lM'DELTATHG=THG/RAO. • . •• • .
30 CONTINUE
SNTH=SIN<THG) - - . • •
CSTH=COS(THG)
RGAMR=RG . . . - . . :
00 38 N«1»NP ' •'..' . • '•'•:.
XIPR=(XPR(N)-XG)*CSTH + ( ZPR ( N) -2G )*SNTH
ETAR=-IYPRtN)-YG)
ZETAR* (XPR(N)-XG)*SNTH - (ZPRt N)-ZG)*CSTH
RPR=SQRT(ETAR«*2 + ZETAR**2) .
CALL VRING(RGAMR»XIPR,RPR,UGAM.VGAM)
IF (RPR - l.OE-05) 33.33.34
33 OUMU=UOAM*CSTH
DUMV=0. .
DUMW=UGAM»SNTH • ' , . •.
GO TO 35
34 DUMU=UGAM*CSTH + VGAM*ZETAR/RPR*SNTH -
DUMVs-VGAM#ETAR/RPR





CORRECT VORTEX RING STRENGTH FOR RADIUS EFFECT
U( N) =U(N)+UGAM»GAMVJ(M)»DSR/RGAMR ,. . • ..
'
38 V(N|=V(N)+VGAM»GAMVJ(M)»OSR/RGAMR - • . :-• •
NOTE.. U(N) » V ( N ) .WIN) ARE VELOCITIES INDUCED . IN ENGINE SYSTEM
' ' " • • • '
IF (SR.LT.SREND) GO TO 20
51 C O N T I N U E '
DO 52 N=1»NP .
U P ( N ) = U P ( N ) - » - U ( N ) : • . ' '
V P ( N ) = V P ( N ) - t - V ( N ) . . .
52 • W P ( N ) s W p ( N ) + W ( N ) . . . . . . . . . . : . '
IF (NPRNT.EO.O) GO TO UO
OPTIONAL OUTPUT i
DO 50 N=l .NP









IF (KOUT .LE. 6) ^O TO 60
GENERATE INDUCED VELOCITIES DATA SET
. WRITE (KOUT,702) TITLE
DO 42 N=l»NP '
4? WRITE (KOUT,719) UP ( N.) »VP (N) »WP ( N)
END FILE K.OUT










































































/••<. • SUBROUTINE CORECT "< NP»XPRiYPR,ZPR,DSR,M»NCYL»XCLR»YCLR»£CLR.SCLR. JET2 001
. •, ; 1 RGR.THETA) .- " JET2 002
=G; ; '• - . . .' .- .." • •' 'JET2 003
C .• ,,.-.. CORRECT FIELD POINT LOCATIONS TO AVOID VORTEX RING SINGULARITIESJETZ 004
C • •„ . •>• JET2 005
DIMENSION XPR< 2 2 0 ) , Y P R ( 2 2 0 ) . Z P R < 2 2 0 ) .XCLRU.100) .YCLRU.100) • JET2 006
. ; ,• 1; . ZCLRU.100J .RGR(4.100,),»S.CLR(4»lOq) » T H E T A ( 4 « V O O > ) . N F P ( 2 2 0 ) JET2 007
, c ' < • '•'""•' ' " ' ' • • • • • • • ,
 JET2 0 0 8
" .1 .'r"jSR=l ' , . -..„..'• • . . JET2 009
• • • .-SR=-DSR/2.0 • •••'-• ;••••.'-••••••-• ' - " _ . , ; . ; ' .,, . .--. . .^ •••JET2 010
' DO 11 J=1»NP . - - . . . , .-.,,.. -, ' - . •:" • • ".- ' ' JET2 Oil
11-.NFP(J)=1 '"'' '•^ '-'•* •'-,.' ,' ; ' . j£T2 012
-, NCTrQ '-' '• " . -• .-:'• • ' JET2 013
7RAD=57.2957795 . UET2 014
'^QiSR — SR + DSR • "JFT20T.5
,?l'iF (SR-SCLR(M.JSR)) 23.25.22 JET2 016
22"JSR=JSR+1 ,. .- . ..... •,-„.,' .. . - •• - JET2 017
i.'IF (JSR .GT. NCYL) RETURN ' : ' ' ''" " ' c ,-. . . • , .-" JET2 018
' GO TO 21 .,,:;, -., '. .. ;'.. . . • . . ' . . JET2 019
''''
:
 ' '"' ' '. ' JET2: 020
, JET2 021
.'• lZG=ZCLR(M»JSR) . , . v. • ,JET2 022
RG= RGR(M.JSR) JET2 023
THG=THETA(M.JSR)/RAD . ., . ..-, . . -• - ' . .; JET2 024
•GO TO 30 '•'. ' • • • ' • ' ' '•" '" ' JET2 025
23 .DELTA=(SR-SCLR(M.JSR-1) ) / ( SCLRf M, JSR.)-SCLR (M. JS.R-1.),,) . . ; . , . . - - . •••• . < JET2 026
XG = XCLR(M»JSR-l) + (XCLR(MtJSR)-XCLR(M»'J;5R-.i")t)#DEllTAJ.',5', ,....-. . •• • -JET2 027
' YG = YCLR(M»JSR-l) + ( YCLR(M»JSR)-YCLR(M"iJSR-'l,) )*DEL-TA, . ;... '..".. .-' ;.JET2: 028
. ZG=ZCLR(M.JSR-1 )-f (ZCLR(M.JSR)-ZCLR(M.JSR-i'V)'*DELTA JET2 029
. ' RG= RGRIM.JSR-1 ) + ( RGRtM.JSR)- RGR (M» JSR-1 ) ) #DELT,A..;,.: ... , ,JET2 030
THo=THET"A(^i JSR.-l-) + ( THETAtM.'jSR )-tHET;A'(M.JSR-l ) )*DELTA JET2 031
. • . THG=THG/RAD ,, .. ... . . .... JET2 032
30 CONTINUF '' ' .' JE.T2 033
. SN.TH=SIN<THG) - > JET2 034
'CS;jH = COS(-THG) . ' ' . . ,-.; • - ':JET2 035
DO" 38 N=1«NP • . - . . ' ' - ' . JET2 036
IF:'(NFP(N) .EQ. 0) GO TO 38 . ,, . .,, JET2 037
XIDR=(XpR(N)rXG)*CSTH + (ZPR (N) -ZG) *SNTH , . ., ..... ... JET2 038
FTAR=-(YPR(N)-YG ) '" ' . JET2 039
ZETAR= (XPR(N)-XG)*SNTH - (ZPR(N)-ZG)*CSTH . . . . .. JET2 040
,,RPR=SORT(ETAR**2 + ZETAR*#2) , JET2 041
IF (XIPR+DSR) 35.35.36 . JET2 042
35 NFP(N)=C . . ;, -.. ,-.... . JET2-043
NCT = NCT+1 •'. ' > : ' •'•• •.-•' ;:-'•'•'•- '' ... JET2. 044
.GO-TO 38 . -.." JET2 045
36 .CONTINUE :-;•-... -"JET2 046
^RTESTrARSlRPR-RG) JET2 047
XrT-EST = ApS(XIPR) , . , JET2 048
IF'-, (XTEST .GT. DSR/2.0) GO To'"3'8'" "•:' • ' ' JET2 049
NFP(N)=0 JET2 050
NCT = NCT-(-l . JET2 051
IF (RTEST .GE. DSR) GO TO 38 . . . , , . . JET.2 052
' FSlf,M=1.0 . . - JET2 053
IF (XIPR ,LT. 0.0) F.SIGN = -1.0 .' '" :'"' ' ' '"'. ''"':•- .','. •' JET2 054
XIPPP=FSIGN*(DSR/2.0-XTEST) ' ' JET2 055
?PR(N)=ZPR(N)-fXIPRP*SNTH . : " "' - . - • • - .
 JEJ2 Q5 7
38 CONTINUE . . i, - JET2 058
IF iNCT .LT. NP) GO TO 20 ,,j-. - JET2 059
RETURN • , . . . . ' ' . JET2 0 6 0
' END '-'' •' ' •'• ' ' ' • . , • JET.2 061
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SUBROUTINE VRING fRGAMR.XIPR.RPR.UGAMtVGAM)






RING RADIUS/REFERENCE RADIUS ' • '
AXIAL DISTANCE TO FIELD POINT/REFERENCE RADIUS
RADIAL DISTANCE TO FIELD POINT/REFERENCE RADIUS"}'•'"'•
AXIAL VELOCITY/GAMMA
RADIAL VELOCITY/GAMMA —v * "'
PI=3.1415926 " '--
DENM=XIPR**2 + (RPR-RGAMR)**2
DENP = XIPR**2 + (RPR+RGAMR)*»2 •' •''
A<2=4.0*RPR*RGAMR/DENP '
CALL ELLIPS <AK2»ZK»ZE)
UGAM=<ZK-<1.0+2.0#RGAMR*(RPR-RGAMR)/DENM)*ZE) /SORT! DENP ) / ( 2.0*P I
VGAM = 0 . 0 • • • • • • • • ' - . , " . .
IF (RPR .LE. l.OE-05) RETURN • '• « '>
VGAM=rXIPR/RPR/(2.0*PI»SORT(DENP))*(ZK-(1.+2.*RPR*RGAMR/DENM)*ZE)










































f SUBROUTINE ELL I PS (AKSO»TK.TE)
'
 :.J. — TABLE LOOK-UP OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS —
, DIMENSION CK.Kl lOO).CK(lOO) .CE(lOQ)
-» ' - ' " . " ,
!-_: COMMON MZZZ ' ' • .
r " .t




f 1;;, .14. .15. .16. .17.. 18. .19. .20. .21. .22. .23. .24.
(• 2-.^ ,
C 3~ * 4 ' cl
t 4 .i
r 5'-' t











































































































.74.. 75.. 76». 77.. 78». 79.. 80.


































































































































































































































































































































































700 TEST = l.OOE-07




. TE = 1.0+.(ZLP*PARA;)-PA"RA .-- .•• ' ' •-....:. "'
GO TO 30
20 JA=100.0*AKSQ .' • '.' ' ..-.'.'.•/!i ".•-•
,
:
 ' JA«1+JA . ...........
I F < C K K < J A ) - A < S O ) 2 2 . 2 3 . 2 2
23 T K = C K ( J A ) . . - . - . , • . . . .- • . , • ' ' :,.•
TE = CEUA)
GO TO, 30 ••: • ' : ' '••'•• ' • • • •
22 CON= (AKSQ-CKK ( JA) ) / (CKK.(.JA + 1 .l.-C.KK (JA) ).,
• • • • 'TK = CKCJA) '+CON*(CK( JA+D-CK ( J A ) )
T E = C E ( J A ) + C O N * ( C E ( J A + l ) - C E ( J A ) )
GO TO 30
73 IF(AICSO-.01)721i721.72Q .. . .
721 PARA = '.25!*AKSQ ' ' '
.GQ TO 700 . , ,-....,- - ... . - • : • • • •
720 A"kSQ=l.'-AKS6 '
GO TO 20- •- ;. -v •• • •• • ; • ' • . - • ' • • • ••• . ' • ' ' ' • • ' • '
30 CONTINUE , . . . .'
RETURN '• •'•'••• "";/ ' ' • • • ' • ' • ' • ' ' ' '• '-



























- . SAMPLE CASE . . ,.
In this section a sample case is described to illustrate the use of
the computer programs presented in this report. The case involves an
engine wake-wing-flap interference determination. The. configuration
comprises a swept-wing with flap and one engine mounted underneath the
wing panels Both the wing-flap and jet wake flow model programs are
used in accordance with the interference determination procedure described
in a previous section.
For the illustrative sample case, the chosen airframe configuration .
is the semispan swept wing-flap wind tunnel model of reference 5. A 1.02
pressure ratio ducted fan was pylon mounted under the semiwing at mid-
span. The wing was cambered with zero dihedral and had no taper.. Figure
22 (a) shows the configuration in planfonr. and elevation. Figure 22 (b) is
a section normal to the leading and trailing edges of the wing and flaps.
Figure 22(c) shows how the deflected triple slotted flaps, denoted type
I with 6 = 30° in reference 5, are idealized to a single flap with .
camber. The flap component deflection angles in the plane normal to the
hingeline are 10°, 20°, and 30° for the leading, middle, and. aft flap
components, respectively. The 'idealized flap deflection angle required
in the input to the wing-flap.program must also be specified normal to
the hingeline and measures 21.5° in figure 22(c). The wing and idealized
flap root chords and other streamwise lengths are related to the lengths
perpendicular to the wing and flap leading and trailing edges through
the cosine of the sweep angle. The basic wing chord is the chord of the
original wing before the trailing edge flaps were attached. In the normal
direction, this chord is 5.5 feet, so the (streamwise) basic wing chord for
this sample case with a wing sweep angle of 30°o is 6.35 feet.
The parameters required by the wing-flap program will now be
described. On the wing, a 4 chordwise by 20 spanwise vortex lattice is
laid out with equal spanwise spacings. Since the idealized flap chord
is longer than the wing chord, 5 chordwise vortices are specified for the
flap and the spanwise layout is taken the same as on the wing. Consequently,
mean surface angles due to camber and twist are required at four chord-
wise stations on the wing and 5 chordwise stations over the flap semispan.
On the wing, the angles are input as tangents; on the idealized flap the
angles are input in radians. These quantities are determined as'follows.
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The chordwise locations of the control points are given by the midpoint
of the 3/4 chord of the area elements in the chordal planes of the wing
and idealized flap. The wing airfoil.section was specified as NACA 632-416
(modified) normal to the wing leading and trailing edge. The mean surface
slopes in the streamwise direction are therefore obtained from the slopes
associated with the a = 1.0 mean line by a scaling procedure:
wing mean surface slope = tan a, = —)v x c. cos. ty : (29).
-1.0
For this case, Cjj. = 0.4 and the cosine factor accounts for the sweep.
The chord c is the basic wing chord. Slopes d(y_/c)Yd(x/c) I _ _ ,
 n <C I C£ • — J. . U
for the a = 1.0 line are obtained from reference 15, at control point
stations x/c based on the basic wing chord (c = 6.35 feet).- On the
flap, the segment characteristics were not specified precisely. Conse-
quently, it is assumed that each segment has no camber. The surface
slopes are then given by the difference in slope between the segment
mean line and the idealized flap chord line in planes normal to the hinge-
line. To obtain the slopes in the streamwise direction, the normal slopes
are multiplied by cos fy. To complete the input specifications, the
coordinates of a series of points on the geometric .engine centerline are
required. The necessary information is available in figure 22. A sufficient
number of points on the extension to the engine centerline were chosen to
generate a good theoretical representation of the flow field from the
engine inlet to a point one wing ctwrd length aft of the trailing edge.
1
 • •
The user is now prepared to run the wing-flap' program for zero
angle of attack without externally induced.perturbation velocities. The
inpUjt deck for this reference (power-off) calculation is shown in
figure 21. A data set containing the coordinates of the wing and flap
control points is generated (KCP = 7) for use by the jet wake program
(KIN = 7) . Downwash and sidewash perturbation velocities induced by wing
flap vorticity at the specified points along the engine centerline are
included in the output shown in figure 23 (a) . Curves of these induced
velocities are shown in figure 17(b).
96 . .
. Details? of'-the'jet wake to-be included'in the sample calculation
will now ^ be-iset; upland'.the induced velocity field determined. Based on
the-'reference area (SDT^ , '= 136.8 ft?)-used in reference 5, the fan .thrust
Oil91. From equation (17) thecoefficient-under' consideration is C
corresponding fan-exit'velocity ratio based on the fan^exit flow area
is 4.7. For this1''configuration which has a large centerbo'dy, the flow
was assumed to fill the entire area within the duct exit outer diameter.
With this correction, the velocity ratio becomes 3.46. From figure 5,
the length-'of c€he ((initial region, I ', is 13.6 R arid the radius, R, of
the wake boundary at the end ;of • the initial region is 1.97 R . If we
assume the total length of the jet to be 150 R , the final radius of the
boundary is approximately 9.5 R as obtained from figure 4. The engine
has no incidence'with- respect to the wing-root chord. Thus, assuming no
downwash..or sidewash-effect, the shape of the jet is shown in' the following
sketch. . ..,,.>,,., - . . . , . . •






•:.'.: lie ; . " • -•'•
Deflection of the engine wake.due to
 ;wing-flap induced downwash and
sidewash is calculated in the following manner. The wash velocities
computed by the wing-flap program with no power effects are shown in
figure 17(b). The results of figure 17(b) were obtained from the
computer output of figure 23(a). The points along the wake selected for
computing the wake deflection are the fan inlet (X/RO =^ 0), the fan exit
(1.72), a point below the center of the second flap segment (8.5), the
end of the initial region (15.3), and a point 150 R .downstream of the
r •' ' - l J
fan exit. Note that the initial region extends considerably downstream
' ' . "
 :
 I . ' '. , •
of the flap trailing edge.
 x
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At the first two points, the wake is of constant radius equal to
R_ and is undeflected. At the third point, from figure 17(b), the
induced downwash is about +0.2V and the s'idewash is about -0.15V
(outboard under this left wing panel). At this point, from equation (27),
V./V is 2.64 and, from figure 5,
velocities are combined with V.
R is about 1.5 R . When the wash
in accordance with equation (28)
e_ = -4.5° and e.. = -3.3°,(with o=0), the wake deflection angles are EZ
The coordinates of the wake at this point are obtained by laying out a
straight line from the engine exit (x/R =1.72) to the third point with
slopes in the vertical and horizontal planes equal to the average of the
slopes at the second "and third points (or -2.25° and -1.65°, respectively).
The fourth point (x/R =15.3) is downstream of the region in which
wash velocities were calculated,
between
Since the important part .of the wake
x/R = 8.5 and 15.3 is that part near the aft flap segment, the
slopes of the wake at x/R = 15.3 are taken as the values at x/R = 8.5,
which values also occur just downstream of the aft flap segment. Thus,
the average values of slopes for the wake centerline segment between 8.5
and 15.3 are the values at either end.
At the last point, the wake is assumed to reach the free stream
direction, so its slopes are zero. The resulting wake characteristics






























Note that the coordinates are all relative to a system fixed in the jet
inlet (fig. 9 (a)).
The input deck for this wake calculation is shown in'figure 25 (a).
The-wing and flap control points are input via a .data set generated by
the wing-flap program and the induced velocity field is output in another,
data set (KOUT = 8) for subsequent use by the wing-flap program (KEI = 8) .
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The wing-flap program is now rerun to obtain the wing-flap loading
including the effect of the wake-induced velocities. The input is shown,
in figure 21 (b). The aerodynamic parameters in the output, figure 23,(b) ,
reflect the effects of the jet wake interfering on the wing-flap system.
The total lift and moment coefficients in the output must be incremented
by tne appropriate contribution due .to engine thrust ...--..-
CT = C . + c sin a
-^ wing-flap ^Wing-flap v
.
. - . engine. CT
= C + C ' _ —
m
 Wing-flap . m Wing-flap v Cave
. • • + • • • • • ' • •
. . . ... , thrust , . " .
where zenaine ^s t*ie verti-c.al coordinate of the engine centerline.
For this case, the angle of attack is zero. There is no increment
in lift but" the pitching moment is increased (Z . = 2.07. ft from
figure' 22 (b) ) . ' . . .
' ..... " ' •"'- •'• "
 /:
 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analytical methods have been developed to predict the loading
distribution on an exter.nally-blown jet-augmented wing-flap configuration
with a high-bypass-ratio! turbofan engine. Two potential flow models
were developed. The first is a nonplanar lifting surface method capable
of representing a wing..o'f arbitrary sweep, taper, dihedral, camber, and
twist with a large, multiply-slotted, partial or full span flap which
can have large deflection angles. The second is a model of the jet wake
of a turbofan engine which represents the mass flow, momentum, and
' spreading rate of a turbulent, coflowing jet and which has the capability
to follow a curved centerline. These models are used in sequence to
first define the flow field beneath the wing-flap in the absence of
an engine to locate the jet wake centerline, then predict the flow
field induced by the jet on the wing-flap, and finally calculate the
loading on the wing-flap in the presence of the jet wake. The methods
yield lift and pitching moment coefficients for the case of symmetry
about the vertic'al plane' through the root chord. More than one engine
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per semispan can be treated, with the provision that if the engine wakes
overlap, their mutual interference is neglected and their effects are
considered additive.
Some data are available on lift and pitching moment on wing-flap com-
binations with externally blown flaps. With few exceptions, these data do
not include any direct measurements of the flow at the engine exit or the
nature of the engine wake spreading. Such data would be useful in checking
computed values of engine exit velocities and in understanding the sprea-
ding and deflection of the wake under the wing. Comparisons between pre-
dicted and measured lift and pitching moment indicate that the method is
satisfactory for predicting lift on externally blown jet-augmented unswept
and swept wings with flap deflection angles up to 30 to 40 degrees •. In
this range,, the pitching moment is well predicted for unswept wings but
underpredicted somewhat (not sufficiently negative) for swept wings. For
flap deflections in excess of 40. degrees, with or without power, the method
begins to overpredict lift, due primarily to the onset of flow 'separation
on the flap segments, with overpredictions of 10 to 15 percent at a flap
angle of 60 degrees. The pitching moments are considerably underpredicted
at large flap angles.
The lift that is obtained through wake-wing-flap .interaction is sen-
sitive to the position of the wake relative to the wing chord. Calculations
made with and without wake deflection due to the wing-induced downwash and
V sin a upwash indicate significant improvements in the accuracy, of pre-
diction with inclusion of the wash effects. Since the jet augmentation
can be modified by changing the location and incidence of the engine
relative to the local wing chord, the prediction method offers a^means of
systematically investigating the influence of these two variable's on jet
augmentation.
The single most important factor in increasing the reliability and
utility of the prediction method is the wake position determination. A
systematic investigation could be done using existing overall force and
moment data to evaluate the degree of detail required in the wake descrip-
tion, to examine the final velocity field beneath and aft of the wing, and
to determine the sensitivity of the predicted load distributions to wake"
position. Such an investigation would provide considerable insight into
the adequacy of the wake flow, model. This work would benefit greatly,
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however, by direct flow field measurements made with an EBF model, where
care is taken to measure engine thrust and exit velocity profiles and
possibly load distributions on the flaps as well as the flow field.




APPENDIX A - . - • - - . - . - . - . -,.:!.y;.<-
ARRANGEMENT OF VORTICES ON THE WING-FLAP '
Calculations were made for a variety of wing-flap configurations to
provide guidance to the user of the program on the arrangement of the
vortices on the wing-flap. The spanwise and chordwise number of vortices
and the vortex spacing on the wing and flap were varied to determine the1:'' •
effect on the predicted aerodynamic - forces and moments. As a brief summary
of the results to be presented, the following conditions were investigated
Nominal aspect ratio 3, 5, and 7 untapered wings with - zero and ,-
. < -\ M ' '
30-degree sweep and a flap chord approximately half the ;total' ;";'""'
•- •-.wing-flap- chord. . • . . . .......
Aspect ratio 3..2 untaper'ed wing with 30-degree sweep and:a flap '•'
' chord approximately one quarter that of the wing-flap chord .A ^  ;.
Aspect ratio 3;2 untapered'wing with 30-degree sweep and'a part- >
: span flap (64 percent) with a chord approximately half the total'
: wing-flap chord. . • . , . . • ' :.; ,,
Aspect ratio' 3.2 untapered. wing with 30-degree 'sweep and; a flap ;,
; ,, chord approximately half .the total wing-flap chord and engine
' wake interaction. ;
At the end of this appendix some guidelines are given for the';vortex layout,
based on the calculations made. ' ' '" i
Configurations • '"' • •' '••••
The major .part of the work was conducted using the 3p-T.degree--swep,t. .jv
wing with triple slotted flap (Flap.I) of reference 5. This wing, is jnpt,.
 ;:
tapered and', has a combined flap chord of about 58 percent of the combined;-.
wing"^ -f lap'with flap undef lected.. The aspect, ratio is 3 .2 . ".The. higher
 K;, t^:
aspect ratio cases were obtained by extending the span an appropriate..,-?.- ; ;
-amount: The. unswept configurations have the same flap and'.camber; arrange-^
ments .•'-The part span flap configuration was obtained .from-the: ;'3 .2 aspect
 7
ratio- swept-wing-flap by reducing the flap length to .the- inner-.64 .percent ^
of the wing-span. The smaller flap chord-configuration was-.obtained./from; •;
the 3.2 aspect ratio swept wing-flap by extending the wing-chord and • .--,,-;;;
shortening the flap chord so that jthe flap, reduced .to a single .flap, segment
102 . - - • " < - . • ....:-, ., ,-. .-; ,...;-..,
APPENDIX A
having a chord one-fourth of the total root chord. This flap is uncambered.
All moments are taken about a center located at an x station- corresponding
to the 62 percent root chord. •
Wings with Large Flaps
; ' • .-!
The first set of results, listed in the table below, are those of the
basic, .aspect, ratio 3..2,,.;.swept wing with flap .deflection angles of 10/20/30
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Lo.ading Results for an aspect ratio 3.2 swept wing-flap at a = 10°.
The chordwise numbers of vortices (wing/flap) of 4/5 and '7/8 repr-esent
approximately 'equal chordwise lengths of the area elements over- both wing
niid flap. The 4/8 and 4/10 arrangements represent attempts to get a higher
density of elements on the flap. The spanwise numbers considered are 8>
14 and 20 elements, all, of- equaT spanwise width. For 20 spanwise elements,
the'larger: number>of•chordwise'elements cannot be run because of: size limi-
tations in the program.; The-final case'is one'in which an 8-spanwdse . . :
element a-rangeme'nt i's modified by. dividing each of, the two elements acound
the wing mid-'semispan. into1.halves and each of the'four elements around- the
flap mid-semi span -into halves. - The objective is .to determine -the: effect
of locally'.increasing the spanwise: density of elements in the region on •;••
which an engine wake would impinge. • ..
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The results for CL, C , and the span load distribution are shown in
figure A-l for a = 10°. The spanwise variations indicate that the calcu-
lation has essentially converged with 14 elements. The chordwise varia-
tions -indicate that 4 elements are sufficient-on the wing> but that 7 or 8
elements are required on the flap. Figure A-l (b) shows' that the flap span •'•
load distribution has converged with 5 chordwise flap elements; but the ;
wing load distribution has not. Thus the additional chordwise elements are
required on'the flap to cause the proper interference to be felt on the
wing. • ' '. . . . ."_ „ . .
Similar.results are obtained for the same parameters at. .a =.6. There
are considerably larger, changes ,as a result.of, increasing the flap chord-
 ;
wise elements from 5 to'8, because-'the flap is1 the primary source of lift
in this .case, both directly and by its interference on the wing. The
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Loading results for an aspect ratio 3.2'swept wing-flap at or'= 0°.
Finally, it can be seen with these results (comparing 4.x 8, 5 x-8-
with 4 x 10, 5 x 12) that if one starts with a uniform spanwise arrangement
and divides-certain' elements to obtain a locally'denser arrangement span- '
wise, the predicted loading is essentially "unchanged from that of the
original uniform arrangement., Thus, to improve convergence, by increasing
the spanwis.e, number of vortices,, one must distribute the increase over, the-:
entire span. Conversely, one may judge the convergence of a spanwise




If the aspect ratio of the basic wing just discussed is increased,
retaining the sweep, taper, and flap characteristics, a very similar
pattern occurs. Results for aspect ratios of 5 and 7 at wing angles of '•
attack of 10° ar,e presented in the tables below and in figures A-3 and A-4,

















































































Loading results for an aspect ratio 7 swept wing-flap at a = 10°.
14 elements and that the chordwise density must be higher on the (large)
flap than on the wing to obtain the proper flap-wing interference effects.
The effect of increasing the flap deflection to 20/40/60 degrees with
the basic aspect ratio 3.2 swept wing is shown in the table below and in

























































Loading results for an aspect ratio 3.2 swept wing-flap with
large flap deflection.
made with 14 .spanwise elements and various combinations of chordwise ele-
ments, since the previous calculations indicated convergence with 14
elements. As was the case for the smaller flap deflection, four spanwise
elements oh the wing are sufficient, but a denser arrangement must be used
on the flap.
The characteristics of wings of zero sweep angle which, are otherwise
identical to the 3.2 aspect ratio swept wing-flap configuration are shown
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Loading results, for an aspect ratio 4.4 uiiswept wing-^fiap at- a ,f''0'
- -VORTEX LATTICE-1
NCW MSW
. 4 x 8
4 x-14' .' <
4 x 20 '
NCF MSF ' 'c
. 5 x 8 , , .
5 .x 14 ,
5 x 20
• --
CL - . ; > - .
. .4.032. . ,
-,•'3'. 988. :
3.968
• > ' * . ' . " '
- -,^,vc-
,. 2.777., . _ : , .
• .2.742-:..
2.727'
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Loading results for an aspect ratio 6.1 unswept wing-flap at'*6i = *'0'°. '"'
,, VORTEX
NCW MSW
. 4 x 8
4 x 8
7 x 8
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Loading results for an aspect ratio 6.1 unswept wing-flap at a = 10°'.
The results for zero sweep are similar to those for 30-degree sweep in terms
of convergence. The gross force and moment parameters essentially converge
to within 1 percent with 14 spanwise elements. The (large) flap requires
a denser chordwise spacing than the wing to effect convergence, as is
indicated by the span load distributions.
Wings with Small Flaps
A series of calculations was made with an aspect ratio 3.2, 30 degrees
swept, untapered wing having a smaller flap system than the one considered
in the previous section. The flap considered here is a single, full span
flap segment having a chord equal to 25 percent of the combined wing-flap
 (;
chord with flaps up. The flap deflection is 21.5°, which is the mean
deflection angle for the 10/20/30 degrees flap considered previously.
Calculations were made for angles of attack of 0 and 10 degrees. All cases
were.run with 14 spanwise vortices. The results are shown in the table
























































Loading results for an aspect ratio 3.2 swept wing with small, flap.
. The tabular results and those presented in figure A-9 indicate no
essential differences in computed loads between the three cases for-each
angle of attapk. The case with'7 chordwise elements on the wing and 2 on
the .flap represents essentially the same element chordwise length on both
flap and wing, whereas the other two represent denser spacings on the
flap. For this size flap, the uniform spacing along the entire wing-flap
chord is sufficient to obtain the proper wing-flap interference.
It should be noted that as the flap chord decreases relative to the
wing chord, the case of a wing alone is approached. In this case, one can
use the more extensive calculation presented in reference 10 as a.guide to
the selection of the vortex-lattice arrangement.
Wings with Part Span Flaps
The method is capable of treating a partial span flap which protrudes
from the wing trailing edge. In order to investigate the effect on the
load distribution of the positions of the trailing legs of the horseshoe
vortices relative to the flap tip, some calculations were run for the
basic 30 degree swept, aspect ratio 3.2 wing with the 58 percent chord
triple slotted flap. The flap however was considered to extend only fromii j
the root chord to the 64 percent semispan station. The spanwise area




•The layout? oiv;rtherwlng is: basically-a'-15 x 14 arrangement. ; The" flap has
8 %ho'rdw"ise!i'e'l£ments: and the same spanwise element size as the wing. Since
the'ilap "span Is only-64 percent'of the wing span, the flap has 9: spahwise•'-
elements.'if-lnj;Che" case on the-.left'above, the Y = constant plane at the: •
~fiapt:'tip:•'contains'"trailing' legs'^ of both wing and flap vortices-. The-wing
Wrtex trailing legs" lie-in this Z = 0' • plane, :while' the flap' vor'tex--'"'•'• "•-•
tfaal:i:hg":"iegS''''lie-' in the''"plane of the flap. Iri the case on .the right," the'
two spanwise elements on the wing near the 64 percent semispan station have
been combined into one element so that no wing vortex legs lie ,in the same
Y plane as the flap tip chord. Thus, the wing element arrangement is a
5 x 13 and^the: flap arrangement, as before,-is an 8 x 9.
—. •*' ' ''«»
'The computed res/alts for the span load distribution at a = 0 are
shown in figufe^A-lO.y .There is a slight difference in .wing loading just
outboard''iSf 'the'; flap-, j : The influence on the-overall loading of this diffe-
rence is small,; however,. as' shown in the following table , . •'•-:,





















Loading results for a low aspect ratio swept wing-flap with
part span flap at a = 0°.
110
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Thus, the coincidence between any Y-plane containing the wing vortex
trailing legs and the Y-plane containing the tip flap vortices is not
important and shtmld not have to be considered in laying out the vortex
arrangement.
. Wings with Large Flaps and Engine Wake Augmentation
Calculations were made for the basic 30 degree swept, aspect ratio
3.2 untapered wing with the 58 percent chord flap deflected 10/20/30 degrees
with engine wake impingement. The purpose of these calculations is to
investigate the sensitivity of the wake-induced loadings to the size and
layout of the area elements on which the engine wake impinges. The basic
case is a lattice layout employing 8 spanwise elements on the wing and
flap, 4 chordwise elements on the wing and 5 chordwise elements, on the flap.
This arrangement was perturbed by dividing sets of elements spanwise into
halves near the mid-semispan location, under which the engine wake center-
line is assumed to lie, in accordance with the following sketches. The *
first case is the uniform spanwise arrangement, the second has 2 additional
elements on the wing and 4. on the flap, and the third case has 5 additional









be 0.9, a relatively high thrust level. The force and moment results for


































































Loading results for an aspect ratio 3.2 swept wing-flap at
a = 10° with engine wake inpihgement.
The forces and moments for C = 0.9 do not include the direct contribution
r
.
of engine thrust. The tabulated results indicate a considerably larger
effect in going from 5 to 8 chordwise elements on the flap than in increas-
ing the spanwise number on the flap from 12 to 17 without wake augmentation,
as was the case in previous'calculations. With wake augmentation; increases




in lift and moment. With wake augmentation, it would not appear necessary
to employ any greater a number' of elements chordwise and spanwise than is
necessary to achieve convergence without wake augmentation, insofar as lift
is concerned. The moment is more sensitive,to spanwise number, at least
for swept wings, and might require a locally denser arrangement on the flap.
The span loading distributions for these cases are shown in figure A-ll.
Figure A-ll(a) shows a comparison of the four lattice arrangements for
C =0. As was indicated previously, the lattice variation has essentially
^ '. ;
no influence on the flap loading, but the larger, chordwise number shows
slightly higher induced loadings on the wing. For.,the case of engine
thrust, figure A-ll(b), the span loading results are again very similar on
• - . ff^ t , .\-: • . -• .
 r ,
the flap. The major effect on the wing" is caused"by increased chordwise
number of vortices-, with little effect due to adding spanwise vortices. The
effect of engine wake augmentation for the largest number of vortices is
fshowh in figure A-ll(c). The flap loading^is greatly increased in.the
•regio'n of direct impingement and slightly increased both inboard and out-
board of the impingement region. The wing loading is increased over the
entire span, with the greatest increments occurring somewhat outboard of ,
- * • -
 !
 • I ' •
• the 50 percent semispan station due to wing sweep.If< \ ' ' - ' •
, ' : " . : . • • • ' -• •' . * '- • '• •
1
• ' - . . : • '. • Recommended Procedure for Vortex Arrangement
i . The following"comments are offered with respect to selecting, a vortex
arrangement for a wing-flap configuration based on the results of. the
^calculation's described above and the results of reference 10.
• • • • > ; • - , , . • .
Spanwise number.- Convergence on the four gross aerodynamic properties
.examined (C , C , CD./c£, C /C,) to within about one percent was obtained
'using 14•equally spaced elements on the semispan for nominal aspect ratios
from 3 to 7 and 'Sweep angles of 0 and 30 degrees and untapered planforms.
The results of reference 10 indicate faster convergence as the taper ratio
decreases. Thus, it is suggested that the spanwise number not exceed 14
equally spaced elements. It is noted that if an unequal spanwise.spacing
is employed to create a locally denser -spacing, the degree.of convergence
should be assessed by the nearest equally spaced arrangement. . .
 t
>>:<:-s- •.: Chordwise number".-The choice-of chordwise arrangement.-depends p'rin-
•
!!fcipally on the flap size. For a flap whose chord' is-one-quarter'or less
than..that'of the combined wing-flap, the wing-flap mutual interference and
113
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the gross loading characteristics are adequately predicted by an equal
spacing on the wing and flap. The convergence then depends on the total
number of elements on the wing-flap. The results of reference 10 for a
wing alone indicate very small differences between 4 and 6 elements. There
should,, of course, always be at 'least one row on the flap. If more chord-
wise definition of the flap loading is desired, .additional"elements can be
placed on the flap without affecting the gross loading.
For a flap whose chord is greater than one-quarter that of the combined
wing-flap, it is necessary to have more chordwise elements on the flap than
on the wing to properly model the wing-flap mutual interference. It is
suggested that twice as many elements be used on the flaps as on the wing.
The wing-flap aspect ratio, sweep, taper, and flap deflection angle
appear to have little influence on convergence and generally need not be
considered.
Other considerations.- One consideration that deserves comment is the
effect on calculated loadings of the element arrangement in the region(s)
of engine wake impingement. Small vertical and/or lateral changes In the
engine wake centerline can cause the wake to "cover" or "uncover" area
elements which can produce unrealistic discrete changes in wake-induced
loading. Calculated results indicate, however, that if a sufficient number
of uniformly -spaced elements both .chordwise and spanwise are used to achieve
convergence on engine-off characteristics, the element sizes will be suffi-
ciently small that the results will not be unduly influenced by changes in
wake centerline location, at least for wings of low sweep. At larger sweep
angles, the pitching moment appears sensitive to the spanwise number on the
flap, and it may be desirable to have a locally denser spanwise arrangement
in the region of wake impingement on the flap.
Finally, the end effects due to part-span flaps do not appear to be
sensitive to the precise arrangement of area elements in the spanwise
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(a) Variation of lift and pitching-moment coefficients
with vortex arrangement
Figure A-l.- Predicted load characteristics of a 30° swept,
aspect ratio 3.2 untapered wing with a large, triple
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(a) Variation of lift and pitching-moment coefficients
with vortex arrangement.
Figure A-2.- Predicted load characteristics of a 30° swept,
aspect-ratio 3.2 untapered wing with a large, triple
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(a) Variation of lift and pitching-moment coefficients.
:
 with vortex arrangement.
Figure A-3.- Predicted load characteristics of a 30° swept,
aspect ratio 5 untapered wing with a large triple
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5
 Number of spanwise vortices, MSW, MSF
(a) Variation of lift and pitching-moment. coefficients,
with vortex arrangement.
Figure A-4.- Predicted load characteristics of a 30° swept,
aspect ratio 7 untapered wing with a large triple
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Number of spanwise vortices, MSW, MSF
(a) Variation of lift and pitching-moment coefficients
with vortex arrangement.
Figure A-6.- Predicted load characteristics of an unswept,
aspect ratio 2.8 untapered wing with a large, triple
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 Number of;spanwise vortices, MSW, MSF
(a) Variat.io.n. of;. i'if,t,...and pitch ing-moment, ppe.ff.icients
with vortex arrangement.
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Figure A-7.- Predicted load characteristics of an unswept,
aspect ratio.;4.4 untapered wing with a large, triple
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Number of spanwise vortices, MSW, MSF
(a) Variation of lift and pitching-moment coefficients
with vortex arrangement.
Figure A-8.- Predicted load characteristics of an unswept,
aspect ratio 6.1 untapered wing with a large, triple
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:Figure 2.- Coordinate systems for wing-flap
and horseshoe vortices. •
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Left wing panel
Figure 3.- Wing boundary condition.
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Figure 4.- Analytical spreading rate of an
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— — — — Turbulent Jet Theory
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Figure 7.- Momentum in the initial region





— — — —Turbulent Jet Theory
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Figure 8.- Mass flow in the initial region of an











(a) Jet coordinate system.
Ring axi's, tangent
to jet C^
(b) Ring coordinate system.




(a) Lift and pitching moment.
Figure 10.- Comparison of measured and-predicted results on an
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Figure 12.- Pressure distribution at t) '= 0.46 on a 35























































































Figure 14.- Comparison of measured and predicted characteristics of an
unswept wing with double-slotted trailing-edge flaps, slotted
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Note: If MFLAP - 0 (see item 2), insert blank card for this
item.
















Item No. 6: Format (8F10.5), decimal point required
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Note: These quantities are read in via cards as shown
here when KEI = 5 (see item 12); if KEI = 0
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Note: If MFLAP = 0 (see item 2) this is the last card



































Mean surface at some spanwise station
•Mean surface tangent at P
P f— Local chord projected in
— wing chordal plane
Local
chord wing chordal plane
'— Wing root chord
(a) Mean surface detail for a wing with
camber, twist, and dihedral.
Wing mean surface












(b) Mean surface detail for wing-flap combinations shown
for a rectangular-untwisted wing with dihedral.
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. OF HuGTCHURD NuiE UF FLAP EXTENDED TU PLANE OF







CHGf<D AT wING KUUT
SEMISPAM
V G R T I C E S
U.nUtFLtCTcU FLAP llNi&LAKD SPAN
UNDEFLECTcL' FLAP QUTbUMHD SPAN
PITCHING 1-iLMfcfiT CENTER
X Y L ' • ' •
-6.5oOO 0.0000 ' 0.0000.
FLAP Ai\i&Lc,UtLU,UcG. 21.5000.
C A L C . STR&APr t lS f c FLAP ANGLE,DLXO.UtG. 16.8364
FLCh CUNDiriO.NS FuR CASE
AiNGLc CF A T T A U s r A L P H A ,UtG. O.OOOU
Figure 23Cal.«- Output from wing-flap
program, power off.
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CONTROL POINT CLiUKOINATES AND SLOPES
. ' . MEAN SURFACE
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Figure 23 (a).- Continued
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Ai«Glj»NAMIC LUAU1UG REiULTS FUR ALPHA = 0.00000 OEG.
n I N G L I F T C O E F F I C I E N T
O.SeOS
T u T A L L I F T C O E F F I C I E N T , C L
.HING SPA,,, t>
•. 29.0000
FLAP Ll t -T COcFFlClENT
1.6580
PITCHING MUMcNT COEFFICIENT,CM
U U A N T n its
i i ING PLA.MFURM A R E A , S R E F
108.7500
A V E . C H O K D . C A V E
3.7500
S T A T I O N V / I U / 2 )
S f A N n l S E L O A D D I S T R I B U T I O N
























































































































































C M , W I N G LM.FLAP cc. r f iNG CD,FLAP CD CO/CL*CL
0.2637J -1.4*.541 -0.07666 0.35821 0.2ol55 0.04043
Figure 23 (a).- Continued
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Figure 23 (a).- Concluded.
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COORDS. flF ROOTCHORD NOSf OF FLAP EXTENDtO TO PLANE OF SYMMETRY
X Z
•''-..-,. k . ... : ... -4.0000 tf -0.0683
'JNCcFLF.CTED FLAP INBOARD S P A N '





-6.5600 , 0.0000 0.0000
FLAP ANGLFtOtLD,Di :G. 21.5000'
CALC. S T R L A M W I S t FLAP ANGLE,OLXD,DEC. 18.8364
FLCH CONDITIONS FOR CASE :
ANGLF L)F A T T A C K , A L P H A ,0£G. 0.0000.
SOURCE OF EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES, : ALPHA=3 DEGRtES , C(MU)=0.9
Figure 23(b) . - -Output.from wing-flap
program, with power. • _ • - . .
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CONTROL POINT COORDINATES AND SLOPES
MEAN SURFACE
J X Y Z SLOPE
WING CONTROL POINTS
EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AERODYNAMIC LOADING RESULTS FOR ALPHA > 0.00000 DEC.
W I N G L I F T COEFFICIENT
1.0<318
TOTAL L I F T C O E F F I C I E N T , C L
3.8230




REFERENCE Q U A N T I T I E S
WING SPAN.B MING PLANFORH AREA.SREF HING AVE.CHORD,CAVE
29.0000 108.7500 3.7500
SPANMISE LOAD DISTRIBUTION
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Item 3: Format (5Fl(












1 i i I I 1 i
F10.5), decimal point required for last variable
5
NJET
10 15 20 25 30 40 /
NP NCYL NPRNT KIN . KOUT DS 1
1
).5), decimal point required . - •! •
10
GAMVJ(J)
20 30 40 . 50 \







20 .30 40 50 \
YCLR(J.l) ZCLR(J,1) RGR(J,1) rHETA(J,l) <
/
.;f.-- .
20 30 40 50 ' '
YCLR(J.N) ZCLR(J.N) RGR(J.N) rHETA(J.N) 1
'' -
where N = 1,2,...,SCYL .
Note: Item 3 is repeated for each'jet; J = i,2,...,NJET
If KIN > 6, Item 4 is omitted; but, if KIN = 5, include the following cards;















Figure 24.- Input format for jet-wake program.
18S
SOURCF OF FXTFRNALLY INDUCED VFLOCITIFS.
1 180 5 1 7 8 0.125
?.46 1.25 0.46 -7.25
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.72 0.0 0.0 1.0
8.5 -0.2 -0.3 1.5
15.3 -0.6 -0.8 1.97
150.0 -3.0 -5.0 9.5
SOURCE OF EXTERNALLY INDUCED VELOCITIES.
. 1 1 8 0 5 0 7 - 8 0.125






































(a) Input for single jet case, including
use of data sets and optional output.



















































































































 17.5/35 » ALPHA = 0 » C(MU) » 5.5
(b) Input for multiple jet case, including use
of conventional input and output.
Figure 25.- Sample input to jet-wake program.
189
SOURCE OF IXTtRNALlY INDUCcO VtLOCITI6St ALPHA-0 DEGREES , CtMUI-0.9
OISI KIN KOUT
0.1250 7 6
(11 JET PARAMETERS ' DIS/PI • 0.1000
X/R Y/R l/R S/R
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THBTA RCAM/R R XO YO 10 GANMA/V



















































































































































-2. 5994 E- 02
Figure 26.- Output from jet-wake program (single jet) ,
190
61 6.121 -3.190 1.656 -1.6225E-03 2.6023E-02 -1.7957E-02
62 6.871 -3.190 1.656 -9.1544E-04 2.5745E-02 -1.8194E-02
63 7.621 -3.190 1.656 -4.6646C— 04-: 2.5635E-02 -1.8711E-02
6<» 8.371 -3.190 1.656 -3.1326E-04 2.55266-02 -I.9451E-02
65 6.^56 -3.770 1.656 -1.0345E-03 2.3978t-02 -1.3715E-02
66 7.206 -3.770 1.656 -5.8306E-04 2.3725E-02 -1.3917E-02
67 7.956 -3.770 1.656 -3.05*9E-04 2.3612E-02 -1.4299E-02
63 8.706 -3.770 1.656 -2.1843E-04 2.3529E-Q2 -1.4807E-02
69 5.791 -A.350 1.656 -6.035*6-04 2.1869E-02 -1.0699E-02
70 7.541 -4.350 1.656 -3.37506-04 2.1653E-02 -1.0863H-02
71 3.291 -4.350 1.656 -1.8943E-04 2.1545E-02 -1.11356-02
72 9.041 -A.350 1.650 -1.6152E-04 2.1471E-02 -1.1474E-02
73 7.125 -4.930 1.656 -2.9580E-04 1.9394E-02 -8.5041E-03
7* 7.875 -4.930 1.656 -1.6419fc-04 1.9712E-02 -8.6298E-03
75 3.625 -4.930 1.656 -1.0761E-04 1.9608E-02 -8.8172E-03
7s> 9.375 -4.330 . 1.656 -1.3317E-04 1.9537E-02 -9.0374E-03
77 7.^60 -5.510 1.656 -8.22«tbE-05 1.8HOE-02 -6.8692E-03
76 8.210 -5.510 1.656 -4.3353E-05 1.79556-02 -6.9604E-03
79 S.9SO -5.510 1.656 -5.2318E-05 1.7856E-02 -7.0848E-03
80 9.710 -5.510 1.6fo -1.1593E-04 1.7781E-02 -7.2225E-03
81 4.369 5.510 1.^95 -2.P080E-03 -1.8110E-02 -4.7958E-03
H2 5.213 5.510 1.207 -3.1461E-03 -1.7225E-02 -3.6463E-03
83 6.057 5.510 0.919 -3.3042E-03 -1.6356E-02 -2.5892E-03
84 6.901 5.510 0.631 -3.3582E-03 -1.5489E-02 -1.6321E-03
85 7.7*6 5.510 3.343 -3.3298E-03 -1.4602E-02 -7.8299E-04
86 A.703 4.^30 1.<.95 -3.8775E-03 -1.9255E-02 -5.6355E-03
87 5.548 <f.930 1.207 -4.02866-03 -1.83226-02 -4.2517E-03
as 6.392 4.930 0.919'-<t.0669E-03 -1.7424E-02 -2.9086E-03
8i> '7.236 4.930 0.631 -4.0519fc-03 - 1.6<t91lf-02 -1.8434E-03
90 S.OPO 4.930 0.3^3 -3.9665E-03 -l.'5482E-02 -8.3637E-0^
91 5.038 4.350 1.^95 -+.S215fc-03 -2.0375E-02 -6.6343E-03
92 5.883 4.350 1.207 -4.6628t-03 -1.9Sl3t-02 -4.9812E-03
93 6.727 4.350 0.919 -t.8<*29£-03 -l.9o52E-02 -3.^563c-03
9^ 7.571 4.350 0.631 —».8107E-03 -1.7648(5-02 -2.0620c-03
^5 8.41T ^.350 0.343 -4.6680E-03 -1.6449E-02 -8.t976E-04
96 5.373 3.770 1.495 -5.6376E-03 -2.1546E-02 -7.6549E-03
97 6.217 3.770 1.207 -5.6t,71E-03 -2.0927E-02 -5.88466-03
93 7.062 3.770 0.91^ -5.6542t-03 -2.0176E-02 -4.0064E-03
<? > 7.^0t 3.770 0.631 -5.6989E-03 -1.9040t;-02 -2.258^E-03
100 d.7?0 3.770 0.343 -5.5467E-03 -l.7t86E-02 -7. 6624E-0')-
101 S.VOe 3.190 1.495 -6.5278E-03 -2.2930E-02 -9.4189E-03
102 6.552 3.190 1.207 -6.3629E-03 -2.2767E-02 -7.0580E-03
103 7.39- 3.190 0.919 -6.569dE-03 -2.2224fc-02 -4.6648E-03
10^ *.2'-l 3.190 0.631 -0.8583E-03 -2.0756E-02 -2.3503E-03
105 9.055 3.190 0.343 -6.6089E-03 - 1.8500E-02 -4.5091t-04
lOo 6.0-^3 2.610 1.495 -6.B9l3t-03 -2.4803t-02 -1.1578C-02
107 6.687 2.610 1.207 -6.9777E-03 -2.5506E-02 -8.'7166E^03
108 7.731 2.610 0.919 -7.7992L-03 -2.5225E-02 -5.47406-03
109 a.576 2.610 0.631 -8.5949E-03 -2.2B58E-02 -2.0925E-03
110 9.^20 2.610 0.343 -7.8285E-03 -1.9229f-02 4.3320E-Of
111 h.37B 2.030 1.^95 -6.9-.82E-03 -2.7563C-02 -1.48S9E-02
112 7.222 2.030 1.207 -7.5598E-03 -2.9827E-02 -1.1431E-02
113 8.06f 2.030 0.919 -9.9061E-03 -3.00596-02 -6.5894E-03
11, 8.910 2.030 0.631 -1.127bE-02.-2.5106E-02 -6.9166E-04
UT >».755 2.030 0.3'+3 -3.6615E-03 -1.9451C-02 2.7377E-03
IU. 6.713 1.450 1.495 -c. 2B36E-03' -3 . 1524E-02 -2.0762E-02
117 7.557 1./'50 1.207 -3. 1902E-03 -3.6987E-02 -1.6993E-02
lid 3.V01 1.4501 0.919 -1.444BE-02 -3.8520E-02 -6.6843c-03
11' 9.245 1.^50 0.631 -1.2757E-02 -2.7359E-02 4.0333E-03























































































































































































1.495 -5.0402E-03 -3.55206-02 -3.20645-02
1.207 -3. 061 ft- 03 -4. 72976-02 -3. 0816E-02
0.919 -2.8888E-02 -4.8448E-02 -8.6527E-03
0.632 1.5077E 00 -2.7968E-03 -7.7724E-02
0.343 1.S011E 00 -4.5142E-03 -8.834«»E-02
1.495 -2.8240E-03 -3.3011E-02 -5.0909E-02
1.20d -7.1290t-03 -5.16636-02 -6.3253t-02
0.919 1.5624E 00 -2.3233E-02 -7.7019E-02
0.631 1.5326E 00 -2.2715E-02 -8. 1433E-02
0.343 1.4798E 00 -2.1599E-02 -8.6376E-02
1.495 -1.9642E-03 -1.5031E-02 -6.7699E-02
1.203 5.0S67E-01 -3.05156-02 -9.5502E-02
0.919 1.5fe51E 00 -4.1419E-02 -7.41566-02
0.631 1.5110E 00 -4.0377E-02 -7.9623E-02
0.343 1.4587E 00 -3.8089E-02 -8.4539E-02
1.495 -2.1478E-03 9.5024E-03 -6.6667E-02
1.207 -1.1516E-02 5.7506S-03 -7.9075E-02
0.919 1.5434E 00 -6.04166-02 -7.2407E-02
0.631 1.48c;OE 00 -5.7518E-02 -7.8022K-02
0.343 1.4372c 00 -5.3784E-02 -8.2672E-02
1.495 -2.0613E-03 2.4040H-02 -5.2569E-02
1.207 -3.2005E-03 2.7353E-02 -6.0675E-02
0.919 -3. 48665-03 3. 3227H-02 -7.H03E-02
0.627 1.4602E 00 -7.4860C-02 -7.4821E-02
0.343 1.4163E 00 -6.8781E-02 -8.0958E-02
1.495 -1.1425t-03 2.873«n=-02 -3.3241E-02
1.207 -1.338*E-03 3.36515-02 -4.1883E-02
0.919 -8.63s5E-04 4.0440E-02 -4.5477S-02
0.631 -3.5204E-05 5.01778-02 -4.&295E-02
0.343 -4.0137E-04 6.2633t-02 -4.6540E-02
1.495 -5.3-»72t-04 2.3738t-02 -2.7564c-02
1.207 -t.S953E-04 3.2879c-02 -2.8639E-02
0.919 -3.0609L-04 3.7937t-02 -2.9148E-02
O.C31 -3.5176E-05 4.4174E-02 -2.86446-02
0.343 2.5759t-04 5. 1593E-02 -2. 6521C-02
1.495 -2.9058e-0'« 2.6913E-02 -2. 01328-02
1.207 -2.2924E-0«t 2.9963E-02 -2.0028c-02
0.919 -1.9707E-04 3.3443t-02 -1.94002-02
0.631 -2.6732E-04 3.7377E-02 -1.7986E-02
0.343 -6.0065E-04 4.1-6556-02 -1.5466E-02
1.495 -2.1072E-04 2.4570E-02 -1.5002£-02
1.207 -2.1352E-04 2.6747E-02 -1.4411E-02
0.91'J -3.06211-04 2.91096-02 -1.3410S-02
0.631 -i.7661C-04 3.1600t-02 -1.1836c-02
0.343 -1.1697E-03 3.4045E-r02 -V.4877E-03
1.49E -2.06876-04 2.22316-02 -1.1407E-02
1.207 -2.7738b'-0<f 2.3770F-02 -1.0644E-02
0.<il<J -4.t391E-Ot 2.5361E.-02 -9.5650E-03
0.631 -3.3280E-04 2.6913E-02 -8.0655c-03
0.3^3 -1.4799E-03 2.82236-02 -6.02306-03
1.493 -2.2703E-04 2.0077E-02 -8.83396-03
1.207 -3.544^.E-04 2.1154E-02 -8.0350&-03
0.919 -5.9540E-04 2.2206£-02 -6.99526-03
0.631 -9.E5C7E-04 2.3133t-02 -5.6485t-03
' 0.343 -1.5^636-03 2.3750E-02 -3.93666-03
1.495 -2.5058E-04 1.B152E-02 -6.9515E-03
1.207 -f.ls.l^E-04 l.H895V>02 -6.1800E-03
0.919 -6.68R1E-0-J 1.9569E-02 -5.22586-03
0.631 -1.0230E-03 2.0084E-02 -4.0535E-03
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